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Abstract

Research and development across military network technologies is an ongo-
ing task, seeking to satisfy continuously evolving requirements and adver-
sarial models. Beyond distinct implementations or technologies, the afore-
mentioned requirements specify networks that provide, flexibility, agility,
and adaptability to the dynamic military operational context. Furthermore,
such networks must primarily support uninterrupted access to services and
information, for the consolidation and maintenance of an enriched COP
(Common Operational Picture), and the provisioning of military capabili-
ties.

Nonetheless, military networks do not constitute a unified environment,
for which generic technologies can be developed and deployed, while a
clear distinction exists between the strategic, operational and tactical lev-
els. The strategic/ operational levels rely on permanent or semi-permanent
infrastructure that supports components such as headquarters, mission con-
trol centres, and logistics coordination centres. Contrary to that, the tactical
level incorporates provisional assets deployed for the attainment of specific
operational objectives, within singular or interlaced mission scenarios.

Therefore, tactical networks are of constrained nature in terms related
to infrastructure, operational capabilities, and resource availability. Accord-
ingly, deploying and securing tactical C2 (Command and Control) and C4I
(Command, Control, Communications, Computers, and Intelligence) sys-
tems, must accommodate such requirements and constraints. Furthermore,
the increased integration of information systems towards the attainment of
NEC (Network Enabled Capability), promoted the use of SOA (Service Ori-
ented Architectures) across all levels. To address the security challenges,
imposed by tactical SOA, the scope of this thesis is tripartite.

Initially, the corresponding requirements have been extracted, referring
both to the protection of information and services, but also to functional
requirements for the developed policy and service architectures. Protect-
ing tactical SOA requires the accommodation of security requirements, for
stored, transmitted and processed information, under the explicit constraints
of the tactical environment, maintaining operability within the various tac-
tical modes of operation. Furthermore, the constraints of tactical networks
impose significant limitations to the realization of suitable SOA based so-
lutions. Overcoming these limitations, while maintaining the enforcement
of security controls for the protection of services, as the means to process
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information, is a critical task that we investigated. Finally the functional re-
quirements for the implementation of a security policy mechanism tailored
to tactical SOA, have been extracted and analysed.

The aforementioned constraints within the highly dynamic tactical envi-
ronment, impose significant limitations to the functionalities and efficiency
of current security policy frameworks. Thus, a security policy framework
dedicated to tactical SOA is presented, as it has been developed in align-
ment to the previously identified requirements. Consequently, due to the
constrained nature of tactical nodes, the parameters governing the partition-
ing and distribution of security policies are investigated within our work.
Elements of critical impact have been identified and analysed, while a suit-
able partitioning mechanism has been defined. Furthermore, possible diver-
gences across the distributed policies have been classified, and mechanisms
for policy reconciliation have been developed. The nature of occurring di-
vergences has been limited to an expected and permitted subset, while tak-
ing under consideration the constraints of the tactical environment and the
requirement for auditing, prioritization and roll back capabilities.

The last component of our research relates to the development of a core
security service architecture, tailored to the requirements of tactical SOA.
This refers to a subset of services that are dedicated to the attainment of
the identified security controls, according to security policies established at
the mission preparation stage. Furthermore, additional aspects such as the
interoperability of the security architecture and the QoS (Quality of Service)
decision subsystem have been examined.
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Sammendrag

Forskning og utvikling innen militære nettverksteknologier møter stadig
økende krav og endrede sikkerhetsmodeller. Foruten spesifikke teknologi-
implementasjoner er de nevnte kravene først og fremst knyttet til fleksi-
bilitet, dynamikk og tilpasning til dynamiske militære operasjoner. Slike
nettverk må hovedsakelig støtte uavbrutt tjeneste- og informasjonstilgang,
sammenslåing og vedlikehold av et felles overordna stridsbilde (COP Com-
mon Operational Picture) og utrulling av militære ytelsesevner.

Militære nettverk utgjør ikke noe enhetlig miljø hvor generelle teknolo-
gier kan bli utviklet og utplassert og det eksisterer en klar forskjell mel-
lom strategiske og taktiske domener. Det strategiske domenet innbefatter
en permanent eller en halv-permanent infrastruktur som støtter opp un-
der nettverkskomponenter for hovedkontor, operasjonskontrollsentere og
logiske koordineringssentre. I motsetning, så innbefatter taktiske domener
en mer provisorisk utrulling av enheter for oppnåelse av spesifikke opera-
sjonelle mål innen enkle eller sammensatte militære operasjoner.

Taktiske nettverk er derfor naturlig begrenset i forhold til infrastruktur,
operasjonelle evner og ressurstilgjengelighet. Utrulling og sikring av tak-
tiske kommando og kontroll systemer (C2 Command and Control og C4I
Command, Control, Communication, Computer and Intelligence) må der-
for imøtekomme en rekke krav og har mange begrensninger. På grunn av
en økende integrasjonsgrad mellom ulike informasjonssystemer for å oppnå
NEC (Network Enabled Capability), promoteres tjenesteorientert arkitektur
(SOA Service Oriented Architectures) for begge typer domener. For å på
best mulig måte kunne adressere sikkerhetsutfordringene igjennom bruk av
taktisk SOA, er omfanget i denne avhandlingen tredelt.

Den første delen inneholder relevante krav funnet for å kunne utføre
beskyttelse på tjeneste og informasjon nivå, men det er i tillegg også satt
funksjonelle krav relatert til vår utviklede policy og tjeneste arkitektur. Det å
beskytte taktisk SOA setter sikkerhetskrav for lagret, sendt og prosessert in-
formasjon, men det setter også eksplisitte begrensninger i taktiske miljø for å
opprettholde stabil drift i ulike taktiske driftsmodus. Disse begrensningene
av taktiske nettverk tvinger frem et begrenset utfallsrom av mulige SOA
løsninger. Det å komme over disse begrensingene, samtidig som at sikker-
heten håndheves for tjenestebeskyttelse innen informasjonsprosessering, er
en kritisk oppgave som det har blitt forsket på. Kravdelen ble avsluttet ved
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å ekstrahere og analysere en rekke funksjonelle implementasjonskrav til en
sikkerhetspolicy spesialtilpasset til taktisk SOA.

Disse begrensingene innen dynamiske taktiske miljø, utgjør en signifikant
innskrenking av eksisterende sikkerhetsrammeverk. Den andre delen av
forskningen presenterer derfor et rammeverk for en sikkerhetspolicy satt
opp for taktisk SOA, som har blitt utviklet i tråd med de identifiserte kravene.
På grunn av en naturlig begrensning i taktiske noder, er det blitt forsket på
parameterne som styrer partisjonering og distribusjon av sikkerhetspolicyer.
Det har blitt analysert og identifisert elementer av kritisk betydning og det
har blitt definert en passende partisjonersmekanisme. Mulige avvik for dis-
tribuerte policyer har blitt klassifisert og det har blitt utviklet en metode for
å slå sammen og forsone sikkerhetspolicyer. Med tanke på begrensingene
i det taktiske miljøet og kravene som er satt for revisjon, prioritering og
tilbakerullingsmuligheter, så har naturlige avvikshendelser blitt begrenset
til et forventet og tillatt utfallsrom.

Den siste delen i forskningen vår er relatert til utviklingen av en spe-
sialtilpasset kjerne i en sikkerhetstjenestearkitektur som er laget på grunnlag
av kravene ifra taktisk SOA. Det er gjort et relevant utvalg av tjenester som
er satt til å oppnå en ønsket grad sikkerhetskontroll, i henhold til sikkerhet-
spolicyen som blir fastsatt i forberedelsesfasen av en militær operasjon. I til-
legg er det også forsket på ulike aspekter rundt samspillingsevnen mellom
sikkerhetsarkitekturen og deler av tjenestekvalitetssystemene (QoS Quality
of Service).
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The deployment of constrained networks is necessitated across multiple ap-
plication domains, due to financial, technical, physical, and regulatory limi-
tations. Examples of such application domains can be traced within tactical
and emergency response networks, IoT (Internet of Things) systems, but
also semi-autonomous networks deployed for remote ecosystem monitor-
ing. Such systems are distributed and dynamic in nature, while character-
ized by resource limitations and intermittent connectivity towards backbone
overprovisioned infrastructure.

Proportionally, tactical networks refer to collections of constrained termi-
nals, deployed for the attainment of mission specific operational objectives.
Nominally this primarily relies on ad hoc and mesh network configurations,
with limited communication and processing capabilities in comparison to
the (semi-) permanent infrastructure serving the strategic and operational
levels. Therefore, deployment and integration of such networks with C2 and
C4I systems at the tactical edge, must be suitably adjusted to these limita-
tions, in order to accommodate information exchange and the provisioning
of tactical capabilities.

Furthermore, the requirement for enabling NCW (Network Centric War-
fare) and NEC across military networks has become imperative, necessitat-
ing the integration of decision-makers, information sources, and effectors.
This has increased the heterogeneity and complexity of contemporary C2
and C4I systems, promoting the adoption of SOA as the most suitable me-
diator towards a modular and efficient information infrastructure. The SOA
paradigm has been identified as a suitable solution, due to the inherent de-
velopment and deployment flexibility of such architectures, where interop-
erability of services is utilised in order to achieve improved reactivity and
situational awareness.

Nonetheless, contemporary SOA are focused primarily at the enterprise
domain, where architectural models are defined mainly upon overprovi-
sioned infrastructures and limited communication constraints. Therefore,
although existing architectures may become adjusted for the infrastructures
serving the strategic and operational levels, provided suitable adaptations
to the military context, the tactical domain imposes a unique set of require-
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1. INTRODUCTION

ments that render such solutions inefficient. Accordingly, extending this
paradigm to the tactical edge requires tailored solutions, which can accom-
modate the extended set of constraints and requirements, allowing tactical
nodes to consume information and services locally, but also from and to-
wards the infrastructure serving the strategic and operational levels.

1.2 Aim and Scope

Securing communication networks is a multifaceted objective, dependent
upon several diverse yet interlaced tasks. These tasks range from the initial
execution of risk analysis, to the deployment of suitable controls, and the
establishment of incidence response mechanisms. Furthermore, application
domains such as those described earlier, are attributed with two adjectives
which are characteristic of their nature, namely constrained and dynamic. Ac-
cordingly, the efficiency and effectiveness of the deployed security solutions
is decidedly bound to these two concepts. Within this study the focus is set
on tactical SOA as a characteristic application domain of this nature. Ac-
cordingly, a selected fragment of topics, related to network security man-
agement have been investigated, towards securing the envisioned NEC and
NCW enabled tactical networks.

Due to the aforementioned distinction between the infrastructure serv-
ing the tactical and strategic/ operational levels, universal solutions cannot
be designed and optimized efficiently. This has been illustrated by early at-
tempts to adapt enterprise SOA within military networks. Such solutions
have been proven capable of satisfying the requirements of the overprovi-
sioned infrastructure deployed across the strategic and operational levels,
while experience from recent battlefields suggest that the tactical edge re-
quires a distinct approach. Accordingly, the deployed SOA must be suitably
adjusted to the available resources, operational characteristics, and required
functionalities of each domain. Seeking to obtain refined security control
across tactical SOA demands a comprehensive analysis of their characteris-
tics, requirements and underlying constrains. This can ensure that the devel-
oped components can efficiently satisfy the functional preconditions raised
by the nature of modern AoO (Areas of Operations), and national planning
for future strategic objectives.

These components refer to the security services that constitute the devel-
oped TSSI (Tactical Security Service Infrastructure), which must accommo-
date both the extraction of pertinent policy decisions, and their enforcement
by the deployed control subsystems. A critical factor in respect of the TSSI,
refers to the adaptability to dynamic network conditions, which must be
maintained across the various deployed platforms and operational condi-
tions. This requirement is necessitated by the disparate nature of the plat-
forms deployed at the tactical domain, and the unpredictability factor that
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is bound to any military operation.

Finally, policy mechanisms constitute a core component of every secu-
rity architecture, dedicated to the governance of the deployed control sub-
systems for the attainment of the required protection goals. Accordingly,
the developed TSPF (Tactical Security Policy Framework) must rely on so-
lutions with demonstrated efficacy, suitably adjusted to the tactical context,
according to the previously identified constraints and requirements. The
supported security policies should efficiently utilize the available network
resources and cross-layer information, in order to facilitate the adaptability
of the TSI (Tactical Service Infrastructure) to the dynamic network condition.

1.3 Research Questions

This study was driven by the research questions listed bellow, which have
been formulated in alignment with the aforementioned motivation and scope.
The results described in this work were obtained from the security related
fragment of the EDA (European Defence Agency) project TACTICS (TAC-
TICal Service oriented architectures). The overarching goal of TACTICS has
been to provide a proof of concept, in respect of the capacity of contempo-
rary tactical networks to support the deployment of SOA, under the realistic
constraints of current and potential future AoO.

• 1st Research Question: Which are the operational and technical require-
ments for the attainment of fine-grained security goals within tactical
SOA, under the constraints imposed by the characteristics of contem-
porary and future tactical operations?

• 2nd Research Question: Which are the required architectural compo-
nents and functionalities, for the enforcement of security controls with-
in contemporary tactical SOA?

• 3rd Research Question: How can a policy that is sufficiently expressive
to allow the incorporation of discretionary access control, be formu-
lated and implemented in a way that can satisfy the security require-
ments and constraints of tactical SOA?

• 4th Research Question: Given the results of the previous research ques-
tions, and a suitable reference architecture, can contemporary tactical
networks support the deployment of security architectures developed
according to the SOA paradigm?
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1.4 Background

1.4.1 Network Centric Warfare/ Network Enabled Capability

NCW (source: United States Department of Defence) and NEC (source: Un-
ited Kingdom Ministry of Defence) are two military doctrines that share core
tenets, and seek to integrate information sources, decision makers and effec-
tors. This is expected to enhance reactivity on the battlefield, by optimizing
asset utilization towards overwhelming and synchronized effect. Alberts
et al. [32] provide a detailed report over the concept of NCW, and how it
is envisioned to contribute towards developing and leveraging information
superiority on the battlefield. As stated by the authors: ”We define NCW as an
information superiority enabled concept of operations that generates increased com-
bat power by networking sensors, decision makers, and shooters to achieve shared
awareness, increased speed of command, higher tempo of operations, greater lethal-
ity, increased survivability, and a degree of self-synchronization. In essence, NCW
translates information superiority into combat power by effectively linking knowl-
edgeable entities in the battle-space.”

1.4.2 Constrained networks

RFC7228 and RFC7547 [13, 30] provide a comprehensive description of the
terminology and concepts related to constrained networks. Although the
tactical environment presents a wider scope in respect of the utilised termi-
nals and network operational characteristics, these two documents closely
formalize the lowermost boundary of operation. Accordingly within this
thesis, the following definitions are used as extracted from the aforemen-
tioned documents:

Constrained Node: A node where some of the characteristics that are other-
wise pretty much taken for granted for Internet nodes at the time of writing are not
attainable, often due to cost constraints and/ or physical constraints on characteris-
tics such as size, weight, and available power and energy. The tight limits on power,
memory, and processing resources lead to hard upper bounds on state, code space,
and processing cycles, making optimization of energy and network bandwidth usage
a dominating consideration in all design requirements. Also, some layer-2 services
such as full connectivity and broadcast/ multicast may be lacking.

Constrained Network: A network where some of the characteristics pretty
much taken for granted with link layers in common use in the Internet at the time
of writing are not attainable. Limitations can include:

1. Low achievable bitrate/ throughput.

2. High packet loss and packet loss variability.

3. Highly asymmetric link characteristics.
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4. Severe penalties for using large packets.

5. Limits on reachability over time.

6. Lack or severe constraints on advanced services, such as IP multicast.

Challenged Network: A network that has serious trouble maintaining what
an application would today expect of the end-to-end IP model by:

1. Not being able to offer end-to-end IP connectivity at all.

2. Exhibiting serious interruptions in end-to-end IP connectivity.

3. Exhibiting delay well beyond the Maximum Segment Lifetime.

All challenged networks are constrained networks in some sense, but not all con-
strained networks are challenged networks, while there is no well-defined boundary
between the two.

Constrained-Node Network: A network whose characteristics are influenced
by being composed of a significant portion of constrained nodes. A constrained-
node network always is a constrained network because of the network constraints
stemming from the node constraints, but it may also have other constraints that
already make it a constrained network.

The tactical level relies on infrastructureless constrained networks of mo-
bile devices, with self configuring characteristics, and intermittent connec-
tivity towards the strategic and operational levels, which contrary to that,
rely on a combination of comparatively overprovisioned wireline and wire-
less networks. It must be noted that not all types of tactical nodes are con-
strained, while sections of the network can operate under a non-constrained/
non-challenged mode. Nevertheless, the overall network architectures are
of constrained nature primarily owing to the:

1. Rate of change and unpredictability component within the network
topology graph.

2. Lack of predominant traffic flow models, which are primarily bound
to mission specific parameters.

3. Bandwidth and bit error rate limitations, largely due to bottlenecks
created by constrained devices.

4. Reliance on distributed or hierarchical network management.

*NOTE: For the remainder of this thesis the term ”tactical domain” will
refer to the heterogeneous and constrained infrastructure deployed for the
facilitation of the objectives that fall under the responsibility of the tacti-
cal operational level. Further, the term ”strategic domain” will refer to the
overprovisioned (comparatively to the tactical) infrastructure deployed for
the facilitation of the objectives that fall under the responsibility of the op-
erational and strategic levels.
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1.4.3 Service Oriented Architectures

Townsend [75] reports the history and intensives that led to the develop-
ment of the SOA paradigm, as a method of decomposing system function-
alities into a structured subset of interoperable services, since the early 80s.
Currently, SOA terminology and core concepts are formalized within ISO/
IEC 18384 in three documents:

1. Part 1: Terminology and Concepts for SOA [1].

2. Part 2: Reference Architecture for SOA solutions [2].

3. Part 3: Service Oriented Architecture Ontology [3].

Extracting from these documents, the following concepts are used within
this thesis:

Architecture: Fundamental concepts or properties of a system in its environ-
ment embodied in its elements, relationships, and in the principles of its design and
evolution.

Choreography: Type of composition whose elements interact in a non-directed
fashion with each autonomous part knowing and following an observable predefined
pattern of behaviour for the entire (global) composition. Choreography does not
require complete or perfect knowledge of the pattern of behaviour.

Collaboration: Type of composition whose elements interact in a non-directed
fashion, each according to their own plans and purposes without a predefined pat-
tern of behaviour.

Composition: Result of assembling a collection of elements for a particular
purpose.

Element: Unit at a given level of abstraction and with a clearly defined bound-
ary. An element can be any type of entity.

Entity: Individual element in a system with an identity which can act as a
service provider or service consumer. Examples of entities are organizations, enter-
prises and individuals, software, and hardware.

Orchestration: Type of composition where one particular element is used by
the composition to oversee and direct the other elements. The element that directs
an orchestration is not part of the orchestration (composition instance) itself.

Policy: Statement that an entity intends to follow or intends that another entity
should follow.

Process: Type of composition whose elements are composed into a sequence or
flow of activities and interactions with the objective of carrying out certain work. A
process may also be a collaboration, choreography, or orchestration.

Service: Logical representation of a set of activities that has specified outcomes,
is self-contained, may be composed of other services, and is a black box to consumers
of the service.

Service composition: Service assembly composition that provides (in the op-
erational sense) higher level services that are only an assembly of other services.
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Service consumer: Entity that uses services. Consumers may interact with
services operationally or contractually (legal responsibility).

Service interoperability: Ability of service providers and service consumers
to communicate, invoke services and exchange information at both the syntactic and
semantic level leading to effects as defined by the service description.

Service Level Agreement/ SLA: Type of service contract that defines measur-
able conditions of interactions between a service provider and a service consumer.

Service orientation: Approach to designing systems in terms of services and
service-based development.

Service Oriented Architecture/ SOA: Architectural style that supports ser-
vice orientation and is a paradigm for building business solutions. Services realized
in this style utilize activities that comprise business processes, have descriptions to
provide context, may be implemented via service composition, have environment-
specific implementations which are described in the context that constrains or en-
ables them, require governance, and place requirements on the infrastructure to
achieve interoperability and location transparency using standards to the greatest
extent possible.

Service provider: Entity providing services. Service providers may be respon-
sible for the operation of the services or the contract for the services (legal responsi-
bility) or both.

SOA implementation: Methods and techniques used to develop SOA based
solutions.

1.4.4 Policy based security management

A recommended terminology for policy-based management is defined in
RFC 3198 [84]. Extracting from this document, the following terms are ap-
plicable for this thesis.

Policy: ”Policy” can be defined from two perspectives:
- A definite goal, course or method of action to guide and determine present and fu-
ture decisions. ”Policies” are implemented or executed within a particular context
(such as policies defined within a business unit).
- Policies as a set of rules to administer, manage, and control access to network re-
sources.
These two views are not contradictory since individual rules may be defined in sup-
port of business goals.

Policy abstraction: Policy can be represented at different levels, ranging from
business goals to device-specific configuration parameters. Translation between dif-
ferent levels of ”abstraction” may require information other than policy, such as
network and host parameter configuration and capabilities.

Policy action: Definition of what is to be done to enforce a policy rule, when
the conditions of the rule are met. Policy actions may result in the execution of one
or more operations to affect and/ or configure network traffic and network resources.
*Note: The enforcement direction of this definition can be bilateral, bound to
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whether the independent variable is the ”rule conditions” or the ”enforced
action”. For the purpose of this thesis, and within the developed security
mechanisms, both enforcement directions are available.

Policy condition: A representation of the necessary state and/ or prerequisites
that define whether a policy rules actions should be performed. This representation
need not be completely specified, but may be implicitly provided in an implementa-
tion or protocol. When the policy condition(s) associated with a policy rule evaluate
to TRUE, then (subject to other considerations such as rule priorities and decision
strategies) the rule should be enforced.

Policy conflict: Occurs when the actions of two rules (that are both satisfied si-
multaneously) contradict each other. The entity implementing the policy would not
be able to determine which action to perform. The implementers of policy systems
must provide conflict detection and avoidance or resolution mechanisms to prevent
this situation.

Policy decision: Two perspectives of ”policy decision” exist:
- A ”process” perspective that deals with the evaluation of a policy rules conditions.
- A ”result” perspective that deals with the actions for enforcement, when the con-
ditions of a policy rule are TRUE.

Policy domain: A collection of elements and services, and/ or a portion of an
Internet over which a common and consistent set of policies are administered in a
coordinated fashion. This definition of a policy domain does not preclude multiple
sources of policy creation within an organization, but does require that the resultant
policies be coordinated. Policies defined in the context of one domain may need to be
communicated or negotiated outside of that domain.

Policy enforcement: The execution of a policy decision.
Policy error: ”Policy errors” occur when attempts to enforce policy actions fail,

whether due to temporary state or permanent mismatch between the policy actions
and the device enforcement capabilities.

Policy goal: Goals are the business objectives or desired state intended to be
maintained by a policy system. As the highest level of abstraction of policy, these
goals are most directly described in business rather than technical terms.

Policy request: A message requesting a policy-related service. This may refer
to a request to retrieve a specific set of policy rules, to determine the actions to
enforce, or other policy requests.

Policy rule: A basic building block of a policy-based system. It is the binding of
a set of actions to a set of conditions, where the conditions are evaluated to determine
whether the actions are performed.

Furthermore, RFC 3060 [55] specifies PCIM (Policy Core Information
Model), which is an object oriented model for the representation of poli-
cies. This document defines core concepts of policy driven management,
and an architecture which has been adapted and utilised across multiple
commercial products. A classification of policies is provided, which has
been utilised across this thesis. Extracting from the document, policies can
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be classified according to their purpose as:
Motivational Policies: Solely targeted at whether or how a policy’s goal is

accomplished. Configuration and Usage Policies are specific kinds of Motivational
Policies. Another example is the scheduling of file backup based on disk write activ-
ity from 8am to 3pm.

Configuration Policies: They define the default (or generic) setup of a man-
aged entity (for example, a network service). Examples of Configuration Policies are
the setup of a network forwarding service or a network-hosted print queue.

Installation Policies: They define what can and cannot be put on a system or
component, as well as the configuration of the mechanisms that perform the install.
Installation policies typically represent specific administrative permissions, and can
also represent dependencies between different components (e.g., to complete the in-
stallation of component A, components B and C must be previously successfully
installed or uninstalled).

Error and Event Policies: For example, if a device fails between 8am and 9pm,
call the system administrator, otherwise call the Help Desk.

Usage Policies: They control the selection and configuration of entities based
on specific ”usage” data. Configuration Policies can be modified or simply re-
applied by Usage Policies. Examples of Usage Policies include upgrading network
forwarding services after a user is verified to be a member of a ”gold” service group,
or reconfiguring a printer to be able to handle the next job in its queue.

Security Policies: They deal with verifying that the client is actually who
the client purports to be, permitting or denying access to resources, selecting and
applying appropriate authentication mechanisms, and performing accounting and
auditing of resources.

Service Policies: They characterize network and other services (not use them).
For example, all wide-area backbone interfaces shall use a specific type of queuing.
Service policies describe services available in the network. Usage policies describe
the particular binding of a client of the network to services available in the network.

1.4.5 Cross-layer security

Srivastava and Motani [68] provide detailed definitions and description for
layered and cross-layer architectures. Extracting from this document, these
terms are utilised across this thesis, as:

Layered architecture: A layered architecture, like the seven-layer OSI (Open
Systems Interconnect) model, divides the overall networking task into layers and
defines a hierarchy of services to be provided by the individual layers. The services
at the layers are realized by designing protocols for the different layers. The archi-
tecture forbids direct communication between non-adjacent layers; communication
between adjacent layers is limited to procedure calls and responses.

Cross-Layer architecture: Protocol design by the violation of a reference lay-
ered communication architecture is cross-layer design with respect to the particular
layered architecture.
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Comment 1: Examples of violation of a layered architecture include creating new
interfaces between layers, redefining the layer boundaries, designing protocol at a
layer based on the details of how another layer is designed, joint tuning of parame-
ters across layers, and so on.
Comment 2: Violation of a layered architecture involves giving up the luxury of
designing protocols at different layers independently. Protocols so designed impose
some conditions on the processing at other layer(s).
Comment 3: Cross-layer design is defined as a protocol design methodology. How-
ever, a protocol designed with this methodology is also termed cross-layer design.

Furthermore Conti et al. [23] and Saleem et al. [58], analyse the ratio-
nale that promoted the use of cross-layer architectures, particularly within
mobile ad hoc networks, providing exemplary detailed applications. Ac-
cording to the authors: ”Why does the presence of wireless links in the network
motivate designers to violate the layered architectures? There are three main rea-
sons: the unique problems created by wireless links, the possibility of opportunistic
communication on wireless links, and the new modalities of communication offered
by the wireless medium.” Therefore, state information for a particular layer are
used in order to optimise the behaviour of another, allowing for refined net-
work governance and enhanced performance within the constrains of such
network architectures.

Accordingly, multiple studies applied this paradigm within the realm of
security across constrained wireless networks [82, 62, 6], while concerning
military applications a related study from FFI (Forsvarets Forskningsinsti-
tutt) [43] concludes with: Cyber Defence is classic and static information security
often based on cryptographic techniques, while Cyber Security aids the dynamical
handling of concrete incidents and attacks. Many aspects of Cyber Security can
be handled in a single layer, but activities are in principle cross-layer. Whether an
operation is defensive or offensive, the ability to analyse or control all aspects of the
data is a valuable asset. A typical example is an intrusion detection system where
traffic is analysed from many different layers and perspectives. In Cyber Defence,
security mechanisms are usually applied at one layer at a time. This means that a
mechanism like encryption is often applied independently at different layers. This
gives added security in depth, since an attacker will have to circumvent several
mechanisms to attack the system.

1.4.6 Ontological knowledge representation

Guarino et al. [37] discuss in depth the concept of ontologies, for which the
original definition was given by Gruber [36], as: ”A specification of a represen-
tational vocabulary for a shared domain of discourse definitions of classes, relations,
functions, and other objects is called an ontology. An ontology is an explicit speci-
fication of a conceptualization.”

Accordingly, conceptualization was defined by Genesereth and Nilsson
[33], as: ”A body of formally represented knowledge is based on a conceptualiza-
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tion: the objects, concepts, and other entities that are assumed to exist in some area
of interest and the relationships that hold among them. A conceptualization is an
abstract, simplified view of the world that we wish to represent for some purpose.
Every knowledge base, knowledge-based system, or knowledge-level agent is com-
mitted to some conceptualization, explicitly or implicitly.”

Ontologies are formalised with the use of ontology specification lan-
guages, which are primarily based on traditional syntax, markup schemes,
frame schemes, description logic, or first order logic. The principal distinc-
tion among these languages arise from their expressive capacity and sup-
porting reasoning capabilities, where a semantic reasoner can be used in
order to infer logical consequences from the axioms defined within an on-
tology.

Regarding the expressive capacity of ontology specification languages,
OWL (Web Ontology Language) can be used as an example. Extracting from
[10]: The OWL language provides two specific subsets that we believe will be of use
to implementors and language users. [] OWL Full and OWL DL support the same
set of OWL language constructs. Their difference lies in restrictions on the use of
some of those features and on the use of RDF features. OWL Full allows free mixing
of OWL with RDF Schema and, like RDF Schema, does not enforce a strict separa-
tion of classes, properties, individuals and data values. OWL DL puts constraints
on the mixing with RDF and requires disjointness of classes, properties, individuals
and data values. The main reason for having the OWL DL sublanguage is that tool
builders have developed powerful reasoning systems which support ontologies con-
strained by the restrictions required for OWL DL. [] OWL Lite is a sublanguage of
OWL DL that supports only a subset of the OWL language constructs. OWL Lite
is particularly targeted at tool builders, who want to support OWL, but want to
start with a relatively simple basic set of language features. OWL Lite abides by the
same semantic restrictions as OWL DL, allowing reasoning engines to guarantee
certain desirable properties.

1.5 Related Work

1.5.1 Tactical Networks Towards NEC and NCW

Military networks have been continuously studied since their first appear-
ance, seeking to improve situational awareness, decision making, and the
efficient/effective utilization of the capabilities supported by the deployed
assets. This includes a wide range of research domains, from generic studies
over the characteristics of military operations, up to system or technology
specific studies aiming to satisfy explicit requirements.

Indicatively, Aschenbruck et al. [5] examine scenarios of military opera-
tions and natural or man-made catastrophes, where the lack or destruction
of backbone infrastructure impedes communications. Maintaining readi-
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ness for such events requires the execution of field trials and simulations,
whose correctness relies on the accuracy of the utilized mobility models.
The authors provide a generic classification of existing mobility models for
tactical networks, including an analysis of their characteristics and depen-
dencies. The authors conclude, according to the examined tactical scenarios,
that the disaster-area-model is the one which realises more accurately the
features of tactical networks, approximating closely the realistic boundaries
of such systems. Nevertheless, the authors highlight the need for develop-
ing more precise and scalable models in the future. Furthermore, Li and
Vigneron [49] utilize realistic network deployment scenarios and mobility
models in order to investigate the link and network properties over VHF
combat radios. A model is proposed according to practical deployment sce-
narios, highlighting the inherent dynamicity of tactical networks that ne-
cessitate the adaptability of deployed architectures to the underlying con-
straints. Elmasry [29] compares commercial and tactical wireless networks,
seeking to identify differences in their requirements and constraints. The
article highlights the additional obstacles imposed by the tactical environ-
ment, in terms of complexity, lack of fixed infrastructure, mobility patterns,
and dynamicity. Furthermore, the author proposes a generic tactical net-
work model according to the identified characteristics, seeking to promote
technological spillovers from commercial networks, in areas where this is
deemed feasible.

Moreover, Cheng et al. [20] focus on airborne tactical networks, provid-
ing a comprehensive analysis of design considerations for such systems at
the physical, link and network layers. These include the support of variable
data rates, provisioning of multicast traffic, latency constraints, and long
transmission ranges. Research on the field also focused on the adaptation of
equipment to the tactical environment, such as Kaul et al. [45] who inves-
tigated the capacity of commercial smart-phones to participate into tactical
networks, aiming to satisfy the identified constraints. Under the main con-
siderations of supporting IP multicast, and tactical mobility patterns, the au-
thors investigate and introduce novel technologies towards adapting com-
mercial mobile equipment to the tactical edge.

Furthermore, analysis of the tactical environment has also been focused
on the adaptation of specific technologies. Suri et al. [71] report results
from experiments on tactical networking environments, with service de-
ployment over peer-to-peer communications. The article presents and dis-
cuss requirements for a peer-to-peer middleware at the tactical edge, such
as automatic configuration, bandwidth efficiency, and peer discovery. This
study includes experimental results that support the identified requirements,
and the capacity of peer-to-peer systems to operate under the constraints
of the tactical environment. Furthermore, Sterbenz et al. [69] discuss the
topic of survivability for mobile wireless networks, with particular empha-
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sis on military applications. Although the scope of the article is related to
QoS (Quality of Service) and routing aspects, the analysis provided by the
authors forms a cohesive representation of the communication constraints
imposed by the nature of tactical networks. In terms of security the authors
highlight areas such as transmission security, communication security, ac-
cess control, infrastructure protection, robustness, and efficiency, as the ar-
eas where future work should focus, seeking to provide effective solutions.
Finally, Sioutis [65] investigated key technologies, challenges, and potential
solutions for achieving seamless interoperability between the tactical and
strategic domains within SOA. The author presents and investigates vari-
ous tactical scenarios, providing a high level but comprehensive analysis
of the challenges involved towards such integration. As stated by the au-
thor: Tactical to enterprise integration is a complex problem which expands beyond
simple network connectivity, or even information interoperability. The challenges
identified within this study, highlight the requirement for an effective infor-
mation management and decision making subsystem, which would be able
to support the tactical capabilities and requirements of the modern battle-
field, through NCW/ NEC enabled tactical SOA.

Moving towards the NCW and NEC paradigms, multiple studies inves-
tigated the capacity of tactical networks to support the required function-
alities and enhanced integration of information systems. Scott [60] inves-
tigated how DTN proxies at the application layer can support NCW over
disrupted networks, while Burbank et al. [17] provided a comprehensive
analysis of the tactical environment in terms of deployed units and their
capabilities. Accordingly, the authors argue that MANETs (Mobile ad hoc
networks) will have to face multiple challenges in order to support all the
envisioned functionalities for providing NCW at the tactical edge. At the
time this study was undertaken, the authors concluded that MANET tech-
nologies were still immature and not able to efficiently support this goal.

Furthermore, Bar-Noy et al. [7] motivated the need for a formal QoI
(Quality of Information) metric for decision makers at the tactical edge, and
the need for tactical networks not only to facilitate information flow, but also
to incorporate suitable processes for distributed decision making according
to such metrics. The authors discuss critical aspects in respect of assuring
information provenance and credibility, as the the main challenges towards
the envisioned QoI aware military networking. Mazzini et al. [54] investi-
gated the opportunistic dissemination of information over tactical networks,
under the identified constraints, suggesting algorithmic solutions for the ex-
traction of network state information from the interaction of tactical nodes.
The results of this study are promising in respect of improving reliability
over data delivery with reduced bandwidth consumption. Finally, Suri et
al. [70] investigated the limitations of tactical networks in terms of reli-
able connectivity, bandwidth availability and latency, exploring the notion
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of Value-of-Information for improving communications. Accordingly, in-
formation are prioritized or filtered prior to be disseminated to field forces.
The study shows promising initial results in respect of bandwidth reduc-
tion, highlighting the significance of fine-grained information management
at the tactical edge.

Focusing on the security aspects of tactical ad hoc and mesh networks,
a multitude of studies investigated generic [18, 78, 15, 14, 51, 57, 48] and
system specific parameters [83, 34, 16, 50, 81, 35, 12]. Zhou and Haas [87]
investigated the security requirements of ad hoc networks across military
applications. Although the focus of this study is generically on the applica-
tions of ad hoc networks, it provides a comprehensive threat model, and
analysis in respect of secure routing and key management. The authors
highlight the network dynamicity, scalability and dependency on unreliable
wireless links, as the main challenges towards achieving the corresponding
security goals. Moreover, Jacobs [41] examined tactical networks, identify-
ing the types of potential adversaries, threats and vulnerabilities, against
the WIN (Warfighter Information Network). Finally, an overview of cryp-
tographic methods is provided by the author, towards mitigating the iden-
tified risks. Furthermore, Kong et al. [47] present and evaluate their de-
sign for a multilevel ad hoc wireless network, utilizing UAVs (Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles) to maintain connectivity after damages have occurred to the
main network infrastructure. The article focuses on aspects related to mes-
sage privacy, message integrity, non-repudiation, authentication, and secu-
rity service availability, and how these can be supported within military
networks.

Chlamtac et al. [21] investigated mobile ad hoc networking and its appli-
cation to the military domain. An in depth analysis of the characteristics of
such networks is provided by the authors, in terms of existing applications
and adopted technologies. The focus of the article is not primarily on secu-
rity, but it provides a comprehensive analysis of the integrated technologies
at the time of this study, and a historical overview of their development.
Cayirci and Rong [19] are the authors of a book entitled ”Security in wireless
ad hoc and sensor networks”. The book provides a comprehensive analysis
of security aspects related to ad hoc and sensor networks, including military
applications. Both fundamental networking and operational characteristics
are investigated, while an extensive analysis of related security topics is pro-
vided. These include secure routing, threats and countermeasures, as well
as aspects related to cryptography and key management. Additionally, Yi et
al. [86] focused on wireless mesh networks, and provided a survey of poten-
tial threats and available countermeasures. The authors focus on the areas
of key management, intrusion detection, and secure routing. Nevertheless,
the article presents a comprehensive overview of the security challenges for
this type of networks. Finally, Kidston et al. [46] identified differences be-
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tween commercial and tactical networks, utilizing their findings in order to
provide a high-level analysis of threats and risks in tactical environments.
This study also suggests a cross-layer security framework, as the medium
to improve security within tactical networks, given the constraints that the
author identify earlier.

Investigating the security aspects of tactical SOA, Maule and Lewis [53]
present a methodology for assessing tactical maritime SOA performance,
and discuss security challenges of such systems. A test architecture is de-
scribed and utilized within a case study for the identification of latency
sources, when web services are secured by means of certificates, in dis-
tributed SOA environments. Sauer et al. [59] investigated multiple ap-
proaches for cross-domain secure information sharing under collaborative
and joint coalition SOA environments. The authors conclude that a truly
efficient and effective solution would require a singular multi-level secu-
rity SOA, which can be replicated across both the strategic and tactical do-
mains. Furthermore Simanta et al. [63] described and demonstrated a set
of prototypes for the deployment of SOA on hand-held devices at the tac-
tical edge. Despite being a prototypical early stage implementation, this
study provides an overview of engineering issues related to the involved
technologies. The identified issues include the collection and dissemina-
tion of information, reliability, and improvements in the service discovery
mechanisms. Additionally, Barz and Quinkert [9] presented the results of
their studies, within the project CoNSIS (Coalition Networks for Secure In-
formation Sharing), aiming to facilitate the exchange of information within
tactical coalition environments. This article proposes a model for manag-
ing the interactions between tactical routers and security gateways. Finally
Wang et al. [80] proposed a trust management protocol for task assignment
in autonomous mobile ad hoc networks operating within service oriented
architectures. The proposed algorithm is based on task auctioning, and is
optimized according to local knowledge. The results show improved per-
formance and minimized complexity, providing suitable ground for further
enhancement with improved selection strategies.

1.5.2 SOA at the Tactical Edge

Earlier national and international studies have initiated the investigation,
towards the adoption of the SOA paradigm across the tactical domain. The
focus areas of these studies are disperse, referring to QoS, service delivery or
management of coalition operations, while security aspects have also been
studied.

MIDNet [52] (Military Disruption Tolerant Networks) is an EDA project
focused on military DTN (Disruption Tolerant Networks), seeking to inves-
tigate the applicability of technologies developed within the DTN research
community across the tactical domain. The overarching goal of this project
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was the definition of a suitable DTN architecture, tailored to the specific
requirements of tactical networks. Although the scope of TACTICS is dis-
tinct from MIDNet, the results of the later confirmed that standard tactical
applications (such as e-mail, and blue force tracking) can be adjusted and
integrated into the highly constrained tactical environment. In respect of se-
curity, the applicability of existing solutions such as WS-Security have been
examined, identifying constraints and limitation under the examined sce-
narios.

Furthermore, under the support of the United States Army and Air Force,
Suri et al. [73, 72] developed ACM (Agile Computing Middle-ware), which
aims to improve the performance of constrained tactical networks by op-
portunistic resource exploitation. Again the focus of this project has been on
performance optimization by utilizing unengaged network resources, with-
out a direct orientation towards security. Nevertheless, the undertaken stud-
ies provide a comprehensive understanding of functionalities with security
implications, such as service delivery management and network reliability.

Within NATO (North Atlantic Treaty Organization), RTO/ IST-061 (Re-
search and Technology Organization/ Information Systems Technology Pan-
el) [4] investigated security aspects of SOA towards the attainment of NEC.
A variety of existing standards used for the development of SOA have been
evaluated through analysis and experimentation, including WSDL (Web Ser-
vices Description Language), SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol), UDDI
(Universal Description Discovery and Integration), XML Dsig (XML Digi-
tal Signature), XML Enc (XML Encryption), and WS-Security (Web Services
Security). Valuable findings have been attained from this work, in respect
of securing tactical SOA with methods available at that time, while the fol-
lowing extract from the final report provides a coherent summary: ”During
the demonstration it became clear that current standards and implementations are
not yet mature enough for operational deployment on a large scale. Even though
products may claim to support a given standard, interoperability with other im-
plementations of that standard is not always possible. Also, quite a few standards
in the area of SOA are not yet stable or lack important features such as security
considerations.” [4]

CoNSIS [8] has been an international research project, in cooperation be-
tween France, Germany, Norway and the United States of America. The
projects’ focus was the investigation, development and demonstration of
technologies that can facilitate secure information sharing across tactical
coalition environments, in alignment with contemporary NEC enabling me-
thods. Although the scope of CoNSIS was not the development of an inte-
grated security architecture, the undertaken studies provide useful insights
into the related security considerations, such as key management, traffic
flow confidentiality, and communication protection between military and
civilian networks. CoNSIS utilized components from the earlier German
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SOA RuDi [61], which was an early national project aiming to provide in-
teroperability between web services within military environments. In re-
spect of security, the core component has been the protection of informa-
tion, which occurs at the network layer, while SOAP message encapsulation
is used to protect messages during transmission.

FFI also released results from their studies, in adopting the SOA para-
digm across military networks, within the FFI project 1277 [11]. In respect
of security, a subset of standards has been investigated related to access con-
trol and identity management. The study focuses on standards currently
evaluated by NATO (e.g. XACML, SAML, WS-Policy, XML Encryption,
and IPSec), providing valuable results in respect of the corresponding chal-
lenges, required optimizations, and recommendations for future work. The
results of this study convey the requirement for adaptable and refined secu-
rity management, with optimizations towards the reduction of the security
overhead. These early studies over military and tactical SOA, formed the
basis and necessitated TACTICS, as a project that will develop a unified and
complete SOA dedicated to the tactical domain.

1.5.3 Security Policies for Tactical Networks

In 2007, NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) published
a technical report [64] with recommendations on web service security. The
report is not focused on military applications, and in extend not adjusted
to the corresponding constraints and requirements of the tactical environ-
ment. Nevertheless, the report provides essential insights on SOA security
at the enterprise domain, and has been utilized as the basis for early mili-
tary oriented studies and applications. As stated in the report: The security
challenges presented by the Web services approach are formidable and unavoidable.
Many of the features that make Web services attractive, including greater accessibil-
ity of data, dynamic application-to-application connections, and relative autonomy
(lack of human intervention) are at odds with traditional security models and con-
trols. [] Web services are increasingly becoming an integral part of organizational
information technology (IT) infrastructures even though there are still unmet se-
curity challenges. To this end, the development and deployment of secure Web ser-
vices is essential to many organizations’ IT infrastructures. However, Web service
security standards do not provide all of the required properties to develop robust,
secure, and reliable Web services. To adequately support the needs of the Web ser-
vices based applications, effective risk management and appropriate deployment of
alternate countermeasures are essential. Defence in depth through security engi-
neering, secure software development, and risk management can provide much of
the robustness and reliability required by these applications.

Wies [85] provides a general classification of policy mechanisms and a
firm theoretical analysis of related concepts, such as policy life-cycle and
level of abstraction. The latter is crucial for the specification of layered
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policy-based management mechanisms, given the required separation of
duty between the distinct components of such a system. The author pro-
vides the following clarification: ”The level of abstraction in terms of the de-
sired behaviour of distributed heterogeneous systems, applications, and networks,
depends on the degree of detail contained in the policy definition and the ratio of
business related aspects to technological aspects within the policy. [] Thus poli-
cies do not describe business goals but are derived from them.” Accordingly, the
described hierarchy provides a distinction between the layers of a policy-
based management mechanism, separating corporate (high level), task oriented
(acting as management tools), functional (acting as management services), and low
level (acting as managed objects) policy sub-components.

Accordingly, a multitude of policy-based management approaches have
been developed, both for network [25] and security governance [67, 38, 26],
focusing on specific application domains or policy abstraction layers. Tonti
et al. [74] evaluated policy-based management frameworks based on se-
mantic web languages for policy representation and reasoning, to non se-
mantic web-based approaches (using Ponder as the framework for their
comparisons). The authors describe and compare KAoS [77], Rei [44], and
Ponder [27] within a communication control case study, on the grounds
that these policy specification approaches have been targeted to distributed
multi-agent systems. The study concludes that: ”Each form of policy represen-
tation exhibits pros and cons, and thus the choice of an approach should be driven by
the characteristics of the application domain and by the application requirements.
However, our experience to date seems to indicate quite clearly that, apart from
the specific considerations of the representation employed, the adoption of Semantic
Web representations provide more advantages than drawbacks.” The advantages
of such approaches identified by the authors include:

1. Improved global expressiveness.

2. Capacity to represent complex environments, in terms of entities, con-
cepts, interactions, and behaviours.

3. Conceptualization across multiple abstraction layers.

4. Easy and efficient extensibility. (Also at runtime)

5. Simplified policy querying, reasoning, and deconflictation.

The authors also identify areas where further improvements are needed
such as the ease of deployment, use, and enforcement.

Furthermore, Duflos et al. [28] provide a comparative study over pol-
icy specification languages for secure distributed applications, examining
ASL [42], Automated manager [66], DLSS [24], ISPS [31], LaSCO [40], Pon-
der [27], SPSL [22], and TOWER [39]. The study is structured over a com-
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parative analysis for the capacity of the aforementioned policy specification
approaches to define:

1. Access control.

2. Identification and authentication.

3. Confidentiality and integrity.

4. Obligations and prohibitions.

5. Auditing.

6. Delegation of privileges.

Within this analysis, Ponder is identified as the most complete framework,
although it lacks a more refined definition of integrity and confidentiality.
Furthermore, this study compares the levels of abstraction, and availability
of feedback/ mapping mechanisms. Under these evaluation criteria, HQML
was identified as the most complete framework, being able to support:

1. User/ application level specification.

2. Middle-ware/ network level specification.

3. Mapping mechanisms.

4. Feedback mechanisms.

Finally, the study investigates the corresponding policy representation tech-
niques of each framework, and the utilized notions (e.g. Domain, Role,
Group). The authors conclude with: ”For distributed application such as e-
commerce the best language does not exist yet. It should be a mix of:

• Ponder, ISPS and SPSL for the suitability for specification of security.

• HQML for its different abstraction level to represent policy, the ability to
map between these different levels and to give feedback to the higher level of
abstraction.

• Ponder, ISPS and PPL for the technique used to represent policies.

• ASL, ISPS, and Ponder for their deconflictation capabilities.

• PDN, Ponder and DLSS for their capability to trigger the policies using both
proactive and reactive approaches.”

Focusing on service oriented systems, Phan et al. [56] evaluated the IETF
(Internet Engineering Task Force) PCIM [55], Ponder [27], KaOS [77], Rei
[44], and WS-Policy [79], based on criteria and requirements specific to SOA.
The examined criteria across this study have been:
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1. Policy specification, analysis and enforcement.

2. Language formal semantics and extensibility.

3. Domains and other forms of grouping.

4. Support of distributed policy enforcement.

5. Meta policy (Policy about policies).

6. Business oriented policy specification.

7. The capacity to support dynamic system alterations.

8. Policy derivation from service composition.

The authors conclude with: ”It can be seen that none of the frameworks are
readily applicable for SOA policy management because they are all short of some
important features.” For PCIM this is attributed to the lack of formal speci-
fication language and services, while Ponder lacks the capacity to support
dynamic system alterations and on-line service composition. Finally, ac-
cording to their analysis the authors conclude that: ”WS-Policy is a low-level
policy language that is specific to Web Services implementation and is not suitable
for managing an overall SOA system.” The article identifies KaOS and Rei as
being the most suitable among the examined frameworks, due to capabil-
ities arising from their semantic web origins. Nevertheless, as the authors
state ”Rei lacks a policy enforcement model and does not come with a graphical tool
for policy specification and domain management. The main drawback of both is the
fact that they are less scalable when the managed systems are large because complex
ontology hierarchies need to be formed and reasoning about them is computationally
expensive.”

Consistent with the results of these studies, in addition to the increased
constraints imposed by the nature of military networks, studies conducted
prior to this thesis [76] explored the capacity of semantic security policy
frameworks to satisfy the underlying requirements. The results of such
studies have been proven to satisfy the preconditions of the strategic do-
main, although a complete analysis within the realistic boundaries of SOA
across the tactical domain remained unexplored.

1.6 Summary of Contributions

Seeking to address the research questions presented in section 1.3, in accor-
dance to the background presented in section 1.4, and the delimited research
frontiers identified in section 1.5, this thesis has resulted in the contributions
outlined bellow.
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1.6.1 List of publications

1. 1st Research Question: Which are the operational and technical require-
ments for the attainment of fine-grained security goals within tactical
SOA, under the constraints imposed by the characteristics of contem-
porary and future tactical operations?

a) V. Gkioulos and S. D. Wolthusen, ”Securing Tactical Service Ori-
ented Architectures”, 2016 International Conference on Security
of Smart Cities, Industrial Control System and Communications
(SSIC), Paris, 2016, pp. 1-6.

b) V. Gkioulos and S. D. Wolthusen, ”Security Requirements for the
Deployment of Services Across Tactical SOA”, 7th International
Conference on Mathematical Methods, Models and Architectures
for Computer Networks Security (MMM-ACNS), Warsaw, 2017,
Springer, LNCS, volume 10446, pp. 115-127.

c) V. Gkioulos and S. D. Wolthusen, ”Enabling Dynamic Security
Policy Evaluation for Service-Oriented Architectures in Tactical
Networks”, Norsk informasjonssikkerhetskonferanse - Norwegian
Information Security Conference (NISK), Ålesund, 2015, pp. 109-
120.

2. 2nd Research Question: Which are the required architectural compo-
nents and functionalities, for the enforcement of security controls wi-
thin contemporary tactical SOA.

a) V. Gkioulos and S. D. Wolthusen, ”Security Infrastructure for Ser-
vice Oriented Architectures at the Tactical Edge”, 11th Interna-
tional Conference on Complex, Intelligent, and Software Inten-
sive Systems (CISIS), Torino, 2017, Springer, AISC, volume 611,
pp. 310-322.

b) V. Gkioulos, S. D. Wolthusen, A. Flizikowski, A. Stachowicz, D.
Nogalski, K. Gleba and J. Sliwa, ”Interoperability of Security and
Quality of Service Policies Over Tactical SOA”, 2016 IEEE Sympo-
sium Series on Computational Intelligence (SSCI), Athens, 2016,
pp. 1-7.

3. 3rd Research Question: How can a policy that is sufficiently expressive
to allow the incorporation of discretionary access control, be formu-
lated and implemented in a way that can satisfy the security require-
ments and constraints of tactical SOA?

a) V. Gkioulos and S. D. Wolthusen, ”A Security Policy Infrastruc-
ture for Tactical Service Oriented Architectures”, Conference on
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Security of Industrial-Control-and Cyber-Physical Systems (Cy-
berICPS), Heraklion, 2017, Springer, LNCS, volume 10166, pp.
37-51.

b) V. Gkioulos and S. D. Wolthusen, ”Constraint Analysis for Secu-
rity Policy Partitioning Over Tactical Service Oriented Architec-
tures”, Advances in Network Systems. Advances in Intelligent
Systems and Computing, Springer, AISC, volume 461, pp. 149-
166.

c) V. Gkioulos and S. D. Wolthusen, ”Efficient Security Policy Rec-
onciliation in Tactical Service Oriented Architectures”, 2nd In-
ternational Conference on Future Network Systems and Security
(FNSS), Paris, 2016, Springer, CCIS, volume 670, pp. 47-61.

4. 4th Research Question: Given the results of the previous research ques-
tions, and a suitable reference architecture, can contemporary tactical
networks support the deployment of security architectures developed
according to the SOA paradigm?

a) V. Gkioulos, E. Risthein and S. D. Wolthusen, ”TACTICS: Vali-
dation of the Security Framework Developed for Tactical SOA”,
Journal of Information Security and Applications, 2017, Elsevier,
volume 35, pp. 96-105.

1.6.1.1 Additional publications

The following publications resulted from parallel studies, which have been
undertaken during the course of this thesis work.

1. V. Gkioulos, G. Wangen, S. Katsikas, G. Kavallieratos and P. Kotzaniko-
laou, ”Security Awareness of the Digital Natives”, Information 2017,
8(2), 42; doi:10.3390/info8020042, Special Issue Mobile Systems, Mo-
bile Networks and Mobile Cloud: Security, Privacy and Digital Foren-
sics.

2. V. Gkioulos, G. Wangen and S. Katsikas, ”User Modeling Validation
Over the Security Awareness of Digital Natives”, Future Internet 2017,
9(3), 32; doi:10.3390/fi9030032, Special Issue Security and Privacy in
Wireless and Mobile Networks.

3. V. Gkioulos, S. D. Wolthusen and A. Iossifides, ”A Survey on the Secu-
rity Vulnerabilities of Cellular Communication Systems (GSM-UMTS-
LTE)”, Norsk informasjonssikkerhetskonferanse - Norwegian Infor-
mation Security Conference (NISK), Bergen, 2016, pp. 31-42.
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1.6.2 List of major contributions

1. 1st Research Question

a) Securing Tactical Service Oriented Architectures.
In this article we analyse the constraints of tactical SOA over the
entire mission life cycle and derive a set of fine-grained security
requirements, such that a TSPF based mechanism may optimally
adjust to dynamic network conditions. Furthermore, we present
the requisite characteristics of the developed security mechanisms,
which are crucial for the real-time computation of policy deci-
sions based on current situational knowledge. The contributions
of this article can be summarised as:

i. Analysis of constraints imposed over tactical SOA, arising
from terminal and network characteristics.

ii. Analysis of tactical mission phases, and the characteristics of
the corresponding modes of network operation.
These findings (i and ii) have been extracted according to
initial network simulations, an extended literature review,
and consultation with MoD (Ministry of Defence) represen-
tatives from the nations participating in TACTICS. This facil-
itated the explicit distinction between the nature of the strate-
gic and tactical domains, incorporating both theoretical and
practical data towards the:

iii. Extraction of fine-grained security requirements for the pro-
tection of information, communication, data at rest, and pro-
cessing for tactical SOA.

iv. Identification of cross-layer information and meta-data do-
mains, which can be utilised in order to enrich security poli-
cies, providing adaptability to dynamic network alterations
during the mission life cycle.

v. Identification of security operational domains, which are re-
quired to be supported and governed by a security architec-
ture deployed within tactical SOA.

b) Security Requirements for the Deployment of Services Across Tactical
SOA.
In this article we presented our analysis and results in respect of
the secure deployment of services, as the means to process in-
formation and provide functionalities in tactical SOA. Analysing
the interactions across the identified assets within pre-established
scenarios, allowed the identification of potential transitive risk
propagation paths. Focusing on the services as the main agent of
such systems, operational and technical requirements have been
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established towards the development of a secure tactical service
infrastructure. The contributions of this article can be summarised
as:

i. Identification and categorization of deployed assets within
the context of tactical operations.

ii. Extraction of transitive threat model and analysis of transi-
tive threat impact.

iii. Identification of operational requirements for service deploy-
ment within tactical SOA, and mapping them towards the
security requirements presented in article 1.a.

iv. Extraction of technical requirements for the development of
services within tactical SOA, with high criticality in respect
of security.

c) Enabling Dynamic Security Policy Evaluation for Service-Oriented Ar-
chitectures in Tactical Networks.
Through this article, the findings of our study regarding the con-
straints imposed by the nature of tactical SOA have been pre-
sented. These constraints have been translated into the corre-
sponding functional requirements for the implementation of se-
curity mechanisms dedicated to tactical networks. Furthermore,
the original architecture of the developed security policy frame-
work has been suggested, incorporating the required components
extracted by our earlier studies. Finally, an initial investigation
has been undertaken towards utilising the expressive power of
description logic and ontological constructs, for the sufficient re-
alisation of the identified requirements. The contributions of this
article can be summarised as:

i. Analysis of the tactical environment characteristics, which
uniquely distinguish it from architectures developed for the
strategic domain.

ii. Extraction of operational requirements for the developed se-
curity service oriented architecture.

iii. Analysis and initial modelling of the components that consti-
tute the developed security policy framework.

iv. Investigation of the capacity of description logic and ontolog-
ical constructs, to conceptualise and formally represent the
developed security policy framework.

2. 2nd Research Question

a) Security Infrastructure for Service Oriented Architectures at the Tacti-
cal Edge.
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In this article we present the designed security service architec-
ture, as developed in accordance to the requirements identified in
our earlier studies. Each service is presented as an architectural
element within the TACTICS TSI (Tactical Service Infrastructure),
aiming to highlight the distinct functionalities of the security in-
frastructure towards the efficient enforcement of security controls
at the tactical edge. The developed architecture provides con-
figuration flexibility in a modular manner, while satisfying the
defined requirements dynamically under varying network con-
ditions. The contributions of this article can be summarised as:

i. Development of a security service oriented architecture ded-
icated to tactical SOA, in accordance to the identified require-
ments and existing models of confirmed performance.

ii. Analysis of the developed services, functionalities, interfaces
and integrated policy decision extraction processes.

b) Interoperability of Security and Quality of Service Policies Over Tacti-
cal SOA.
In this article we propose a multi-domain policy-based decision
subsystem supporting service delivery across tactical SOA, which
relies on an online knowledge-based reasoning mechanism. We
describe the characteristics of such a subsystem and show its ben-
efits in relation to specific tactical requirements. Additionally, an
insight has been provided over the utilised ontology and policy
framework, focusing on the developed interoperability mecha-
nism. The contributions of this article can be summarised as:

i. Investigation of constraints and requirements related to QoS
and security operations.

ii. Investigation of benefits arising from a semi-unified decision
subsystem for QoS and security.

iii. Analysis of core structural characteristics for the unified on-
tology and policy framework.

iv. Analysis of core operational characteristics and component
for the unified interoperability architecture.

3. 3rd Research Question

a) A Security Policy Infrastructure for Tactical Service Oriented Architec-
tures.
In this article we have presented a security policy framework
dedicated to tactical SOA, aiming to satisfy the identified require-
ments under the imposed constraints. The formal policy model
has been presented and mapped to the developed core security
services. Furthermore, the required steps for the formalisation
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and deployment of policies have been described and analysed.
The contributions of this article can be summarised as:

i. Definition of a formal policy model dedicated to tactical SOA.
ii. Mapping of the formal policy model to the security service

architecture functionalities.
iii. Analysis of methodical process for the definition and deploy-

ment of security policies.
b) Constraint Analysis for Security Policy Partitioning Over Tactical Ser-

vice Oriented Architectures.
In this article we analyse criteria and optimization goals for the
a priori distribution and partitioning of security policies, ensur-
ing the continuous support of the required capabilities, given the
operational tasks of each deployed actor. Furthermore, a suit-
able mechanism has been suggested, accommodating the identi-
fied parameters, for the optimum partitioning and distribution of
security policies within the mission preparation stage. The con-
tributions of this article can be summarised as:

i. Identification of complexity inducing components in tactical
ontological constructs.

ii. Classification and management analysis for tactical nodes.
iii. Analysis of dynamically evolving semantics within tactical

ontological constructs.
iv. Development of a suitably adjusted policy partitioning mech-

anism for the mission preparation stage, according to con-
straint optimization techniques.

c) Efficient Security Policy Reconciliation in Tactical Service Oriented Ar-
chitectures.
In this article we describe a mechanism that allows structured se-
curity policies to incorporate dynamic operational changes and
efficiently reconcile across tactical SOA networks. This mecha-
nism minimises the communication overhead compared to ear-
lier work whilst maintaining policy integrity, thereby allowing
security policies to adapt to resource and network constraints and
other local knowledge alterations such as node compromises and
blacklisting. The contributions of this article can be summarised
as:

i. Identification and analysis of occurring divergences within
the developed tactical security policies.

ii. Identification of the required components and functionalities
for the reconciliation of the identified divergences.

iii. Development of a reconciliation mechanism according to the
aforementioned analysis.
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4. 4th Research Question

a) TACTICS: Validation of the Security Framework Developed for Tactical
SOA.
This article presents a comprehensive view of the security archi-
tecture developed within TACTICS, focusing on validating the
elements that constitute the security framework according to our
closing experimental results and field demonstrations. Further-
more, this article unifies the publicly available results of our secu-
rity related studies, by highlighting how the distinct components
presented earlier, interoperate towards the enforcement of secu-
rity controls within tactical SOA. The contributions of this article
can be summarised as:

i. Validation of the overall security architecture in respect of a
subset of required functionalities.

1.7 Limitations and recommendations for future work

This section includes a discussion over the limitations of the published arti-
cles and recommendations for future work. Accordingly, we seek to identify
the extend of satisfactory fulfilment of the research questions by the publi-
cations that constitute this thesis, and propose research directions that can
enhance the existing results.

1. 1st Research Question: Currently the notion of tactical networks in-
corporates a variety of assets which operate as information sources,
decision makers and effectors. Yet, the nature and characteristics of
these assets are considerably dissimilar, given as an example that the
combat management system of a naval vessel, and the wearable in-
tegrated war-fighter systems, are both components of contemporary
battlefields. The studies performed within this thesis in respect of the
1st research question, analysed tactical networks as a unified ecosys-
tem, comprising of land, air, and naval based components, where a
consolidated SOA is required to be developed and deployed. Ac-
cordingly, the identified operational and technical requirements, along
with the security goals and the environmental analysis, followed the
paradigm of a unified tactical ecosystem. It is recommended that a
taxonomy of asset classes is developed, categorising them both verti-
cally (i.e. according to military services) and horizontally (i.e. accord-
ing to characteristics and capabilities), seeking to identify fine-grained
divergences through the application of information security risk man-
agement methods. This can highlight the potential for additional secu-
rity management optimizations at the level of dedicated policy-based
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management, without dissatisfying the requirement for a universal se-
curity architecture.

2. 2nd Research Question The published articles present the results of
our studies in respect of the required architectural components and
functionalities, for the enforcement of security controls across con-
temporary SOA. The identified requirements as presented within the
aforementioned publications, such as modularity of enforcement mech-
anisms, and cross platform deployment, have been satisfied and val-
idated within the work presented in this thesis. Nevertheless, future
work can focus on enabling additional capabilities, and further op-
timizations. Possible paths for future work can arise by seeking to
optimally integrate the enforcement mechanisms as methods within
the policy enforcement points. Additionally, the storage and reuse of
extracted policy decisions at the mission execution stage, based on op-
timizations according to life-cycle and criticality measures, can be ex-
plored as a capability that can further improve the performance of the
overall architecture. Finally, in respect of the designed QoS/ Security
interoperability mechanism, future work can focus on the fine-grained
analysis of the common policy framework, and architecturally in as-
pects related to deconflictation and the reduction of the negotiation
cycles.

3. 3rd Research Question
The three articles that comprise our contribution in response to this
research question, were focused on investigating the capacity of the
solutions identified within research question 1, to satisfy the extracted
requirements and constraints of tactical SOA. For this purpose a ded-
icated security policy framework has been developed in conjunction
with the required extended capabilities. Future work can seek to fur-
ther investigate how the syntactical and structural composition of on-
tological constructs affects reasoning time and complexity, aiming to
further utilise the capabilities of the developed mechanisms and opti-
mize policy specification at the mission preparation stage. Addition-
ally, in respect of the partitioning of security policies during mission
preparation, the integration of risk uncertainty as an additional vari-
able, can be investigated as a solution for supporting nodes with even
more constrained characteristics. Finally, given the extended analy-
sis of potential policy divergences and required functionalities for ad-
dressing them, the developed algorithms for the formalization of the
ordered functionality sets, can provide an additional path for future
work, aiming to their optimization.

4. 4th Research Question The results of the executed simulations, lab-
oratory and field demonstrations, as presented in the corresponding
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publication, have validated the capacity of tactical networks to sup-
port the deployment of security architectures developed according to
the SOA paradigm. A subset of required functionalities have been
thoroughly tested. Nevertheless, integration of additional capabilities
and optimizations will require continuous validation and further anal-
ysis.

1.8 Conclusions

Securing constrained dynamic networks is a task intertwined with a multi-
tude of challenges, arising both from the characteristics of the components
that constitute the network, and the specific attributes of each application
domain. During the course of our studies, tactical SOA have been examined
as a representative application domain, towards the attainment of identified
security goals, along capabilities delimited by domain specific operational
requirements. Within this context, the focus of our studies has been targeted
towards three research areas, as described in sections 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3.

Accordingly, the results of our studies highlighted the requirement for
fine-grained security controls, towards the protection of communication,
data at rest, and processing, which must dynamically accommodate both
operational and functional requirements and constraints. Consequently, the
incorporation of cross-layer information across the deployed security man-
agement subsystems becomes essential, allowing the detailed conceptual-
ization of the operational environment , and by virtue of this, the fine-grained
management and attainment of security related objectives. Furthermore,
due to their integral role and overall reliance upon their efficient/ effective
functionality, services and processes (either in the sense of service compo-
sition, or procedural processing) must be treated as distinct system entities
along the phases of analysis, development, and system deployment. Finally,
the developed security mechanisms must be adjusted not only to system
specific attributes, but also to the characteristics of the deployment environ-
ment, and the anticipated operational conditions/ restrictions. This allows
their adaptation to scenario specific constraints, and the accommodation of
the required capabilities, maintaining the operability and enforceability of
security control under severe operational constraints.

Furthermore, the suitable development and deployment of services wi-
thin the TSSI, has been proven capable of fulfilling the long term objective of
NEC/ NCW supporting tactical SOA. Within our studies, established func-
tional components of contemporary security architectures (e.g. PEP, PDP),
have been adjusted to the SOA paradigm, while complemented with addi-
tional services, functionalities and operational characteristics that accommo-
date the requirements of tactical SOA. As presented within our studies, and
validated through the execution of simulations, laboratory experiments, and
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field demonstrations, the SOA paradigm can be adjusted to the specifics of
the tactical domain. Nevertheless, referring not only to security, but also on
other aspects such as service delivery, session management, and QoS man-
agement, further optimizations and enhancements of the developed func-
tionalities are required, prior to the deployment of fully functional systems
on the field.

Finally, within our studies a suitable TSPF has been developed and tested,
in accordance to the requirements and constraints identified earlier. An
extensive initial state of the art review, highlighted policy-based manage-
ment systems developed in accordance to semantic web technologies, as the
most suitable mediator towards the attainment of the required functionali-
ties. Accordingly, the focus of our studies has been on requirements specific
to constrained and highly dynamic networks. Investigating and developing
novel solutions, while complementing existing frameworks towards a struc-
tured multilayer policy-based management system, our studies focused on
the specifics of the tactical domain. Accordingly, a structured formal pol-
icy model has been developed, seeking to accommodate the fine-grained
semantics of the tactical environment, while suitable solutions have been in-
vestigated towards the fulfilment of well defined operational requirements
(e.g. adaptation to dynamic network alterations, cross platform deployment
and integration), under the identified network constrains.
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Abstract

Service Oriented Architectures have been increasingly evaluated and
applied within military networks. However, existing implementations
tend to overlook the constraints of the tactical environment, generating
unsuitable requirements of network resources. The ongoing TACTICS
project aims to study these constraints and propose solutions suitably
adjusted to the tactical ecosystem. Under this scope, the implementa-
tion of security architectures presents significant challenges and limi-
tations. In this article we analyse the constraints of tactical SoA over
the entire mission life cycle and derive a set of fine granularity security
requirements, such that a security policy mechanism may optimally ad-
just to dynamic network conditions. Furthermore, we present the req-
uisite characteristics of the developed security mechanisms, which are
crucial for the real-time computation of policy decisions based on cur-
rent situational knowledge.

2.1 Introduction

Current tactical infrastructures comprise of contemporary C2 and C4I sys-
tems of increasing complexity and heterogeneity. Yet, the transition towards
NEC [1] and NCW [17, 2, 21], promoted the adaptation of SOA for the
achievement of the required operational flexibility and dynamic adaptation,
maintaining consistent transactions and information exchanges. Service ori-
ented architectures provide established standards for applications over clas-
sical enterprise environments. Yet, the applicability over constraint wireless
networks requires the establishment of suitable adaptation mechanisms.

Undertaken research across the fields of military operations [11, 7, 19],
SOA [16, 15, 23, 13, 14] and security policy standards [6, 20, 22, 4], promoted
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the adaptation of the SOA paradigm across the strategic domain, with ap-
plications also, to limited extend, into the tactical domain. Yet, the exist-
ing NATO C3 System Architecture Framework [18] focuses primarily on the
strategic command echelons, without considering the various constraints
imposed by the nature of the tactical environment (e.g. disruptions, mo-
bility, congested or restricted networks). Furthermore, The German project
RuDi, under the scope of security, aimed to the definition of protection ser-
vices and applications, but did not consider functional constraints critical
for the applicability of such architectures within the tactical domain, such
as storage and computational limitations. Finally, the international project
CoNSIS aimed to improve existing ESB (Enterprise Service Bus) mecha-
nisms within rapidly evolving networks, without utilizing state of the art
implementations for the definition of security policies with the use of onto-
logical constructs.

The TACTICS project refers to an ongoing work, planned to be carried
on until 2017. The security related aspects of the project include:

• Monitor and advice on security related aspects and requirements.

• Security of cross-layer network capabilities.

• Investigation of secure protocols and algorithms for robust distributed
service storage, retrieval, and discovery.

• Investigation of secure, efficient and robust overlay routing with the
incorporation of cross-layer information.

• Identification of lightweight and dynamic protection mechanisms.

• Identification of suitable information filtering, classification and prove-
nance assurance mechanisms.

• Analysis and definition of robust and adaptable security policies for
tactical SOA

Within this context [3], in our earlier studies, the constraints, functional
requirements and formalization of ontologically defined security policies
have been identified [8], followed by the analysis of corresponding distri-
bution [10] and reconciliation mechanisms [9]. In this article our initial find-
ings regarding the constraints and protection requirements of tactical SOA
are identified. Furthermore, the operational modes of the implemented se-
curity mechanisms are presented and analysed in conjunction with the re-
quired elements of policy design.
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2.2 Constraints of the Tactical Environment

Tactical networks have characteristics similar to Ad-Hoc and mesh networks,
with additional constraints and requirements due to their military oriented
nature. Increased information exchanges and intra/ inter node invocations,
follow patterns dictated by mission specific requirements, tasks and phases.
Yet, scarcity of resources and external parameters (e.g. environmental condi-
tions, terrain, adversarial activities) impose sources of significant impact to
the network performance and quality of service. The identified constraints
can be categorised as terminal or network oriented.

Tactical terminals are of significant dissimilarity regarding both the serv-
ing platforms and their technical capabilities, extending to hand-held de-
vices or sensors. Network performance and quality of service can be affected
by terminal limitations referring to:

• Transmission/ Reception range

• Input/ Output limitations

• Power consumption

• Physical limitations

• Environmental conditions

• Interconnection capabilities

• Computational capacity

Furthermore, the identified network oriented constraints have been cat-
egorised as:

• Transmission disruptions: Due to radio range, interference (e.g. pack-
et collisions, multipath transmission, jamming), physical obstacles, ac-
tive attacks (e.g. wormhole, black-hole, denial of service)

• Mobility: Due to dynamic network configurations (Referring both to
routing and IP/ ID planning and management), coalition operations,
service delivery handover, multi-network affiliation.

• Communication: Due to scarcity of available radio resources (e.g. ba-
ndwidth, frequencies), protocols, and radio characteristics (e.g. packet
error rate, jitter, delay)

• Application layer: Due to service delivery, discovery and registry
management.
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The challenge for securing tactical SOA rises by meeting the required
protection goals (section 2.3), under the specific constraints and require-
ments of the tactical environment. Thus, suitable security policies must
be designed and dynamically adapted to the environmental conditions, the
characteristics of the protected services, and the existing QoS requirements
or capabilities. [12].

Two distinct communication infrastructures are defined within the eco-
system of military communication networks. Standard SOA architectures
can be utilised for the over-provisioned strategic domain, while the con-
strained nature of the tactical domain requires the use of distributed SOA.
The strategic domain can provide continuous connectivity with the use of
stable network infrastructure, while the tactical domain can only be assumed
to offer intermittent and opportunistic connectivity through DTN. Due to
these constraints the realization of security mechanisms within the tacti-
cal domain requires the adaptation of distributed SOA. Thus, the tactical
domain requires the suitable exploitation of resources, in the limited time-
frames where sufficient connectivity is available, in order to check, deploy
or update the security mechanisms. A tactical operation is divided in the
following phases:

1. Mission preparation: Executed at the strategic domain, prior to the op-
eration, with no resource limitations. At this stage the security mecha-
nisms will have no significant limitations on autonomy and processing
power.

2. Mission execution: It is executed at the tactical domain and demands
the periodic dynamic adaptation of the security functionalities over
the current networks conditions. At this stage node mobility, intermit-
tent connectivity, dynamic topologies and the node functional charac-
teristics require disruption tolerant functionality of the deployed secu-
rity mechanisms, maintaining consistency and autonomy.

3. Mission debrief: Executed at the strategic domain after the tactical op-
eration, in order to synchronize, analyse and compile the operation
reports and logs.

Within these stages the required security goals will have distinct levels of
criticality, due to the dissimilar constraints and requirements of the strategic
and tactical domains. Through the mission execution stage, where tactical
SOA are deployed, two modes of operation are defined.

Continuous connectivity refers to a state where the defined service provid-
er and the corresponding clients, retain sufficient connectivity for a time
frame sufficient for the execution of a particular service/ functionality. In a
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Figure 2.1: Phases of a tactical operation.

Figure 2.2: Network connectivity stages.

tactical network, nodes can maintain continuous connectivity when station-
ary and near communication infrastructure or while moving in a predica-
ble manner, such as a convoy formation. In these scenarios the security in-
frastructure can utilize semi-centralized approaches in order to deploy and
enforce policies, where the policy enforcement and decision points are as-
signed to the most suitable available node, based on an on-line evaluation
of network resources and conditions, for a long period across the mission
life-cycle.

Degraded operation occurs when network performance is compromised
due to excessive resource consumption, physical barriers, malfunctioning
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equipment, active attacks or mission specific functionalities. A network is
considered to operate under degraded status when some of the required per-
formance parameters falls out of the desirable and predefined limits. Such
parameters may refer to connectivity, affecting the networks’ QoS or service
availability. For example, a service may partially fail when a set of sub-
services cannot be reached or executed. In this case, the service can still be
invoked and accessed. Yet, it cannot provide the full set of required func-
tionalities. Thus, degraded status refers to a state between continuous con-
nectivity and disrupted communication, causing long delays due to packet
loss, errors or disruptions. For this purpose, the deployed security poli-
cies must respond and dynamically adapt to the environmental conditions,
but also support standalone and connectivity is-landed operation. This can
be achieved by the distribution of dynamically adaptable security policies,
across the deployed actors, based on the evaluation of their capabilities and
mission requirements. Although mere replication is not sufficient, the main
assumption of distributed security architectures is creating redundancy by
having copies of access control mechanisms and policy databases on multi-
ple nodes. Furthermore, the utilization of utility functions (e.g. mobility pat-
terns, history of past encounters, social node characteristics) and the on-line
evaluation of dynamic network attributes, can provide sufficient dynamism
and adaptation of the security infrastructure, in order to maintain support
of the defined security goals under degraded operation. Three types of de-
graded operation can be identified, namely:

1. Isolated: The node is disconnected from the network and can only
make use of local services. Thus, external core and coalition services
are unreachable.

2. Fragmented: The network is partitioned and the nodes reorganized.
Core and coalition services can be available and opportunistic connec-
tions possible.

3. Is-landed: The network is operational without connection with the
strategic domain.

2.3 Identified Security Requirements

Protecting tactical SOA requires the realization of generic protection goals,
similar to those found in other systems, such as:
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• Confidentiality

• Control

• Integrity

• Authenticity

• Availability

• Authentication

• Authorization

• Non Repudiation

• Utility

• Accountability

• Trust

• Traceability

Figure 2.3: Outline of protection goal mapping.

Yet, the unique constraints and additional, or even mutually conflicting
objectives, call for the establishment of robust and flexible multilayer se-
curity mechanisms. Furthermore, the prioritization of these goals must be
dynamically adjusted over time to the specifics of each tactical operation.
Thus, the realized security mechanisms must distinguish different compo-
nents and phases of the tactical operation, by explicitly referring to informa-
tion, communication, data at rest and processing. This classification allows
the explicit protection of stored and transmitted information, in addition to
the communication and processing as distinct assets of the tactical environ-
ment, within the inherently dynamic nature of SOA [24, 5]. These additional
requirements, classified according to the aforementioned domains, are:

1. Information

a) Information life cycle: Both information and processing mecha-
nisms must be subjected to life cycle models, including mecha-
nisms for purging a datum from a device. Furthermore, in the
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case of encrypted information, this protection goal can be trans-
formed into a key management problem, regarding the require-
ment for key storage and deletion, in order to ensure that no use-
ful information can be retained.

b) Coalition environment considerations: The implemented secu-
rity mechanisms must be able to add and remove entities across
distinct trust layers. It can be applied on a per-mission basis, with
the use of statistical or dynamic mapping.

c) Filtering: Information filtering mechanisms must be available wi-
thin the security architecture, providing that information are sub-
jected to suitable transformations, rendering them suitable for the
expected set of recipients.

d) Environmental constraints: Information must be associated to an-
cillary attributes, regarding the circumstances it was processed
or generated. This protection goal is required for the support of
previously established requirements, such as authenticity, prove-
nance and traceability.

e) Supporting information: Security policy decisions can be effi-
ciently refined by the use of extended supporting information,
which may arise from a variety of sources. Such information can
be used for the validation, invalidation and corroboration of as-
sertions and assumptions regarding the state of the tactical net-
work.

2. Communication

a) Channel utilisation minimisation: Communications must min-
imise both the frequency and duration of information transmis-
sions and requests. The purpose of this protection goal is focused
on efficiency considerations, such as spectrum utilization and en-
ergy consumption. Furthermore, mission specific requirements
are supported, such as EMCON (Emission Control) or constraint
emission that prevents adversaries from gathering COMINT (Co-
mmunication Intelligence) and ELINT (Electronic Signal Intelli-
gence).

b) Channel utilization equalization: Channel utilisation should be
equalised over time. This protection goal also prevents COM-
INT/ ELINT activities either on the communication protocol level,
or on mission specific higher levels.

c) Channel reliability: A reliability metric must be provided mirror-
ing the channels ability for message transmission. On the utilised
multi-hop protocols, non reliable channels, bandwidth constrai-
nts and delays can prevent operations from completing with the
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required quality of service parameters. The relevant characteris-
tics will not necessarily be measurable or guaranteed in advance
and must hence be estimated, where historical measurements are
available.

d) Isolation policy: Isolated nodes must have an explicit policy in
place for handling prolonged isolation from the mission network.
Additionally, seeking to enforce re-establishment of communica-
tion links may leak COMINT/ ELINT and locality information.
Thus, full isolation must be supported, including cases where
reliable destruction of locally held cryptographic material is re-
quired.

e) Route information and preference: Communication channels mu-
st allow property recovery and constraint expressions. This pro-
tection goal aims to allow channel selection based on threat anal-
ysis and QoS intelligence.

f) Security service resource provisioning: The communication re-
quirements for provisioning security services must inform min-
imum service level requirements, including contingency plans
where these cannot be met.

g) Trust anchor: Nodes in a network must be equipped with a kn-
own good trust anchor for establishing communication with other
nodes.

3. Data at rest

a) Mission Life Cycle Support of Security Mechanisms: Each pro-
cessing unit must be capable of capturing mission parameters
and modifying its behaviour according to the current state of the
mission life-cycle.

4. Processing

a) Processing Integrity: Every processing unit must be capable of
validating the integrity and authenticity of all code to be exe-
cuted, by the use of appropriate assurance mechanisms.

b) Trustworthy initialization: Processing initialization must be sup-
ported by robust security mechanisms, for the validation of the
processing node itself.

c) Dynamic Processing Integrity: Every processing unit must be ca-
pable of monitoring its own process integrity and to take mitigat-
ing measures on detection, by the use of control flow and data
flow analysis mechanisms.
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d) Security Service Assurance: Where security services are provided
in an aggregate or layered form, the assurance offered by the
aggregating service is necessarily the lowest offered by the con-
stituent elements.

2.4 Elements of policy design

Security policies can be enriched with available cross layer information and
meta-data regarding the operating status of various network elements, as
presented at figure 2.4. Incorporating such information, can provide a re-
fined security policy the decisions of which fulfil the defined security goals,
while at the same time remain adaptable to the local and environmental
conditions. In order to maintain the purity of the security policy, such cross
layer information can be implemented with the use of ontological structures,
and be categorised regarding their source and scope as:

1. Service domain: A tactical network must be able to provide some com-
pulsory capabilities, including shared situational awareness, manage-
ment of effects and fire support. This domain includes information,
descriptive of the provided services. Service description may include
static elements such as service type, classification, or the quality of the
required input. On the contrary, the current status, possible providers
or available service substitutions are some of the dynamic information,
which can be utilised.

2. Information domain: The information generated by the users, services
and infrastructure are of broad dissimilarity. These blocks of informa-
tion differ in various characteristics, such as the nature of the included
element (alerts, orders, tactical information), their source/ destination,
type (data, voice, chat, signalling), size, generation frequency or their
required quality, reliability and security features.

3. Network domain: This domain includes information used to form
an understanding over the evolving topology of the network, includ-
ing various topographic, social and mobility parameters. Some static
information can be identified within this domain, such as the oper-
ational group that a node/ individual belongs too. Yet, since tacti-
cal networks consist of a highly versatile combination of ad-hoc and
mesh networks, a wide variety of dynamic information may be incor-
porated, including a list of neighbouring nodes, the current location
and the history of past encounters.

4. Radio domain: There is a wide variety of suitable radios for use within
the tactical environment, including UHF (Ultra High Frequency), VHF
(Very High Frequency), WLAN (Wireless Local Area Network) and
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Figure 2.4: Incorporation of dynamic/ static cross-layer information across
the security policy functionality/ decisions.

SatCom (Satellite Communications) based communication. The avail-
ability of such capabilities at any time within the lifetime of an opera-
tion, is crucial regarding network connectivity and service selection/
availability. The information which can be obtained may be static,
such as the used band, Tx power and range, or highly dynamic such
as available bandwidth. Additionally, monitoring of such radio in-
formation can be used, in order to achieve identification of active/
passive attacks and intrusion detection, leading to policy decisions of
enhanced security.
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5. Node domain: The involved assets within a tactical operation are of
high heterogeneity. Thus, the used equipment is of high diversity with
variable abilities and characteristics. This domain includes multiple
static, such as the device code name, available communication proto-
cols or available security mechanisms, and dynamic information, such
as active operational feature (normal, low detection, low interception,
anti-jam), trust level, resource availability and mobility history.

6. Subject domain: Additionally to the previously described information,
each of the individuals that constitute a tactical group, has specific
characteristics which determine the range of actions that can be under-
taken within the network. The available information regarding each
subject can include the rank, an identification, the current operational
group and the overall role within the group.

Thus, each tactical node maintains a transmitter and a receiver status in
respect to the security policy, which comprise of the aforementioned static
and dynamic cross-layer information. Concurrently, a communication ses-
sion between two nodes may require the evaluation of attributes across all
the domains, while in SOA implementation the intermediate nodes may ac-
tively participate in the data manipulation and service execution, as pre-
sented in figure 2.5.

Such scenarios occur in SOA implementations, since a resource request
can be served by one or many service providers. Thus, a service invocation
can be distributed and served by multiple entities, in a variety of scenar-
ios such as loops, direct links or fan out. Furthermore, mission specific re-
quirements, resource constraints or environmental parameters may require
the acquisition of immediate policy decisions in contrasts to the accuracy of
the conditions that these decisions are based on. Such cases may include
priority tactical alerts or messages with flash precedence. Thus, dedicated
policy branches must be implemented, in order to dictate how these cases
are treated by the security mechanisms.

Incorporating the aforementioned elements, a tactical security policy mu-
st represent and govern the interactions of entities across the distributed
tactical ecosystem, achieving the realisation of the identified security goals.
Thus, the security mechanisms must be able to gather information across
various domains regarding the system’s state and instantiate the security
policy, which concurrently makes use of rich semantics in order to achieve
the required functionalities. The required functionalities are supported by
the identified security goals and have been categorised as:

1. Planning: It includes procedures that support the functionality of se-
curity mechanisms during the preparation phase of a tactical opera-
tion (e.g. pre-shared keys and inter-domain tuning for Communities
Of Interest).
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Figure 2.5: Policy rule/ condition evaluation in simplified service invocation
scenarios.

2. Protection: It includes tasks that actively imped undesirable activities
that may compromise assets or disclose sensitive information (e.g. ac-
cess control, information labelling and service security).

3. Detection: It includes rules in order to identify undesirable activities
(e.g. cyber-attacks).

4. Diligence: It includes proactive measures to update the security mech-
anisms and policies (e.g. policy reconciliation or policy update).
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5. Response: It includes processes that address violations after they have
been detected (e.g. add services and nodes to a black list).

These internal policy functionalities may have different ways to imple-
ment their purposes across the various supported capabilities. Yet, the real-
ization of robust but flexible governing rules, with the incorporation of dy-
namic cross-layer information, can provide the required on-line adaptation
of the security mechanisms into the specifics of the occurring environmental
alterations across a tactical operation.

2.5 Conclusions

Securing tactical SOA requires the realization of demanding protection re-
quirements, for stored, transmitted and processed information. The imple-
mented mechanisms for the realization of the defined requirements, must be
able to support the identified functionalities under the constraints of the tac-
tical environment, maintaining operability within the various tactical modes
of operation. This can be achieved with the incorporation and on-line eval-
uation of existing cross-layer information, across the various network do-
mains, within semantically enriched security policies. Concurrently, the de-
fined security policies can dynamically adapt to the network alterations, ad-
justing the functionality of the security mechanism to the network attributes.
The results of our studies presented in this article form the basis for our fu-
ture work on the security of tactical SOA, within the scope of the ongoing
project TACTICS.
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Abstract

Service Oriented Architectures have been identified as a suitable
mediator towards the attainment of the requirements imposed by mod-
ern warfare. Earlier studies focused primarily on the strategic domain,
or the adaptation of such systems to the requirements of the tactical do-
main. Yet, the underlying constraints are significantly different between
the two, with direct impact both on security and quality of service. In
this article we approach the security aspect of tactical SOA, focusing on
the specifics of the services while operating under the constrains and
requirements of modern battlefields. Selected elements of our analysis
within the project TACTICS are presented, as they have been utilized
for the extraction of operational and technical requirements towards the
development of a suitable tactical service infrastructure.

3.1 Introduction

Military operations are dependable on maintaining interoperability across
the strategic and tactical domains. The strategic domain is commonly sta-
tionary or deployable, with over-provisioned infrastructure that supports
elements such as headquarters, air combat command, intelligence command,
mission control centres and medical treatment facilities. Contrary to that,
the tactical domain is based on mobile infrastructures of ad-hoc nature sup-
porting the communication requirements of the deployed units within the
context of a tactical operation and across a given AoO. The military units
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that must be served by the tactical SOA are commonly expected to be at lev-
els equal or lower to a brigade, while tactical operations are commonly exe-
cuted at the level of a company, platoon or section. Such operations present
significant variations in terms of the AoO environment, expected mobility
patterns, deployed assets, available resources, required services, informa-
tion exchange models and mission sub-objectives. Yet, a tactical service ori-
ented architecture must enable service provisioning across these variations,
allowing the support of mission specific objectives according to established
security and quality of service requirements.

Tactical networks bear some similarities to commercial MANET (Mobile
ad-hoc) and mesh networks. Yet, due to their military orientation, they dif-
ferentiate over a multitude of characteristics including the utilised technolo-
gies, their set of requirements and the imposed constraints. The introduction
of the NEC and NCW paradigms within the domain of military networks,
promoted the use of SOA for the attainment of these functionalities. How-
ever, the majority of existing SOA implementations have been developed
focusing towards the enterprise domain, relying on infrastructures that can
provide bandwidths of 100Mbits/ sec or more on a permanent basis. Con-
trary to that, the common capacity of tactical networks is less that 1Mbits/
sec, and they are deployed for short periods of time, while the common op-
erational status is within the military VHF/ UHF bands. Additionally to
the use of an error-prone and constraint communication medium, mission
(e.g. enforcement of radio silence) and terminal (e.g. computational capac-
ity, buffer size, battery) related constraints can also impede communications.
Thus, both message and service delivery cannot be guaranteed.

Accordingly, our earlier studies [10, 8, 12, 9, 11, 29, 1, 7, 19] within the
EDA project TACTICS focused on the investigation of suitable techniques,
for the deployment of such mechanisms across contemporary C2 and C4I
systems. TACTICS, aims to enable NCW and NEC, through the integra-
tion of information sources, effectors and services. Under this scope, the
overarching objective is the definition, development and demonstration of a
TSI architecture compatible with the realistic constraints and requirements
of contemporary military operations. The developed TSI must allow exist-
ing tactical radio networks to participate in a core SOA infrastructure, while
providing and consuming a set of required functional services. Addition-
ally, the TSI must provide robust and efficient information transport within
the tactical domain, but also to and from the strategic domain.

Maintaining a distinction between the information resources and the ser-
vices (as the means to process information), is crucial for the attainment of
security requirements in the environment of tactical SOA. Thus, in this arti-
cle we focus on the services as the core element of TSI, presenting selected
elements of our study, towards the extraction of corresponding operational
and technical requirements for their development. The selected methodol-
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ogy allowed the identification of assets, threats and security requirements,
according to tactical scenarios, developed based on contemporary and fu-
ture operational perspectives from the participating member states (non-
disclosed). This allowed the extraction of operational and technical require-
ments, for the development of the TSI architecture with increased security
related impact. Under this scope, risks have been assessed according to
three evaluation criteria. These refer to the strategic value of the involved
information assets, the criticality of the underlay information management
services and the attainment of corresponding protection goals. The remain-
der of this paper is structured as follows. Section 3.2 introduces related
work. Sections 3.3 and 3.4 present the assets, and direct or transitive threats
that emerged from the analysis of the aforementioned scenarios. Finally, sec-
tions 3.5 and 3.6 highlight the identified operational and technical require-
ments for the development of services within tactical SOA.

3.2 Related Work

A multitude of earlier studies was focused on the investigation of security
aspects related to commercial MANETS [23, 16, 22, 15, 24]. Yet, as described
earlier, contemporary tactical ad-hoc networks present distinct sets of con-
straints and requirements, due to their unique operational and architectural
characteristics. Thus, they must be distinctly investigated focusing primar-
ily on the attainment of requirements imposed by tactical operations. Bass
et al. [2] suggested a qualitative risk analysis method for complex network
centric military operations. The authors focus on operations where infor-
mation superiority is critical, analysing basic information assurance con-
cepts and suggesting a risk management methodology for defence in depth.
Kidston et al. [18] provided a generic study in respect to threat mitigation
in tactical networks. The authors assessed the significant differences be-
tween commercial and tactical networks, supporting that, despite the sim-
ilarities, security analysis and solutions cannot be considered a priori tran-
sitive within the two. Furthermore, the authors proposed a cross-layer se-
curity framework for the attainment of the corresponding security require-
ments.

Jacobs [13] provided a thorough examination of the adversary types,
along with the corresponding threats they pose, towards a war-fighter in-
formation network. The author categorised the adversaries to spies, traitors,
intelligent agents, information warriors and hostile soldiers, analysing each
category in terms of expertise, access, backing and risk tolerance. Addition-
ally, an overview of cryptographic methods has been provided, towards the
mitigation of system vulnerabilities. Burbank et al. [4] evaluated the use
of MANETs towards the realisation of the requirements of network centric
warfare. Although the main focus of this study is not related to security as-
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pects, the authors provide a thorough presentation of the requirements of
tactical networks and the capabilities of current technologies towards their
realisation.

Wang et al. [30] evaluated some of the security challenges and goals
of tactical MANETS, suggesting a hierarchical security architecture for com-
munication security management across large scale tactical ad-hoc networks.
Additionally, Kidston et al. [17] presented a cross-layer architecture for net-
work performance optimization, according to their analysis over system
specific quality of service requirements. As presented earlier the require-
ments of NEC and NCW, promoted the use of service oriented architectures,
for enabling such capabilities across tactical networks [20, 3, 28, 26, 6, 14, 27,
25, 5] . Yet, the field has not been studied in depth from the scope of security,
or the operational assumptions do not coincide with the realistic constraints
of the modern battlefield. Setting the services as the core element of tacti-
cal networks, within the constrained nature of the operational environments
and infrastructures, impose a unique set of security requirements which we
seek to identify and analyse within this study.

3.3 Asset Identification and Categorization

As stated earlier, the goal of this study was to define operational and tech-
nical requirements with security related impact, for the deployment of ser-
vices across tactical SOA. Identifying and categorising the available assets,
including the developed services, allowed the mapping and analysis of func-
tional, transitive and symmetric interactions across them. This initial step is
crucial for the identification of transitive risk propagation across the assets,
and the analysis of mitigating measures from the perspective of the devel-
oped services.
AS-01, Personnel: According to the preservation of life requirement, the per-
sonnel involved in an operation is the asset of utmost criticality. This applies
both to the decision making commanding officers, and, within the context
of tactical operations, primarily to the network users deployed across the
AoO.
AS-02, Information: Tactical SOA relies on the utilisation of cross-layer in-
formation for the establishment of the environmental context by defining
objects, activities, and relations. In this context, information assets have
been categorised as:

1. AS-02.1, System specific: Information that relate to the TSI architecture,
such as:

• Service interfaces
• Service functionalities
• Service input/ output formats
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• Message/ packet processing chain

• Available cryptographic algorithms

• Service choreography diagrams

• Available overlay architectures

• Available routing protocols

• Security policy architecture

• QoS policy architecture

2. AS-02.2, Mission specific/ Static: Information that are established at the
mission preparation stage and maintain absolute or high probability
of remaining static through the mission execution stage, such as:

• Deployed personnel (attributes)

• Deployed functional services

• Expected areas of operations

• Deployed terminals (attributes)

• Pre-shared cryptographic keys

• Social/ hierarchical relationships among the deployed personnel
and terminals

• Objectives/ guidance information

• Precedence/ Aggregation levels

3. AS-02.3, Mission specific/ Dynamic: Information generated by services,
users and infrastructure during the mission execution stage, or are ini-
tialized during mission preparation, but are of dynamic nature, such
as:

• Blue/ red force tracking

• Messaging services inputs/ outputs

• Routing protocol data and statistics (available resources, link met-
rics)

• Terminal/ service trust levels

• Terminal resource metrics

• Information dissemination paths

• Service registry data and statistics

AS-3, Software: Software within a tactical SOA refers to the operating sys-
tem and the deployed TSI architecture. Military systems commonly utilize
commercial operating systems, such as Linux, Microsoft Windows or OS-X.
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Figure 3.1: Interactions across the identified assets.

Yet, some special purpose domains are developed over operating systems
specialised for military embedded systems. The TSI architecture refers to
a set of core and functional services deployed across the tactical nodes in
order to provide all the required mission and system-specific functionalities
(e.g. unit positioning, medical evacuation alert, logging, session manage-
ment, access control, information filtering/ labelling).
AS-4, Hardware: Hardware resources refer to the deployed terminals. It
must be noted that within tactical networks highly diverse platforms are
deployed, referring to ground, air, naval, deployed unmanned and satellite
communications. Despite the diversity of these platforms in terms of ca-
pabilities, constraints, requirements and mobility, interoperability must be
guaranteed for the support of the required functionalities.
AS-5, Network: Network resources are a critical asset within the constrained
environment of tactical networks, since they directly affect the aforemen-
tioned elements through the information dissemination, service choreog-
raphy and resource allocation processes. In that sense network resources
refer not only to the available bandwidth, but also to a variety of other ele-
ments that may effect service delivery, such as computational capacity, bat-
tery level, packet queue size, memory size and radio range.

Figure 3.1 presents the model of interactions across the identified assets,
that has been developed and used during the next steps of our analysis. Soft-
ware/ Services (AS-03) are consumed by other services, and by the process
of Personnel (AS-01) consuming or generating Information (AS-02). Fur-
thermore, Service consumption can generate and consume Information, but
also consumes Hardware (AS-04) and Network (AS-05) resources (which as
a process also generates information).

An example of how the model has been used in the next steps of our
analysis (in conjunction with the identified threats and requirements), can be
extracted by the used scenarios as follows: The team leader of a section (AS-
01) generates a medical evacuation alert message (AS-02), with the use of
the MEDEVAC functional service (AS-03). In this scenario, the TSI must be
developed according to technical specifications that allow the satisfaction of
security requirements not only across the direct action path (e.g encryption
and integrity protection of the MEDEVAC request), but also on potential
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transitive paths, such as:

• Information leakage through the transitive consumption of other ser-
vices (e.g. Distributed service registry, QoS Handler-Through the mes-
sage prioritization process).

• Transitive Denial of Service attacks, if the consumption of the MEDE-
VAC functional service is dependable on the consumption of other
(AS-03, AS-04, AS-05) assets.

• Information leakage through the consumption of AS-04 and AS-05 as-
sets, for the prioritized routing of the MEDEVAC alert.

3.4 Analysis of Transitive Threat Impact for Tactical SOA

As presented earlier, the threats imposed to commercial and tactical net-
works have been thoroughly analysed in existing bibliography. Yet, for the
purpose of this study it was critical to identify transitive relationships, in
order to define technical requirements that could minimize security related
risks. The selected basis of our analysis was the ENISA (European Union
Agency for Network and Information Security) threat taxonomy [21]. Thus,
filtering threats related to SOA across tactical environments, and identify-
ing the affected assets in conjunction with the model presented in section
3.3, allowed the mapping of transitive impact propagation. The identified
interactions can be seen in table 3.1, where Potential Threat Sources (PS), Di-
rect Impact (DI), High Transitive Impact (HTI) and Low Transitive Impact
(LTI) of threats, are presented.

Threat AS-
01

AS-
02

AS-
03

AS-
04

AS-
05

External

Lack of resources
Lack of network
capacity

PS/
LTI

HTI PS/
HTI

LTI PS/
DI

PS

Lack of processing
power

PS/
LTI

HTI PS/
DI

PS/
LTI

LTI PS

Lack of storage ca-
pacity

PS/
HTI

DI PS/
HTI

PS/
LTI

LTI PS

Physical damage
Destruction of
equipment due to
enemy activity

LTI PS/
HTI

LTI DI HTI PS
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Destruction of
equipment due
to accidents or
misuse

PS/
LTI

HTI LTI DI HTI

Loss of equipment
possession

PS/
LTI

HTI LTI DI LTI PS

Failures
Equipment fail-
ures - performance
degradation (due
to exposure to
environmental
conditions, haz-
ardous materials,
and operational
conditions)

LTI HTI HTI PS/
DI

LTI PS

Software failures
- performance
degradation

HTI LTI PS/
DI

LTI LTI PS

Loss of stored in-
formation

PS/
HTI

DI PS/
HTI

PS/
LTI

LTI PS

Unintentional
leakage of infor-
mation in transit

HTI DI PS/
LTI

LTI PS/
LTI

Unauthorized/
Malicious actions
Misuse of services PS/

HTI
HTI PS/

DI
LTI LTI

Misuse of hard-
ware resources

PS/
HTI

LTI PS/
HTI

DI LTI

Misuse of infor-
mation

PS/
HTI

DI PS/
HTI

LTI LTI

Misuse of network
resources

PS/
HTI

LTI PS/
HTI

LTI DI

Intentional disclo-
sure of informa-
tion

PS/
HTI

DI PS/
HTI

LTI LTI

Incorporation of
untrustworthy
information

PS/
DI

HTI PS/
DI

LTI LTI PS
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Incorporation of
malicious soft-
ware (trojans,
worms, viruses,
bots, cracks,
malware)

PS/
LTI

DI PS/
DI

HTI HTI PS

Tampering with
hardware re-
sources

PS/
HTI

LTI PS/
HTI

DI LTI PS

Tampering with
software

PS/
HTI

HTI PS/
DI

LTI LTI PS

Tampering with
the network con-
figuration

PS/
HTI

LTI PS/
HTI

LTI DI PS

Social engineering PS/
DI

DI HTI LTI LTI PS

Active attacks
(flooding, Worm-
hole, Black hole,
Rushing, Byzan-
tine, Replay,
Snooping, Fab-
rication, Denial
of Service, Sink-
hole, Man in the
middle)

LTI HTI HTI LTI DI PS

Passive attacks
(traffic analysis,
eavesdropping,
monitoring)

LTI HTI HTI LTI DI PS

Table 3.1: Transitive threat impact analysis for tactical SOA

An example of the scenarios used for this analysis can be extracted in
respect to the ”Loss of stored information” threat. Internal sources of the
threat are identified in AS-01 (misuse), AS-03 (software failure), and AS-
04 (equipment failure). The direct impact is located in the lost information
itself, while high transitive impact is traced at the assets consuming infor-
mation (AS-01 and AS-03). Yet, low transitive impact can be traced to AS-04
and AS-05, since recapturing (or requesting retransmission), and reprocess-
ing the lost information, will require the consumption of hardware and net-
work resources in an already constrained network.
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3.5 Identified Operational Requirements

Setting the services as the core network element instead of the radio links,
imposes a unique set of requirements and vulnerabilities, that necessitate
the incorporation of additional elements into the security paradigm of cur-
rently developed tactical architectures. In this section we aim to filter and
analyse these elements that are specific to the service architecture and re-
quire the development of specialized controls or the suitable adaptation of
the existing. Within the TSI, the deployed services obtain the role of net-
work entities. In this sense, the available core and functional services must
be treated not only as network resources that can be invoked by the users,
but also as agents that can consume resources on their own right, such as
bandwidth and other services.

Consequently, in this section we attempt a mapping of the functional
requirements that emerged from our study, for the mitigation of the afore-
mentioned threats, to well established and generic security requirements.
This approach has been selected because thorough technical details of exist-
ing (such as those deployed at the strategic domain) or currently developed
(aiming at the tactical domain, such as TACTICS TSI) military SOA, have not
or can not be fully disclosed. It must be noted that approaching this topic
from the perspective of services, does not exclude but is complementary to
generic and information centric security requirements, as described earlier
[10], while transitive dependencies also apply.

1. Availability: It does not only refer to information, but also the means
to process these (meaning the deployed services), which must be avail-
able at the time they are required directly or transitively. Availabil-
ity of information is generally understood in the sense of timeliness,
which does not necessarily imply any particular speed of processing,
but rather depends on the specification of a deadline. If no such dead-
line exists, the information must be available on demand, which may
be considered a stronger requirement. For code and services, the goal
of availability formulates a metric identifying the ability to process in-
formation and provide functionalities. For realistic tactical systems,
availability is closely related to reliability and is often expressed as
a probabilistic metric. In reliability theory, availability expresses the
degree to which a system is in a specified operable and committable
state during a mission, when it is called for, at an unknown (modelled
as random) time. This fraction is often described as a mission capable
rate (0 to 1).

2. Confidentiality: A service must not disclose information to unautho-
rised entities (including other services) allowing the deduction of its
state. This does not explicitly establish confidentiality between prin-
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cipals or services. Depending on the required granularity this may be
achieved in the simplest case (however approximately) through access
control mechanisms, but otherwise may require formulation over ex-
plicit information flows. We also note that information flows under
non-deductibility are not limited to the deliberate exchange of infor-
mation. As an example consider the use of radio frequencies which
allows the observation of the fact that services communicate in a tran-
sitive manner, regardless of encryption or even traffic flow confiden-
tiality. Similarly the use of a name service or service registry that is
itself not kept confidential can allow the deduction of information re-
garding the internal state of the principal.

3. Control: Services must not relinquish possession of protected func-
tionalities. This implies protection against tampering or the possi-
bility of tampering within transitive or delegated service invocations.
Such capabilities, including service substitution, are fundamentally re-
quired within tactical SOA. Yet, at each step of such invocation links,
control must be maintained and reassured. Applying the notion of
trust within this context, operations on information must only be per-
formed if the service performing the operation can be believed to act in
the interest of the service providing the data to be processed. In a more
generic but equally significant approach, a service must be capable of
initiating processing in a trusted state.

4. Integrity: The TSI must not allow information flows that may have
been subject to modification by services at different levels of integrity
than the originating principal. This is realised typically at different lev-
els for data and services. For data, detecting whether any modification
has occurred, and possibly the originating service of such modifica-
tion, is a necessary component. Particularly for services, integrity can
be shown at the level of identity, but as data may also be subjected
to transformations either at the syntactical or even at the semantic
level. This requires a clear understanding of metrics other than non-
modification. Additionally, integrity may be considered as axiomatic
or be represented by trust in a service, modelled explicitly either dy-
namically or statically. We note that integrity may be called into ques-
tion when modification is possible rather than on demonstrating that it
has occurred in actual fact. Furthermore, modifications must also map
omission or suppression of information, rather than only differences
between a received or stored copy of information and the original.

5. Authorisation: All service functionalities on or affecting protected in-
formation (direct, transitive or delegated service invocations) must be
subjected to authorisation. This is an indirect prerequisite for account-
ability and information-related protection. It must be noted that infor-
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mation flows and modifications may arise from local state change or
previous and subsequent operations, requiring explicit consideration
of such processing as part of the set of operations to be controlled.

6. Authenticity: Authenticity is a property that may again refer to infor-
mation and services, and must not be confused with authentication,
since it refers to obtaining proof or a relative metric to verify a claim
either of origin or, more generally, of the provenance of a datum af-
ter processing. Authenticity can be proven ephemerally, but may also
need to be verified after longer time periods have elapsed. In the for-
mer case, the proof or measure of authenticity exists for the duration
of an interaction among services, whilst in the latter the proof or mea-
surement must be stored or transported, and is itself the subject of
protection. Where authenticity is to be shown over longer time peri-
ods, the notion of time or ordering must typically be included explic-
itly since violations of integrity of a datum or services operating on
data may invalidate authenticity, or give rise to claims that data is not
authentic.

7. Authentication: All information processing entities must be uniquely
identified and authenticated. This is primarily required for account-
ability, but is also implicitly required in confidentiality and integrity
protection mechanisms for information at the processing level.

8. Traceability and Non-repudiation: An unbroken chain must be re-
tained documenting the provenance and transfer of information across
all services, ensuring the inability of a principal to deny that a datum
was generated, transferred or modified. The above can also be formu-
lated positively in terms of requiring a service that provides proof of
the integrity and origin of data, including the authenticity of this as-
sertion with high assurance, where the integrity and authenticity must
be possible to maintain without the cooperation of the principal whose
datum is the subject of the non-repudiation proof. This is largely sup-
ported by integrity and authenticity assurance mechanisms, but re-
quires additional information to be retained for each service involved
in an information flow.

3.6 Identified Technical Requirements

The presented results of our theoretical analysis, allowed the identification
of technical requirements, towards the architectural development stage of
TACTICS. The identified requirements of high criticality for the mitigation
of the aforementioned threats include:
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1. Service definition according to standard formats, (e.g. XSD, WADL,
WSDL) ensuring interoperability with the existing subsystems deplo-
yed within the strategic domain, and coalition operations.

2. Any implemented service invocation processes must support existing
protocols, (e.g. SOAP, WSIF) ensuring interoperability with the exist-
ing subsystems deployed within the strategic domain, and coalition
operations.

3. End-to-end dynamic service discovery and delivery must be supported
across multiple domains.

4. Edge proxy functionality must be supported, in order to allow suitable
and secure translation of messages and services.

5. Support a variety of message exchange schemes (anycast, broadcast,
multicast, unicast) for dissemination of policy critical updates and ser-
vice management/ invocation.

6. A distributed and best-effort updated service registry/ repository must
be provided, in order to enhance service availability.

• During service discovery, a consumer must be able to identify all
the reachable services/ providers according to the defined secu-
rity policy privileges.

7. Support of a dynamic and capable of preconfiguring publish/ sub-
scribe exchange pattern.

8. Support of store and forward functionality.

9. Support of bandwidth reservation functionality.

10. Service substitution and delegation must be conditionally supported,
not only within the same or neighbouring nodes, but also within allied
forces.

• This also applies for the security services including policy mech-
anisms.

11. The service discovery mechanism functionalities are independent of
other core services and, within the TSI, constrained only by the secu-
rity policy.

• Externally, the service providers available resources must also be
taken into account.
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12. Required services and policies can be added or updated on-line, dur-
ing the mission execution stage, given that the needed resources be-
come available.

• This should also be feasible using an unmanned operational node
(e.g. UAV-Unmanned Aerial Vehicle)

13. Suitable mechanisms must be established in order to allow message
prioritization both for system and mission specific messages. (e.g. se-
curity policy updates, dynamic attribute dissemination (trust levels),
mission alerts).

• Similarly, prioritization in congested environments must be al-
lowed for the exposure of high criticality services.

14. The TSI supports a variety of overlay/ underlay routing protocols, in
order to allow adjustments according to user mobility and disruptions,
utilising and/ or maintaining multiple routes.

15. Security management and service protection is established at multiple
levels and variable granularity within the SOA stack

16. The TSI can include a variety of core services, which are deployed
across the tactical nodes at the mission preparation stage, according
to node capabilities and mission requirements.

• The minimum set and most lightweight versions of core services
deployed in a tactical node must allow service discovery, mes-
sage exchange and security. This would allow the stand alone
operation of the node within is-landed or heavily congested en-
vironments.

17. Service dedicated access control, integrity protection, confidentiality,
provenance assurance and trust management mechanisms are estab-
lished within the security policy, as discrete network entities, as pre-
sented earlier.

18. Service features are evaluated and adapted dynamically to network
and node resources, as well as user requirements, according to service
performance indicators and SQM (Service Quality Management).

3.7 Conclusions

The constraints of tactical networks impose significant limitations to the re-
alization of suitable SOA based solutions. Overcoming these limitations,
while maintaining the enforcement of security requirements for the protec-
tion of the deployed assets is a critical task. In this article we presented our
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analysis and results in respect to the secure deployment of services, as the
means to process information and provide functionalities in tactical SOA.
Analysing the interactions across the identified assets within pre-established
scenarios, allowed the identification of potential transitive risk propagation
paths. Focusing on the services as the main agent of such systems, opera-
tional and technical requirements have been established towards the devel-
opment of a secure tactical service infrastructure. It must be noted again that
approaching this topic from the perspective of services, must be enforced as
complementary to generic and information centric security requirements, as
described in our earlier studies.
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Abstract

Tactical networks are typically a combination of wireless ad-hoc and
mesh networks, with varying connectivity that may also suffer from
temporary partitioning. The implemented mechanisms must provide
secure and reliable communication and service delivery, across a wide
range of possible network capabilities, structures and composing enti-
ties. Furthermore, the ability to compose services dynamically is highly
desirable, as is the possibility of accessing services in temporarily avail-
able networks.

The adoption of the Service Oriented Architecture paradigm has
been recognized as a valuable solution towards the realization of the
arising requirements. SOA allows the loose and dynamic coupling of
services, implicitly also offering a degree of resilience where services
can be substituted if a provider becomes unavailable. In this article
we therefore explore the requirements and constraints of the imple-
mentation of the SOA paradigm over tactical networks. Aiming to dy-
namic security policies where policy decision and enforcement points
can coincide and be distributed, also incorporating situational knowl-
edge. To allow both (partial) pre-computation and dynamic evaluation
of policies. Additionally, we describe a constrained ontology frame-
work for the realization of dynamic security policies over this environ-
ment, based on the identified constraints.
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4.1 Introduction

The currently deployed tactical systems are based on contemporary C2 and
C4I structures of continuously increasing heterogeneity and complexity. Yet,
the ongoing introduction of NCW and NEC, significantly increased the re-
quirement for consistent information exchanges, operational flexibility and
dynamic adaptation. SOA based mechanisms emerged as a suitable me-
diator, towards the achievement of these arising requirements. Thus, var-
ious studies have evaluated the SOA paradigm, over networks with simi-
lar characteristics to the tactical. Additionally, description logic and onto-
logical structures have been recognised to provide the required descriptive
power and syntax, in order to capture the semantics of complex environ-
ments, into highly enriched security policies. Yet, such mechanisms have
not been utilised within the deployed tactical networks and adapted over
their distinct characteristics.

The realisation of concrete security mechanisms dedicated to tactical SOA,
has to be based on the identification of the relevant constraints, imposed by
the nature of this environment. The findings of this procedure can concur-
rently be used for the definition of the corresponding high level security
functional requirements, which can lead to the identification of the appro-
priate composing elements, structural formulations and operational interac-
tions. In this study, following the aforementioned procedure, we present our
findings regarding the constraints of tactical SOA, translate them into the re-
quired functional characteristics and propose a suitable baseline framework
for the realisation of security infrastructures dedicated to tactical SOA.

4.2 Related work

The tactical environment is continuously and rapidly evolving. Thus, it has
been under extensive and diachronic study, both in terms of fundamental
warfare analysis [13] and technical evaluation [1, 9, 31, 5]. Such studies pro-
vide crucial information, useful for the understanding and incorporation of
the distinct governing conditions, into newly designed tactical systems. The
nature of the modern tactical environment, promoted the evaluation of the
SOA paradigm as a suitable mediator towards the new imposed require-
ments. Various studies included the evaluation of SOA implementations
with the use of web services [22], the evaluation of SOA implementations
over disadvantaged networks [17] or tactical EDGE networks [36] including
the studies of the IST-090[15]/ IST-118[16] working groups, the evaluation
of existing and rising security solutions over tactical SOA [23], as well as
other perspectives, such as battle command [24].

Regarding the security perspective, multiple approaches have been de-
fined, for the specification of security policies, in other fields [7, 32, 35].
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Yet, the most commonly used mechanisms, such as WS-Security, Ponder
[8], SAML [28] or XACML [30], lack the ability of decentralized operation,
while they suffer significant expressiveness constraints, when implemented
over open and dynamic environments, rendering them inadequate for the
tactical ecosystem. Such constraints promoted attempts to combine these
mechanisms with ontological representations and logic based systems, inte-
grating this way part of their extensive expressive power [10, 3, 12].

Shortly after, multiple successful efforts managed to fully utilise the ex-
pressive power of description logic, for the complete definition of security
policies and access control systems [4, 34, 27]. Finin et al. [11] presented
a mechanism for the realization of RBAC (Role Based Access Control) with
OWL-DL, while Kolovski et al. [19] provided a mapping mechanism of WS-
Policies to OWL-DL. Trivellato et al. [37] provided a framework for seman-
tic vocabulary alignment between different ontologies in coalition environ-
ments. In the same study it is presented that both, previously established
trust management (such as RT [21], Cassandra [2], Peer-Trust [26], Tulip [6])
and semantic frameworks (such as ROWLBAC [11], REI [18], KAOS [38],
Kolter et al [20]), lack either in terms of decentralised operation, expressive
capturing of semantic values or ease of development and deployment.

The successful undertaken research efforts throughout these fields, pro-
moted the practical application of the SOA paradigm over the strategic do-
main, with sufficiently dynamic security mechanisms. Yet, the characteris-
tics and constraints imposed by the tactical domain, differ in great extent
from those of the strategic. The defined NATO C3 System Architecture
Framework [25] does not incorporate a wide variety of such constraints,
such as mobility, disruption tolerance and operation over highly congested
or otherwise restricted networks, even for currently available services. The
German national project RuDi aiming to the definition of a reference service
environment, reaches towards applications and security services within the
tactical domain. Yet, critical constraints such as the limited storage capac-
ity or computational power of the mobile tactical nodes are not taken under
consideration. Furthermore, the international project CoNSIS, focuses on
improving and adapting existing enterprise service bus infrastructures into
highly mobile networks, without utilizing the known benefits of ontological
constructs for security mechanisms.

4.3 The tactical environment

The tactical environment is eminently dynamic, versatile and diverse, de-
pending immensely on the nature of each particular tactical operation.

1. The multitude of the deployed assets may vary from a team of two
dismounted soldiers, up to a few thousand elements.
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2. The tactical network is required to serve over a highly heterogeneous
ecosystem, due to the diverse nature, capabilities and requirements of
the deployed platforms. This diversity is presented in various terms,
that include mobility, computational power, storage capacity, auton-
omy, communication capabilities and physical security.

3. Another aspect is the operational and functional diversity of the de-
ployed elements. The various nodes within an AoO are organised in
discrete yet interoperable operational groups, with distinct character-
istics, operational requirements and goals. Similarly, the elements that
constitute these groups, have distinct functional roles and capabilities
through a tactical operation.

4. A plethora of information are available within the tactical network,
generated by the involved elements, including users, services and e-
quipment. Yet, these blocks of information are of broad dissimilarity
in terms that include their nature (alerts, orders, tactical information),
type (data, voice, chat, signalling), format, generation frequency or
their required quality, reliability and security features.

5. The structure of the tactical environment is highly dynamic, with ra-
pidly changing topology, since new nodes may ender or exit the net-
work at will, while the existing actors move freely within the AoO.
Thus, no safe assumptions can be made regarding the existence of con-
tinuous connectivity, while extensive delays, communication failures,
random network splits/ merges and uncertain service delivery must
be expected.

6. The dynamic nature of the tactical environment is further aggravated
since some of the deployed actors may be required to operate in coali-
tion environments with discrete security mechanisms, radio silence,
low detection, anti jam or low interception status.

7. The presence of adversaries must be considered certain. Their com-
petence should be expected to extend throughout a wide variety of
active and passive attacks, including communication disruption, tar-
geted physical attacks and information extraction attempts.

These characteristics clarify the unique nature of the tactical environ-
ment, even towards the closely related systems focusing on the strategic
domain, while they delineate the additional challenges of coping with the
involved dynamics.
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4.4 The security perspective of tactical SOA

The combination of the aforementioned constraints can be used to clarify
and construct the required functional characteristics of the implemented se-
curity mechanisms. These functional characteristics form a parallel iteration
of requirements in addition to a set of security goals based on a refined and
properly adapted version of the Parkerian Hexad (Confidentiality, Control,
Integrity, Authenticity, Availability, and Utility), which can be common for
the tactical and the strategic domains. These additional elements require
appropriately formulated security mechanisms, since distributed SOA was
not designed for such a dynamic environment.

1. The realised security mechanisms have to be highly scalable, incorpo-
rating at the same time the various SOA platform service layers along-
side with the Quality of Service, communication and infrastructure
levels. Thus, requiring an adaptable multilayer implementation.

2. The definition, update, evaluation, enforcement and transmission of
security policies must be based on a scalable and dynamic combina-
tion of the available resources and cross layer information. This can
ensure service delivery, based on dynamic adaptation of the available
security mechanisms.

3. The security enforcement procedures must incorporate real time eval-
uation of the existing tactical conditions, allowing the most suitable
utilization of the security policy, taking under consideration the het-
erogeneity of the involved elements.

4. Due to operational and functional diversity of the deployed elements,
the implemented security mechanisms must support the dynamic dis-
tribution of both the security policy and the governing conditions.
This allows the extension of the overall system scalability, minimises
the potential risk due to a compromised node and by promoting node
interoperability, allows the complete utilization of the specific capa-
bilities of each tactical node. Furthermore, the security policy distri-
bution can be used in order to promote the identification of occurring
collisions, that may require reconciliation.

5. Additionally, due to the constant alterations in terms of connectivity,
available bandwidth and network topology, no centralized security
dedicated entity can be assumed to operate over the tactical network,
since these characteristics raise various constraints, affecting the num-
ber of possible invocations or the transmission of complex policy ex-
pressions. Thus, the implemented security mechanisms and services
must be distributed across all the deployed network elements.
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6. Protection mechanisms must be realised regarding both service access
and the various objects attached to the services. These mechanisms
must incorporate simplified policy expressions or pre-calculated pol-
icy decisions, maintaining the capability to evolve into dynamic and
on-line evaluated multi-level security constructs, when information
and resources are available. This can permit the standalone operation
of nodes in a highly disrupted environment and reassures the opera-
tion of disadvantaged nodes due to limited resources.

4.5 Dynamic security policies over tactical SOA

As presented at section 4.2, the use of description logic for the formaliza-
tion of security policies, has been widely proposed and successfully imple-
mented in various domains. Yet, it has not been appropriately adopted and
utilised for the specifics of tactical networks. In this article we propose the
use of OWL-DL and its fragments to define a baseline security policy frame-
work, appropriately adapted to the aforementioned specifics of the tactical
environment. The decision of selecting OWL-DL is based (as presented at
section 4.2) on the known vulnerabilities of other mechanisms into captur-
ing the required semantics, operating over highly dynamic and distributed
environments or ease of development and deployment.

4.5.1 Structuring security policies for tactical SOA

In a tactical SOA the services are orchestrated in order to support every mis-
sion aspect, while the deployed nodes are both service providers and con-
sumers. The proposed framework is presented at figure 4.1. This allows
the unambiguous definition of the various tactical domains (including but
not limited to planning, protection, diligence, response and detection), capa-
bilities (including but not limited to core, application, communication and
inter-domain), the various actions towards these capabilities and the gov-
erning rules of these actions. The proposed structure minimises tree impu-
rities within the security core ontology, something that reduces the overall
complexity, inherently affecting the complexity of policy distribution and
reconciliation procedures.

The construction of the required security policy incorporates a distribu-
ted database for the definition of the governing rules, including the wide
plethora of static or dynamic multi-domain information available within the
tactical network, based on the requirements of each operation. Such infor-
mation can refer to various attributes regarding the nature and requirements
of the involved actors, the real time and past operational conditions of the
network (including resource availability) and the occurring element actions
and interactions. These information, in order to maintain the purity of the
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Figure 4.1: Security policy structure.

security ontology, must be layered as referring to 1 - Services, 2 - Informa-
tion, 3 - Network status, 4 - Radio status, 5 - Node status, 6 - Subjects.

The proposed structure allows for a dual notion of dynamism, regarding
the operation of the overall security policy. The first dynamic characteris-
tic occurs by the definition of the rules corresponding to each action. Each
rule-set spans from simple pre-calculated expressions, that allow the op-
eration of nodes with limited resources, towards expressions of increased
complexity, that incorporate a variable set of static and dynamic informa-
tion, in order to maintain support of security services as the tactical mission
evolves. The second dynamic characteristic occurs by the definition and
complex relationships of the dedicated Domain, Capability and Action sub-
structures. These elements exploiting the expressive power of description
logic, proceed to on-line evaluation of the current network status, based on
the defined information, after every service invocation. Thus, achieving the
selection of the appropriate governing rule or suggesting a suitable service
substitution.

4.5.2 Conceptualization of tactical policy framework

The ontological conceptualization of the described framework, over the hi-
erarchical structure of a tactical network, can be achieved by the use of unary
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and binary predicates. Unary predicates within the defined context repre-
sent data, services, users, terminals and conditions, while binary predicates
represent the possible relationships among them. Thus, a broad definition
of a network can be achieved by defining the distinct elements and their
relations, structuring an interpretation of the current and past status of the
overall ecosystem.

The definition of the required tactical terminology is achieved by T-box
definitions. The T-Box allows the unique and acyclic concept definition
in terms of sufficient and necessary conditions. Thus, each of the defined
concepts throughout the required tactical domains, is gradually structured
through a complex combination of atomic concepts that declare these condi-
tions. A-Box role, on the contrary, is oriented to instance identification, spec-
ifying whether a specific individual is an instance of the concepts defined
within the T-Box. This is primarily achieved by concept and role assertions.
It must be noted at this point, that the required concept expressiveness may
affect the overall computational and reasoning complexity. Additionally, the
assertional knowledge is defined at the A-Box at the initiation of the opera-
tion for the static elements, while the dynamic elements evolve as the tactical
operation progresses. This flexibility is exploited by the proposed model, in
order to make best use of the dynamic semantic information for policy deci-
sions. Thus a knowledge base is defined as a structured pair of a T-Box and
an A-box (T/ A). This procedure is presented at figure 4.2. When the com-
plete tactical terminology has been constructed, assertional knowledge such
as Has Current Status, Can Be Substituted and Has Provider, can be con-
structed and altered on-line, in order to define or identify a specific service
as an instance.

Figure 4.2: Security policy conceptualization.

4.5.3 Formal representation of security policies and situational
knowledge

The formal representation of the described security policy framework, re-
quires a description logic fragment, with sufficient expressive power to ac-
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commodate the definition of the various static and dynamic elements and
their complex relations. The selected DL-fragment, has been identified that
in order to achieve the adequate and precise capturing of the involved se-
mantics must be based on ALC, but also include the additional elements
of role hierarchy, nominals, inversion, cardinality, functionality properties,
qualified cardinality restrictions and role inclusion. A suitable DL-fragment
is SHOIN(D) that includes all the aforementioned elements in addition to
supplementary data related properties and values. Furthermore, SHOIN(D)
represents a fragment of OWL DL [33], it is supported by widely used on-
tology editors, such as Protege, while a plethora of efficient reasoners ex-
ist. The core of SHOIN(D) relies on the common syntax outlined by one of
the basic description logic fragments called ALC (Attribute Language with
Complements). And provides the following constructors:

(Name) Description Syntax
1 (Top) Universal concept >
2 (Bottom) Empty concept ⊥
3 Atomic concept A
4 Concept union t
5 Concept intersection u
6 Concept negation ¬
7 Universal value restriction ∀
8 Limited existential restriction ∃
9 (Cardinality) Unqualified value restrictions ≤ ,≥ ,= (n R)
10 (Cardinality) Qualified value restrictions ≤ ,≥ ,= (n R.C)
11 Nominals {i1 . . . in}
12 Atomic role hierarchy and inverse roles R, R−1

13 Sub-role ⊆
14 Universal role assertion ∪
15 Sub-class v
16 Equivalence ≡
17 Inversion −

Table 4.1: Subset constructors available in the SHOIN(D) DL frag-
ment.

The full list of the semantics supported by OWL-DL and the suggested
description logic fragment can be seen at [29]. As presented earlier the ter-
minology of the tactical network is defined within the T-Box and may con-
tain simplified or complex expressions such as:

Equation 4.1:
Service ≡ individual u ∃has Service ID. ⊥
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Equation 4.2:
Service Type1 ≡ Serviceu∃Has Functionality.Messagingu∃Has Status.
Online

Equation 4.3:
Available Service ≡ Service(≤ 1Has Local Provider t (≥ 2Has Local
Provider u ∃Has Local Provider.Active))

Instance identification within the A-Box can be achieved primarily by
concept and role assertions, using the presented constructors as:

Equation 4.4:
File u Text(msg1) : msg1 is a text file (concept assertion)

Equation 4.5:
hasSource(msg1, Service1) : Service1 is the source of msg1 (role assertion)

Thus, defining services, information, nodes and subjects as individuals,
can be achieved using simple world definitions, over static and dynamic in-
formation, over the universal A-box as:

Equation 4.6:
Has Given Name(UserA,Nikolaos)
Has ID(UserA, 522091)
Has Rank(UserA,Captain)
Has Current Location(UserA,AoO1)
Has Operational Group(UserA,OG2)

Moreover, the relationships among the network entities can be defined
using membership assertions, such as those presented in equations 4.4 and
4.5. Similarly, the current user of a node, the resource availability of a termi-
nal, the operational state of a service and the rest of the available information
regarding the defined domains can be represented.

The construction of the required policy expression branches, based on
the described framework, can be organized in discrete requirement sets that
correspond to distinct security levels as:

Node Can Be Accessed(Node1;Node Requirements Set-1)
...

Node Can Be Accessed(Node1;Node Requirements Set-n)

Other policy domains, referring for example to service substitution, can also
be defined similarly as:

Service Can Be Substituted(Service Type 1;Service Substitution Set-1)
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...
Service Can Be Substituted(Service Type 1;Service Substitution Set-n)

Additionally to Terminology/ Assertion pairs (T/ A) that can be defined
using the available constructors, rules can also be used for knowledge rep-
resentation. The use of rules significantly increases the expressive power,
allowing the definition of additional security constraints such as separation
of duty. A triplet in the form of (T/ A/ R) can be used for the definition of
more complex relations within the tactical environment. A rule can be de-
fined having the form:

Equation 4.7:
KPrivate v ∀Uses.NodeTypeA

Stating that all the individuals who are defined within the A-Box to have
rank equivalent to private, make use of a specific type of node, defined as
NodeTypeA within the T-Box. Such rules can be defined utilizing SWRL
(Semantic Web Rule Language) [14], which is based on a ”combination of the
OWL DL and OWL Lite sublanguages of the OWL Web Ontology Language with
the Unary/Binary Datalog RuleML sublanguages of the Rule Markup Language”.

4.6 Scenario

To illustrate the identified dynamics of the tactical environment and the cor-
responding functionalities of the defined framework let us assume the fol-
lowing scenario.

• Entity A requires service B.

• Entity A requires service B to satisfy a set of properties X and service
provider to satisfy a set of properties K.

• Service B is provided by nodes C and D.

• Node C offers properties set X, while node D offers properties sets X
and Y.

• The property sets are evaluated and node C is selected as the service
provider.

• Entity A is evaluated by node C, since node C and service B require
every invoking entity to satisfy a minimum set of requirements Z.

• Node C identifies that will become unavailable. Entity A is informed
and service delivery is delegated to node D.
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Entity A may be a user or another service defined based on the network
terminology, as presented in figure 4.2, based on concept and role asser-
tions, similar to those of equations 4.4 and 4.5. Similarly, service B and
nodes C, D are equally defined following the same procedure. Thus, entity
A queries the local knowledge base, in order to identify a service and a ser-
vice provider that complies with the corresponding requirement sets X and
K. The requirement sets and the queries towards the knowledge base, are a
set of the defined policy rules, appropriately selected by the corresponding
Domain, Capability and Action substructures, as presented in figure 4.1.

The structure of these substructures, is of high significance at this point,
since the deduction capacity of the node and the available resources, at the
time of the query initiation, are used to define the maximum complexity of
the policy expression used to identify the service/ service provider. Thus,
the policy expression might be a precomputed value, a simplified expres-
sion, or expressions of increased complexity, incorporating multiple combi-
nations of static and dynamic information.

Assuming that both nodes C and D, return from the query as providers
of the service related requirements set X, the service provider can be selected
based on the node/ network/ radio related requirements set K. Thus, in this
simplified scenario, node C is selected as the service provider, based among
others due to current resource availability and because it belongs to the same
operational group with entity A (Providing this way a higher probability of
maintaining closer proximity for longer period).

Similarly, upon receipt of the service invocation, node C makes use of
the corresponding policy branch in order to evaluate the defined set of pa-
rameters regarding the various domains. Thus, entity A is evaluated as a
legitimate user, while network, node, radio and other parameters are also
evaluated in order to identify the feasibility of the request and the most suit-
able serving approach.

After negotiation of the interaction parameters among the entity A and
node C, based on the specified security policy branches, the service delivery
is initiated. An additional advantage of the described framework, result-
ing from the on-line evaluation of various dynamic and static information,
is the evaluation of the interaction itself, making possible to identify and
anticipate possible parameter alterations. Thus, service delivery can be del-
egated by node C to node B, based on the previously established interaction
agreement among entity A and node D.

4.7 Conclusions

Through this article, the findings of our study regarding the constraints im-
posed by the nature of tactical SOA implementations have been presented.
These constraints have been translated into the corresponding functional re-
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quirements for the implementation of security mechanisms dedicated to tac-
tical networks. Furthermore, a security policy framework of suitable struc-
tural characteristics has been suggested, making use of the expressive power
of description logic and ontological constructs, for the sufficient realisation
of these requirements.

Our future plans include the further evaluation and refinement of the
proposed framework. More precisely the study of how the structure of the
higher level ontological constructs can affect the efficiency and efficacy of
the overall mechanism. Early results suggest that the structure of the onto-
logical constructs is critical, in order to fully exploit the expressive power
provided by description logic, minimize resource utilization and achieve
compact security policy definition and reasoning. Additionally, we intent
to identify suitable mechanisms for the apriory distribution, on-line update
and reconciliation of the security policy, aiming to maximize the node co-
operation, while minimizing and allocating the computational cost of each
policy decision.
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Abstract

The requirement for enabling NCW through the accommodation of
network-enabled capabilities, promoted the use of SOA within military
networks. The initial response of the academic and industrial commu-
nities was to utilize standard enterprise SOA. The developed solutions
were well adjusted to the strategic domain, where node and network
constraints were minimal. Yet, experience gained from the battlefields
of the last decade, has proven that the tactical domain imposes a set of
unique constraints, that render such solutions inefficient for the tactical
edge.

The project TACTICS, supported by EDA, focuses on the study and
development of a SOA dedicated to tactical networks. In this paper we
present the designed security service architecture, as developed in ac-
cordance to the requirements identified in our earlier studies. Each ser-
vice is presented as an architectural element within the TACTICS TSI,
aiming to highlight the distinct functionalities of the security infrastruc-
ture towards the efficient enforcement of security controls at the tactical
edge.

5.1 Introduction

The introduction of SOA across the strategic domain of military networks
has been promoted by the increasing requirement for the integration of NEC,
within the developed C2 and C4I systems. Extending this paradigm to
the tactical domain is expected to allow the widespread incorporation of
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NCW, by improving situational awareness and increasing network flexibil-
ity, adaptability and responsiveness at the tactical edge.

However, standard enterprise SOA have been proven across the AoO of
recent conflicts to be unsuitable for tactical networks, due to their rapidly
evolving nature and constrained resources. The project TACTICS [1] is ori-
ented towards the theoretical and experimental analysis of contemporary
tactical networks, in respect to the feasibility and required adaptations for
the deployment of SOA. Consequently, and in accordance to these studies,
a TSI has been defined and experimentally demonstrated. The TSI architec-
ture [2] was developed according to the NATO Architecture Framework 3.1,
including twenty discrete architectural perspectives.

Focusing on the security aspects of such an architecture, our study was
initiated by analysing system specific constraints and requirements, arising
due to terminal and network characteristics across the three mission stages
(preparation, execution, debrief). This allowed the identification of fine-
grained security requirements and protection goals, maintaining the nec-
essary distinction between the communication [5] and service domains [8].

Accordingly, these requirements have been translated into correspond-
ing functional characteristics, for a security policy framework and service
infrastructure, that would be suitable for the investigated environment. Fur-
thermore, an extended state-of-the-art review, revealed the weaknesses of
existing mechanisms but also suitable adaptations that would satisfy the
identified requirements under the imposed constraints [3]. These initial
studies, allowed us to analyse, define and develop a suitable security policy
framework [6], along with the corresponding distribution [7], reconciliation
[4] and QoS interoperability [9] mechanisms.

In this article we present the core security service infrastructure, as devel-
oped within the TACTICS TSI in accordance to the aforementioned studies.
These components are suitably adjusted towards satisfying the identified
requirements, by facilitating the operation of the developed security pol-
icy framework and supporting mechanisms. The remainder of this paper
is structured as follows: Section 5.2 presents the functionalities and inter-
actions of each developed service, as an architectural element towards the
extraction of valid policy decisions. Subsequently, section 5.3 includes a dis-
cussion over the operational complexity of the security service infrastruc-
ture, in accordance to early results from the ongoing field and laboratory
experiments/ demonstrations.

5.2 TACTICS Security Architecture

The developed security architecture, consists of two distinct groups of ser-
vices, namely core and functional. The functional services are responsible
for the enforcement of the requisite protection goals, by instantiating the
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distinct mechanisms (e.g. encryption algorithms, access control, intrusion
detection), while the core security services are responsible for the gover-
nance of these mechanisms, in accordance to predefined security policies. In
this section we present these components (Figure 5.1), aiming to highlight
the processes involved in the extraction of suitable policy decisions (Figures
5.2 and 5.3). It must be noted that the security policy framework developed
within TACTICS for the accommodation of the requirements imposed by
contemporary tactical SOA, has been presented earlier in detail [6] and is
outside the scope of this article.

The main functionalities of each service as presented in figures 5.1, 5.2
and 5.3 can be summarised as:

• Security Handling service

1. Initiate the internal policy decision extraction process.

2. Store and identify the applicability of precomputed policy deci-
sions.

• Policy Management service

1. Control the policy decision extraction process.

2. Prioritize pending policy decision requests.

• Policy Decision Point service

1. Securely store the prioritized rule stacks that have been defined
for each available policy decision request.

• Metadata Handling service

1. Accommodate the defined ontological knowledge base (Includ-
ing both the Terminological-box and Assertional-box) and the se-
lected inference engines.

2. Extraction of policy decisions.

• Contextual Monitoring service

1. Monitoring and collection of dynamic attributes.

2. Generation of statistical and aggregated data.

3. Triggering of event-driven policy decisions to the Security Han-
dling service.

4. Update of Metadata Handling service A-box to current values.

• Policy Enforcement Point service

1. Translation and enforcement of extracted policy decisions.
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Figure 5.1: Interfaces of the developed core security services.

Figure 5.2: Sequence diagram for valid precomputed policy decisions.

5.2.1 Security Handling Service

Description: The Security Handling (SH) service operates as the internal
to the security architecture action (policy decision) requester. The service
can be invoked either externally (by a predefined set of core and functional
services, for which the required interfaces have been established for the in-
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Figure 5.3: Sequence diagram for the on-line extraction of policy decision.

vocation of corresponding policy decisions) or internally (by the Contextu-
ally Monitoring (CM) service, for event-driven policy decisions). The ser-
vice accommodates precomputed policy decisions for the reduction of the
computational overhead imposed by the security architecture. These are
established at the mission preparation stage, according to a statistical anal-
ysis of previous invocation logs and the use of computational intelligence
methodologies. Thus, precomputed policy decisions can be established for a
constraint range of the required semantics, and after local evaluation, be di-
rectly applied without the invocation of the complete security service stack
(Figure 5.2). When such precomputed policy decisions are not available or
applicable, the SHs must compose and forward a security decision request
to the subsequent security services, providing all the required information
for the adaptation, prioritization and successful extraction of valid policy
decisions.
Invocation: Invocation Originator =⇒ Invocation Form

1. Set of core and functional services (RequestorID) =⇒ ActionRequest.

2. Contextual Monitoring (CM) service =⇒ Pre-established ActionRequest
according to attribute threshold alert.

Functionalities: Internal=*, Input=⇀, Output=↽
1-⇀ Receive ActionRequest
2-∗ Generate ActionRequest ID
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3-∗ Identify existence of precomputed PolicyDecision. According to ActionRe-
quest ID

a-∗ IF(TRUE)
i-∗ Identify required attributes
ii-∗ Generate AttributeValuesRequest
iii-↽ Send AttributeValuesRequest to CMs for timely values
iv-⇀ Receive AttributeValuesResponse from CMs
v-∗ Evaluate attributes of precomputed PolicyDecision

1-∗ IF(TRUE)
a-∗ Generate SecurityDecision
b-↽ Send SecurityDecision to PEPs for enforcement

2-∗ IF(Not TRUE)
a-∗ Generate CMsSnapshot IDRequest
b-↽ Send CMsSnapshot IDRequest to CMs
c-⇀ Receive CMsSnapshot IDResponse from CMs
d-∗ Generate SecurityDecisionRequest
e-↽ Send SecurityDecisionRequest to PMs

b-∗ IF(Not TRUE)
i-∗ Generate CMsSnapshot IDRequest
ii-↽ Send CMsSnapshot IDRequest to CMs
iii-⇀ Receive CMsSnapshot IDResponse from CMs
iv-∗ Generate SecurityDecisionRequest
v-↽ Send SecurityDecisionRequest to PMs

5.2.2 Policy Management Service

Description: The Policy Management (PM) service operates as the con-
troller of the security services that are involved in the policy decision extrac-
tion process. The PMs can be explicitly invoked by the Security Handling
(SH) service, or execute functionality according to the input received from
the Metadata Handling (MH) service. The invocation from the SHs includes
all the required information for the management of a viable policy decision
extraction within a security decision request. In addition to the action re-
quest related elements, an aggregated metric of the available local node re-
sources (for the prioritization of policy decision requests) and a refresh alert
based on predefined constraints (for the update of the MHs to the current
state of dynamic semantics) are also included. Upon receipt of a security
decision request, the corresponding cycles to live and priority are identi-
fied according to the received available resources metric. Consequently, a
corresponding entry is generated and included within a repository with all
the pending security decision requests. The repository entries are priori-
tized and a bundle is created, including those requests that can currently be
served. The cycles to live of those requests are reduced and the bundle is
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forwarded to the Policy Decision Point (PDP) service. It must be noted that
the cycles to live metric is critical, since it affects the maximum complexity
of the policy rule that will be used for the resolution of the security decision
request.
Invocation: Invocation Originator =⇒ Invocation Form

1. Security Handling (SH) service =⇒ SecurityDecisionRequest.

2. Metadata Handling (MH) service =⇒ SecurityDecisionBundle.

Functionalities: Internal=*, Input=⇀, Output=↽

• For invocation type 1:
1-⇀ Receive SecurityDecisionRequest from SHs
2-∗ Extract RefreshAlert from SecurityDecisionRequest
3-∗ Extract ResourceAvailability from SecurityDecisionRequest
4-∗ Identify ActionIDCyclesToLive (For the received ActionID)
5-∗ Identify ActionIDPriority (For the received ActionID)
6-∗ Generate ActionRequest IDRepositoryEntry
7-∗ Update ActionRequest IDRepository (Enter new entry)
8-∗ Prioritize ActionRequest IDRepository (According to 3, 4, 5)
9-∗ Generate ActionRequest IDBundle
10-∗ Update (Reduce by one) ActionIDCyclesToLive in ActionRequest
IDRepository (For those included in the ActionRequest IDBundle)

11-↽ Send ActionRequest IDBundle to PDPs
12-∗ Update ActionRequest IDRepository (Remove entries with ActionID-
CyclesToLive equal to zero)

• For invocation type 2:
1-⇀ Receive SecurityDecisionRequest from MHs
2-∗ Extract PolicyDecision /s
3-∗ Extract ActionRequest ID /s

a-∗ IF(PolicyDecision TRUE)
i-∗ Generate SecurityDecision /s
ii-↽ Send SecurityDecision/s to PEPs for enforcement
iii-∗ Delete ActionRequest IDRepositoryEntry /s

b-∗ IF(PolicyDecision NotTRUE) OR IF(ActionRequest IDRepository
NotEMPTY)

i-∗ Prioritize ActionRequest IDRepository
ii-∗ Generate ActionRequest IDBundle
iii-∗Update (Reduce by one) ActionIDCyclesToLive in Action-

Request IDRepository (For those included in the ActionRequest IDBundle)
iv-↽ Send ActionRequest IDBundle to PDPs
v-∗Update ActionRequest IDRepository (Remove entries with

ActionIDCyclesToLive equal to zero)
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5.2.3 Policy Decision Point Service

Description: The Policy Decision Point (PDP) service operates as a repos-
itory of the predefined policy rules. Each ActionID is mapped at the mis-
sion preparation stage to a set of ActorIDs, SubjectIDs and RequestorIDs in
accordance to a corresponding set of semantics (referring to Services, Infor-
mation, Networks, Radios, Nodes and Subjects). These mappings consti-
tute the predefined policy rules. Thus, a set of prioritized policy rules of
increasing granularity are defined for any given range of the allowed Ac-
tionRequest IDs. Furthermore, an escape rule of least priority is defined
for each ActionRequest ID range, in order to allow the enforcement of se-
curity policy decisions under heavily constrained local-node and radio re-
sources. The received ActionIDCyclesToLive indicator defines which of the
prioritized rules should be utilized for the given policy reasoning cycle.
Accordingly, upon receipt of an ActionRequest IDBundle, the individual
ActionRequest IDs are separated and bound to the corresponding policy
rules (PolicyRule ID). This is achieved by the individual evaluation of their
ActionIDCyclesToLive and rule identification across their predefined rule-
sets. The generated PolicyDecisionRequest Bundle contains these Action-
Request ID/ PolicyRule ID pairs and the received RefreshAlert indicator.
Invocation: Invocation Originator =⇒ Invocation Form

1. Policy Management (PM) service =⇒ SecurityDecisionRequest.

Functionalities: Internal=*, Input=⇀, Output=↽
1-⇀ Receive ActionRequest IDBundle from PMs
2-∗ Extract RefreshAlert from ActionRequest IDBundle
3-∗ Extract individual ActionRequest ID / ActionIDCyclesToLive pairs
4-∗ Identify PolicyRule ID according to ActionIDCyclesToLive
5-∗ Generate PolicyDecisionRequest /s
6-∗ Generate PolicyDecisionRequest Bundle
7-↽ Send PolicyDecisionRequest Bundle to MHs

5.2.4 Metadata Handling Service

Description: A variety of semantic web frameworks can be used for the im-
plementation of the Metadata Handling (MH) service, such as CubicWeb,
RDF4J (Sesame), Mulgara, Open Semantic Framework and Jena. The MHs
receives a bundle of policy decision requests and updates the local ontology,
if required so by the received RefreshAlert. The value of the RefreshAlert
originates from the Contextual Monitoring (CM) service (From CMsSnap-
shot IDResponse), which bound to an ActionRequest initiation, is used to
update the local ontology through the MH UpdateRequest/ Response pro-
cess. After this update, the exact functionality order depends on the selected
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semantic web framework. Yet, the required functionalities are: Structure on-
tological construct > Invoke reasoner > Query local ontology (According to
the received PolicyRule ID) for policy decision. The result of this process
is then matched with the corresponding ActionRequest ID and transferred
back to the Policy Management (PM) service.
Invocation: Invocation Originator =⇒ Invocation Form

1. Policy Decision Point (PDP) service =⇒ PolicyDecisionRequest Bundle.

Functionalities: Internal=*, Input=⇀, Output=↽
1-⇀ Receive PolicyDecisionRequest Bundle from PDPs
2-∗ Extract RefreshAlert

a-∗ IF RefreshAlert TRUE
i-↽ i. Send MH UpdateRequest to Contextual Monitoring service
ii-⇀ Receive MH UpdateResponse from CMs
iii-∗ Update local ontology

3-∗ Extract PolicyDecisionRequest/ s from PolicyDecisionRequest Bundle
4-∗ Create reasoner
5-∗ Insert ontological terminology and assertions

a-∗ For(all PolicyDecisionRequest/ s)
i-∗ Extract PolicyRule ID from PolicyDecisionRequest
ii-∗ Query local ontology according to PolicyRule ID
iii-∗ Extract PolicyDecision
iv-∗ Generate SecurityDecision

6-∗ Generate SecurityDecisionBundle
7-↽ Send SecurityDecisionBundle to Policy Management (PM) service

5.2.5 Contextual Monitoring Service

Description: The Contextual Monitoring (CM) service is not strictly bound
to the security architecture, since it serves multiple other actors and services
including the quality of service (QoS) architecture. The functionalities of
CMs relate to the maintenance of local awareness over the context under
which the tactical nodes operate, including local and remote dynamic infor-
mation, related to services, information, networks, radios, nodes and sub-
jects. These information are collected locally through other services and by
exploiting cross layer functionalities. Furthermore, entries in the CMs can be
updated globally utilizing policy administration processes. It must be noted
that CMs can also generate aggregated and statistical data for use within
policy rules of limited priority. This allows the definition of simplified pol-
icy rules of limited computational complexity, for use under constrained
network or local resources. For the two invocation cases initiated by the
Security Handling (SH) service, the CMs only returns timely values of the
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corresponding attributes. Yet, for the invocation initiated by the Metadata
Handling (MH) service, the exact implementation of this process is system
specific and can vary significantly in terms of the syntax, context or both,
regarding the information transferred through the MH UpdateResponse. In
this sense, the generated MH UpdateResponse may refer to a complete and
updated policy copy or only the timely values of the dynamic data and ob-
ject properties (In which case their incorporation occurs at the MHs, during
inserting the ontological terminology and assertions Line 5 of MHs: func-
tionalities).
Invocation: Invocation Originator =⇒ Invocation Form

1. Security Handling (SH) service =⇒ AttributeValuesRequest.

2. Security Handling (SH) service =⇒ CMsSnapshot IDRequest.

3. Metadata Handling (MH) service =⇒MH UpdateRequest.

Functionalities: Internal=*, Input=⇀, Output=↽

• For invocation type 1:
1-⇀ Receive AttributeValuesRequest from SHs
2-∗ Extract requested attributes
3-∗ Extract attribute values
4-∗ Generate AttributeValuesResponse
5-↽ Send AttributeValuesResponse to SHs

• For invocation type 2:
1-⇀ Receive CMsSnapshot IDRequest from SHs
2-∗ Extract timely value of ’ResourceAvailability’ semantic
3-∗ Extract timely value of ’RefreshAlert’ semantic
4-∗ Generate CMsSnapshot IDResponse
5-↽ Send CMsSnapshot IDResponse to SHs

• For invocation type 3:
1-⇀ Receive MH UpdateRequest from MHs
2-∗ Generate MH UpdateResponse
3-↽ Send MH UpdateResponse to MHs

5.2.6 Policy Enforcement Point Service

Description: The Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) service operates as the
output of the core security policy architecture towards the rest of the se-
curity or TSI services deployed in the processing pipeline. The role of the
PEPs is to identify the service that provides the functionalities required for
the enforcement of the policy decision, translate it to a suitable format for
enforcement, and communicate it to the initial RequestorID.
Invocation: Invocation Originator =⇒ Invocation Form
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1. Security Handling (SH) service =⇒ SecurityDecision.

2. Policy Management (PM) service =⇒ SecurityDecision.

Functionalities: Internal=*, Input=⇀, Output=↽
1-⇀ Receive SecurityDecision from SHs or PMs
2-∗ Extract RequestorID from ActionRequestID
3-∗ Generate ActionResponse
4-↽ Send ActionResponse to RequestorID

5.2.7 Functional Security Services

Additionally to the aforementioned core security architecture components,
a variety of functional services can be incorporated in a modular manner
through the TSI processing pipeline. These services refer to the enforcement
of all the predefined protection goals (e.g. cryptography, management of
digital certificates, access control, authentication, credential management,
integrity protection, information labelling and filtering, security token man-
agement, provenance assurance).

In addition to some non security related services (e.g. packet queue, ser-
vice registry, message session management), these functional security ser-
vices are expected to invoke the extraction of policy decisions. Therefore,
these services are assigned a RequestorID, and incorporate the appropriate
interfaces towards the Security Handling service and from the Policy En-
forcement Point service (denoted earlier as the singular ActionRequest and
ActionResponse interfaces). These services can be defined following stan-
dardized processes. Yet, the developed architecture allows the incorporation
of national and tailored solutions, satisfying the requirement for modularity
towards the security enforcement mechanisms.

5.3 Test case based validation

As presented earlier, the designed TSI is targeted to the tactical domain.
Thus the test cases used for the validation of the designed architecture were
developed in accordance to common tactical operations, the experience ga-
ined from recent battlefields and the analysis of future requirements. The
used tactical operations (e.g. Convoy, RSTA (Reconnaissance Surveillance
and Target Acquisition), intervention patrol, MEDEVAC (Medical Evacua-
tion), cordon and search, area denial) have been separated to specific use
cases (e.g. Blue force tracking, COP distribution, injection of high mobility
nodes, IED (Improvised Explosive Device) detection and report, interoper-
ability with police forces) and detailed episodes (addressed request/ reply,
multihop service invocation, service discovery, transitive service delivery,
node isolation).
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The communication between the defined core security services is achie-
ved using SOAP messages, allowing the remote procedure call across the
services. It is apparent that the service functionalities as presented earlier,
correspond mainly to simple message modifications or substitutions. In
this case a dedicated process receives a SOAP message (request) that con-
tains all the required parameters, and transforms it into an invocation of
the corresponding method. The resulting SOAP message (response) con-
tains the required parameters for the continuation of the policy decision
extraction process. Following this model, as presented in figure 5.3, an
ActionRequest (according to its components) is mapped to a SecurityDe-
cisionRequest by the Security Handling service. Consequently, the Securi-
tyDecisionRequest (according to its components) is mapped to an Action-
Request IDRepositoryEntry by the Policy Management service, while the
process continues until the extraction of a valid ActionResponse towards
the corresponding functional security service.

According to the results of our experiments, it is important to note that
the complexity and dynamic adaptability of the developed mechanism is
situated at the structure of the ontological knowledge base, the governing
policy rules, the fine grained definition of action requests and the detailed
incorporation of the available semantics, as described earlier [6, 3, 7, 4, 5].
Contrary to that, the functionalities of the presented core security services
are kept at a low complexity level aiming for clear separation of duties
within the policy decision extraction process. Thus, the identification of the
appropriate SecurityDecisionRequest by the Security Handling service is a
low complexity matching/querying process, despite of the fine-grained def-
inition of security actions as a conjunction of the security domains (e.g pro-
tection, detection, diligence, response) and network capabilities (e.g. NCV-
NATO Capability View).

The executed validation experiments highlighted the functionalities of
the Metadata Handling service, and more precisely the reasoning phase
(See: Metadata Handling Service / Functionalities/ 5.a.i to iv), as the pro-
cess with most significant impact in terms of computational complexity within
the policy decision extraction process. Aiming to counteract this obsta-
cle and maintain the support of the required network functionalities, un-
der a constrained operational status or across low capacity nodes, a variety
of countermeasures have been deployed within the security policy mecha-
nism, which are visible in the functionalities of the presented services.

• The Security Handling service can incorporate precomputed policy
decisions, when this has been deemed necessary at the mission prepa-
ration stage.

• The Policy Management service utilises resource availability metrics
at the prioritization of the ActionRequest IDRepositoryEntries.
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• The Policy Decision Point service connects each ActionRequest ID to a
PolicyRule ID in accordance to resource availability metrics. Thus, for
each reasoning cycle the complexity of the utilised policy rule depends
on the locally available computational capacity. Additionally, as pre-
sented earlier, a default policy escape rule must be defined (across the
prioritized dedicated rule stack) for each possible ActionRequest ID
for use under highly congested scenarios.

• The Metadata Handling service can incorporate supplementary rea-
soners (OWL, OWL Mini, OWL Micro) and instances of the local on-
tological knowledge base, for use under highly congested scenarios.

• Finally, a dedicated policy distribution mechanism has been devel-
oped [7], for the purpose of allowing the core security service archi-
tecture presented in this article, to be operable across the various plat-
forms deployed within a tactical network.

5.4 Conclusions

Our research within the security aspects of TACTICS is tripartite. The first
completed aspect was to analyse the requirements, validate, and recom-
mend suitable controls and mechanisms for their attainment (e.g. recom-
mendation of suitable solutions for the enforcement of the identified pro-
tection goals through the functional services). Consequently, the develop-
ment of a suitable security policy framework, able to support and govern
the functionality of the aforementioned mechanisms was required, and has
been developed as presented earlier. The last major contribution towards a
tactical SOA, has been presented in this article and relates to the design of a
core security service architecture, able to instantiate the functionalities of the
other two elements. The developed architecture provides configuration flex-
ibility in a modular manner, while satisfying the defined requirements dy-
namically under varying network conditions. Additional SOA benefits in-
clude the information flow and performance improvement, maintaining the
capacity to integrate existing or tailored assets, with reduced development
and management cost. In our future work we intent to utilize our existing
experimental results with the experience gained from the recent demonstra-
tion of the overall TACTICS TSI, towards the fine-grained adaptation of the
developed mechanisms to the realistic conditions of contemporary areas of
operations.
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Abstract

Tactical networks are constrained networks that may transition be-
tween ad-hoc and mesh configurations and are characterised by fre-
quent disruptions, changes in connectivity, and available resources. Whi-
lst deploying a SOA allows the efficient provisioning of services at the
tactical level, the existing resource limitations and potential attacks, re-
quire the dynamic adaptation of both QoS and security mechanisms.
Within this environment, security and QoS must not only enforce the
requisite functionalities, but also cooperatively seek optimal solutions
for them according to their corresponding constraints and requirements.
In this paper we propose a multi-domain policy-based decision subsys-
tem supporting service delivery, that relies on an on-line knowledge-
based reasoning mechanism. We describe the characteristics of such
subsystem and show its benefits in relation to specific tactical require-
ments.

6.1 Introduction

Tactical C2 systems are used on contemporary battlefields in order to sup-
port the deployed assets fulfilling their corresponding tasks. During the
mission execution stage, information and service delivery are of the highest
importance. Such information may correspond to blue/ red force tracking
or alerts, consolidating the required situational awareness. Moreover, where
network provisioning allows, it is also desirable to offer access to higher ech-
elons and more resource-intensive services. Current tactical communication
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systems may operate over SatCom links with long latency on the order of
several hundred millisecond, or wireless networks that may allow multi-
MBit/ sec transfer rates but can also be limited to the low kBit/ sec range
for some VHF waveforms, as well as be limited by spectrum contention and
attacks. Additionally VHF networks may work with large jitter at the range
of 9 seconds caused by channel access mechanisms. According to earlier
experiments and field trials [22], the traffic load generated by C2 systems
is very often too big for tactical communications systems. Therefore there
is a strong need for an intelligent middle-ware layer that would adapt the
user traffic, while at the same time supporting reliable and secure delivery
of information under dynamic topology changes.

Further dynamic, but partially predictable changes to parameters includ-
ing connectivity or route availability arise from interactions with node mo-
bility and topography or channel reservation. This is particularly challeng-
ing for SOA, as service invocations may span multiple nodes in a given
transaction, and where some underlying wireless networks may impose
long queues and do not allow for rapid message acknowledgements. Ser-
vice and message prioritisation is therefore a key aspect of enforcing QoS
constraints, where invocations or messages to avoid jeopardising lives and
mission objectives must take precedence over optimal network utilisation
for multiple competing services.

These challenges are addressed by the EDA TACTICS [3] project, by
proposing a SOA-based middle-ware (so called TSI), supporting informa-
tion distribution on the tactical level. The designed TSI [9] consists of several
core services, the configuration and composition of which is to support in-
formation delivery. This is however a very complicated task that must take
into account the command structure, mission objectives, current situation
on the battlefield, and risk of releasing vulnerable information to the enemy
while maximizing overall mission effectiveness. The overall TSI configura-
tion is a complicated task that cannot be statically predefined.

In public communication systems, the network infrastructure is com-
monly over-provisioned, giving the possibility to support traffic overload
levels that have been predicted in the system planning phase. Communi-
cation systems at the battlefield cannot support even those standard infor-
mation relations due to their generic low capacity. Thus, within TACTICS
the problem of traffic adaptation is critical. However, limiting the traffic size
may require the necessity to modify and shape it, taking into account its pri-
ority and the specific requirements of the mission. The military background
of TACTICS makes it also necessary to consider the security and reliability
dimension of information relations. Some messages must be delivered in-
tact or must be secured (e.g. encrypted, protected from integrity loss) due to
the life preservation requirement. Yet, these two concepts may be contradic-
tory given the limited bandwidth of tactical networks. This problem is not
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common in public networks, but in tactical networks it becomes the main is-
sue very often forgotten in research. The TSI configuration requires that all
TSI core services are assigned actions that must be performed in sequence,
for the middle-ware to work efficiently under a given set of conditions.

Whilst some parameters and choices can be configured during the mis-
sion preparation stage, many will become known only during the mission
itself and must hence be responded to dynamically. We therefore argue that
a policy-based mechanism capable of incorporating situational context and
decisions is desirable for tactical networks middle-ware control. Having
previously demonstrated the effectiveness of such on-line reasoning mech-
anisms for adapting decisions over security policies [12, 16, 13, 14, 15] and
research results on system-to-system mediation by overcoming structural
domain differences [26, 25, 24], in this paper we propose a security and QoS
interoperability mechanism.

This article focuses on the problem of the QoS and security domains in-
teroperability as it has been studied in the EDA TACTICS project. Interop-
eration between TACTICS decision domains refers to achieving an agreed
decision via trade-offs between the QoS and Security domain controllers.
We highlight the selected TACTICS QoS and security requirements, and
present the developed decision subsystem architecture. The control logic
(context dependent rules) to conduct adaptations will be subject to follow-
ing research (validation step). Hereby we only present a simple integration
example according to the designed tactical service infrastructure. The re-
mainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 6.2 presents related
work in the corresponding areas. Sections 6.3 and 6.4 present individual and
complementary aspects of the topic under the scope of security and QoS,
based on our earlier studies. Sections 6.5, 6.6, and 6.7 provide an overview
of the designed solutions, referring to the decision subsystem, policy frame-
work and interoperability mechanism.

6.2 Related work

The dynamic orchestration of services has been known to be a hard problem,
Yu et al. demonstrated that even for a static configuration, selecting optimal
services, whether for QoS, security, or both, is an NP-hard problem [34].
Subsequent work such as by Nejdl et al. investigated further heuristic ap-
proaches [4] where Ben Mabrouk et al. proposed the use of a guided heuris-
tic for dynamic service composition [7] whilst Li et al. proposed a QoS-based
composition, tolerating random faults via case-based reasoning [19]. The
authors are not aware of work explicitly covering dynamic networks such
as tactical networks with existing work focusing on near-optimal selection
of end-to-end QoS, which may not be possible in a highly dynamic tactical
network where decisions may be required also locally [21]. However, Al-
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Ridhawi and Karmouch recently proposed a semantically-oriented per-hop
approximation of service composition that is applicable to mobile networks
[1]. Similar considerations as for composition also apply to QoS- aware ser-
vice discovery [20] even where service registries are largely static as may be
the case for configurations set up at the mission preparation stage in tactical
networks.

Ontological models for describing QoS characteristics have also been
studied building for example on the DARPA Agent Markup Language-Ser-
vice (DAML) [36] for service discovery in early work; a more recent survey
and analysis is provided by Zeshan et al. [35]. Similar works aimed to en-
hance web service discovery/ selection [28, 11, 2, 10, 32] and composition
[5, 33]. Yet, facets such as ontology-based approach for QoS monitoring and
QoS adaptation in SOA systems even if mentioned, are not thoroughly in-
vestigated.

Similar efforts have also focused on adding security metadata and capa-
bilities to service descriptions such as the NRL Security Ontology by Kim
et al. [17] as the WS-Security Policy standard does not offer explicit seman-
tics; this has led to efforts such as work by Di Modica and Tomarchino to
augment WS-Policy documents [8] and more recently efforts to map these
into an OWL-DL ontology by Ben Brahim et al. [6]. Our earlier work
[12, 16, 13, 14, 15] has described capturing security properties and objec-
tives for the dynamic modelling and evaluation of security policies in the
form of ontologies over which a description logic fragment can be used for
on-line, distributed reasoning. However the work concentrated mainly on
security measures and policies, and further research is needed on how such
an approach can fit into a combined QoS and Security policy framework.

Interoperability in military systems [31, 30, 18, 26, 25, 24, 29] can refer to
the physical [27] (interoperability of radio communication), syntactical [23]
(common data modelling) or semantic level [25] (ability of two computer-
ized systems to exchange information for a specific task and make sure that
the meaning of the information is accurately and automatically interpreted
by the receiving system). The role of a knowledge-based C2 system media-
tor is to solve the conceptual mismatch problem knowing the context under
which the two systems interoperate and the common operational goal. The
research however does not address the tactical wireless network constraints
but rather higher levels of commands where network problems are reduced.

It is evident that earlier work focused on the incorporation of limited
security related aspects within developed QoS frameworks and conversely.
Yet, the attainment of the required functionalities within tactical networks
requires a mechanism dedicated to the consolidation of the unique and do-
main specific requirements, given the underlying constraints.
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6.3 Constraints and Requirements

The security and QoS requirements must be satisfied both pro-actively and
reactively. An ontological representation does not permit contradictions
within a common knowledge base; however, conflicting objectives among
QoS and security are inevitable and must be kept representationally disjoint.

6.3.1 Security Related Considerations

As shown earlier, requirements for security of individual and composed ser-
vices refer both to fundamental protection goals (such as confidentiality,
integrity, availability) and layered requirements (such as non-repudiation,
labelling, traceability) referring to transmitted or data at rest and the pro-
cessing procedures constituting the service delivery. For that purpose, the
security mechanisms must be scalable and should incorporate information
from various layers of the SOA platform. Such cross-layer information can
become visible and be utilised within the defined security policies, in or-
der to support their dynamic adaptation to the continuous network alter-
ations. Additionally, the functional constraints of tactical nodes require the
adaptation of the implemented security mechanisms, in order to support
both isolated and cooperative operation. In the context of dynamic adapta-
tion, this partitioning capability can allow the partial or complete delegation
of security related functionalities across the deployed actors, provided that
stand-alone operability is maintained.

6.3.2 QoS Related Considerations

Although a large body of knowledge relevant to QoS can be configured in
the mission preparation stage such as service types and priorities or node ca-
pabilities including radios and mobility, dynamic adaptation plays a larger
role. For some services, such as blue force tracking, it will be possible to
configure the maximum delay for which such messages can be queued, di-
verted, or be put on hold before discarding, while maintaining sufficiently
frequent updates to retain a situational picture. Similarly, certain types of
messages and service invocations such as MEDEVAC requests must be pri-
oritised. Reasoning and decisions over QoS in tactical networks must oc-
cur at several levels from radio frequency interface selection and message
queueing, via route selection and service invocation, up to service seman-
tics where e.g. service substitution may need to occur. QoS mechanisms
frequently rely on discovery of available resources and services, and will
use explicit resource reservation to enforce requirements and constraints.
Yet, given the limitations of tactical networks this would require allocation
of a substantial fraction of all available resources to the QoS infrastructure.
Instead, we argue that QoS mechanisms for tactical networks can only rely
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on implicitly available information obtained from the local node. This infor-
mation such as on routing or channel characteristics, including latency and
packet loss rate, is gathered in the knowledge base from several abstrac-
tion layers, however, and only in rare instances can this be augmented by
a node-external query. A key requirement, moreover, is that the adaptation
mechanism is itself sufficiently agile that decisions for selecting services or
their configuration occur in a timely manner before the configuration of the
tactical network changes and thereby invalidates the evaluated configura-
tion.

6.4 Interoperability Requirement

The interoperability requirement between the security and QoS mechanisms
results from the aforementioned distinction of priorities and motivation,
which at times may impose contradictory objectives. Furtheremore, equally
important is the notion of policy dynamicity, which refers to the on-line
adaptation of security and QoS policies due to alteration of contextual pa-
rameters. QoS aims to adapt the traffic flow (user traffic and TSI outgoing
traffic) to fit into the limited communication channel, maximizing resource
utilization by the user data. Concurrently, security aims to guarantee the
enforcement of corresponding protection goals, such as privacy, integrity,
authentication, authorization and intrusion detection. This however comes
with a price of additional overhead, that leads to resource deprivation from
the transmission of plain user data. Thus the aim of security and QoS inter-
operability is to reach a common agreement given the highest good-put and
the optimum denominator in terms of security measures.

If for a given action (e.g. service invocation) the cumulative security and
QoS overhead exceeds the available channel bandwidth, an alternative so-
lution must be negotiated, referring either to action substitution (e.g. service
substitution) or action parametrization (e.g. routing/ encryption algorithm
replacement). This may be the case when it is necessary to enforce lighter
security mechanisms (e.g. shorter key length or selection of pre-shared sym-
metric keys instead of key negotiation), or shape user data (e.g. message
payload reduction or message drop). Even in the simplified scenario of a
routing decision request from a deployed Messaging service to the Rout-
ing service, the getNextHop() admission has distinct policy requirements
for QoS and security.

In a more specific scenario though, if the message is already protected by
integrity mechanisms, it cannot be modified without breaking message in-
tegrity. Thus, payload reduction must be removed from the available adap-
tations. In another scenario of interoperability goals, QoS aware routing
should be enriched with intrusion detection information for the avoidance
of compromised nodes, based on dynamic trust management information.
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Additionally, the selected QoS and security related actions must be priori-
tised (e.g. message modification before integrity and encryption).

Thus, the interoperability requirements should be achieved, while secu-
rity and QoS maintain their corresponding decision focus, allowing trans-
parency for the reconciliation of their distinct decisions. This reconciliation
is to occur in a small number of discrete steps allowing partial re-use of
reasoning structures, where each domain must apply pre-configured relax-
ations until requirements are satisfied or an empty resolution is obtained.

6.5 TACTICS TSI and Decision Subsystem

The overarching goal of TACTICS is to define the reference architecture
of the TSI, as a middle-ware placed between the IS (Information System)
and the radio, transparently given the utilization of standard tactical radio
equipment. The TSI concept architecture divided the middle-ware into two
vertical stacks, as presented in figure 6.1. The Controller holds the whole
intelligence and supervises the functionality of particular processing layers
of the TSI. The second acts as the Processing Pipeline, which processes mes-
sages coming from the IS down to the bearer (radio access level) at three
horizontal layers, namely Service, Message and Packet.

The Processing pipeline handles sessions, processes messages, cuts them
into packets and sends them out through the radio (or other network inter-
faces). Each of the three layers has means to enforce QoS mechanisms adapt-
ing the traffic to the current network conditions and device status, as well as
security mechanisms supporting confidentiality, integrity and access control
(so called PEP, Policy Enforcement Point). These mechanisms are triggered
by actions, the activation of which is decided in the Controller (see chap-
ter 6.7). The Controller collects the aforementioned cross-layer information
and on the basis of that, enforces policies which configure the Processing
Pipeline. Such an approach makes the controlling process independent of
singular messages coming to the TSI node. Thus, the PEPs are governed
by the policies defined within the Controller referring to security and QoS
mechanisms on the particular level. It is worth mentioning that the Con-
troller is able to continuously adapt its decision-making process based on
the feedback received through the cross-layer information, after the comple-
tion of an action (e.g. successful message transmission or deletion, intrusion
detection etc)

6.6 Ontology and Policy Framework

The distinct security and QoS domains and capabilities can be defined as a
cohesive group of elements (e.g. enforcement mechanisms, observable ob-
jects and actions) aiming to the fulfilment of the aforementioned discrete
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Figure 6.1: Processing pipeline and controller in the TSI architecture.

goals. Each domain is responsible for the collection of subset environmental
parameters, and the management of suitable enforcement mechanisms by
taking decisions from its own perspective, for the governance of required
actions. Each domain is branched into corresponding sub-domains (e.g.
Security - protection, detection, diligence, planning, response // QoS - re-
source reservation, congestion management, traffic admission, service level
agreements). Even though TACTICS requires from each domain to maintain
its own decision focus, both QoS and Security may impact each other and
enforce contradictory decisions. TACTICS harmonizes both decisions under
the frame of a common interoperability goal.

This chapter gives basis to the formal definition of a TACTICS com-
mon policy model, in the sense that such policy model should support a
multi-domain decision environment. The policy model should be compre-
hensive enough to allow negotiation/ deconflictation of QoS and Security
cross-layer decisions. Equally important is the notion of policy dynamicity,
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which refers to the on-line adaptation of security and QoS policies due to al-
teration of contextual parameters. The notion of dynamicity is incorporated
across two distinct dimensions. Initially, the use of ontological structures
facilitates the refined capturing of dynamic attributes, across a detailed de-
scription of the deployed tactical system in a distributed, prioritized and
aggregated manner. Additionally, the alterations of such dynamic attributes
is addressed not only by their monolithic incorporation across policy deci-
sions, but in a layered manner by the definition of prioritized rule-sets for
each of the expected actions/ interoperability goals.

In respect to the observable objects, each domain is responsible for the
collection of subset environmental parameters, for the population of the lo-
cal knowledge base. The TACTICS common ontology is defined as a knowl-
edge base, where the T-Box is a set of classes, properties and axioms, while
the A-Box is a set of individual terms and assertion sentences. The T-Box
terms are divided into three basic sets, namely Core, QoS and Security,
where:
Core: Elements related to common and generic classes, such as:

• User

• Service

• Device

• Radio network

• Information

• Topology

and properties, such as:

• Service invokes service

• Service is deployed on device

• Network is accessed by user

• Network uses radio

• User accesses network

• Device is located at

Each of these elements within the core is further specialized. Thus, Core:
Information may be specialized as Core: - Message and further as Core: -
User - Message or Core: - Signalling - Message. Similarly the security and
QoS sets are constructed, according to the corresponding domain specific re-
quirements, as presented at figure 6.2. It must be noted that the construction
and deployment of the defined policies is conducted at the mission prepara-
tion stage, where no computational or other constraints are present. At this
stage optimal solutions are approximated with the incorporation of mission
specific operational requirements and the use of computational intelligence
methods.
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Figure 6.2: Simplified example of multi-domain ontology construction.

The aforementioned enforcement mechanisms refer to security and QoS
dedicated services, capable of enforcing the policy decisions in respect to the
questioned actions. The defined enforcement mechanisms include, but are
not limited to:
• Session manager

• Service registry

• Message queue

• Trust management

• Encryption

• Intrusion detection

• Service choreography

• Routing

• Traceability

• Message adaptation

6.7 Interoperability of Security and QoS

The TRA (Tactical Service Infrastructure Reference Architecture) created wi-
thin TACTICS, has been modelled in accordance to the NATO Architecture
Framework 3.1. The elements of the TSI architecture aiming to facilitate the
interoperability of security and QoS mechanisms are:
Action requester: A service that initiates an action request. It can be either
the Security Handler or the QoS Handler, which monitoring network pa-
rameters identify the requirement for a specific action/ adaptation. Each of
these elements can additionally incorporate precomputed or generic policy
decisions, which are enforced by the corresponding PEPs without invoking
the Policy Manager. This mechanism is integrated for optimization pur-
poses in case or constrained reasoning resources.
Security/ QoS PEP: A service that incorporates the required mechanisms
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or knowledge, for the enforcement of any generated or precomputed policy
decision.
Policy manager: A service that transfers the decision request to the Securi-
ty/ QoS Policy Decision Points and the Metadata Handler. Additionally, the
policy manager is responsible for the deconflictation of the PDPs decisions.
Security/ QoS PDP: A service that contains the policy rules for the available
action requests for instance identification. Multiple rules are constructed
for each action request, incorporating static and dynamic attributes regard-
ing services, information, nodes, radios, networks and subjects. The rules
corresponding to each action request, are prioritized and utilized for decon-
flictation purposes between the security and QoS domains.
Metadata Handler: An ontologically constructed knowledge-base that in-
corporates static and dynamic attributes required for policy decisions. These
attributes may refer to services, information, nodes, radios, networks and
subjects. Metadata Handler constructs a static copy of the ontological struc-
ture (snapshot) at the initiation of an access request, which is maintained
until the successful generation of a valid/ deconflicted policy decision. Rea-
soning for a given action request is achieved with the use of this dedicated
static copy and the policy rules included at the PDPs
Contextual monitoring: A service that periodically monitors the dynamic
attributes, while it also incorporates mechanisms for the computation of sta-
tistical and aggregated values. These attributes are incorporated into policy
rules, for optimization purposes in cases or constrained reasoning resources.

6.7.1 Analytical scenario

The interconnectivity of the defined elements is presented at figure 6.3, while
the functionalities of the numbered interactions can be described with the
use of a simplified message prioritization scenario. Assuming that a mes-
sage labelled as ”Alert” arrives at the Message Queue (MQ), the MQ operat-
ing as action solution requester transfers an Action Solution Request (ASR)
to the QoS Handler (QH). Concurrently the following functionalities occur,
as depicted at figure 6.3.

• Functionality 1, Interaction 1: QH seeks locally stored precomputed
solution in cooperation with the Security Handler (SH), to be trans-
ferred directly for enforcement to QoS PEP. (For the purpose of the
scenario, no solution if found at this stage. If a precomputed solution
is found at this stage, the procedure is completed successfully.)

• Functionality 2, Interaction 2: QH requests ASR dedicated snapshot
of Metadata Handler (MH) at time T0. This message initiates the AReS
(Action Request Session) with a dedicated Action Request Session ID
(AReS.ID).
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Figure 6.3: Elements and flows involved into policy decisions.

• Functionality 3, Interaction ”Self”: QH locally resolves the ASR, gen-
erating QoS oriented list of prioritised Action Solutions (AS).

– Note 1: AS computation is based on partial information (e.g. lim-
itations of routing protocol)

– Note 2: Computation at the level of the Action Requester (AR)
may rely on lookup tables, partial knowledge bases, or algorith-
mic solutions which are defined at the mission preparation stage.

– Note 3: The computed AS refer to the message type of the exam-
ined message, based on predefined attributes and has the priori-
tised form:
AS1 = MessageTypeX.priority(High)
AS2 = MessageTypeX.priority(Medium).

• Functionality 4, Interaction 3: QH transfers an Action Request (ARe)
to the Policy Manager (PM). The ARe is formed as a bundle, includ-
ing the optimal AS and the dedicated AReS.ID, which is bound to the
dedicated MH snapshot.

– Note 1: There is an one to one mapping between the ARes.ID and
the Snapshot ID (Sn.ID)
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– Note 2: ARe has the form: ARe=(AReS.ID, AS1)

• Functionality 5, Interaction 4: PM transfers the ARe to the security
and QoS PDPs.

• Functionality 6, Interaction ”Self”: The two PDPs identify the ded-
icated sets of rules for the examined ARe (MessageTypeX, prioritiza-
tion), based on their decision contexts and the common interoperabil-
ity goal.

– Note 1: The rules are in the form of prioritized queries.

– Note 2: Identification is achieved with the use of lookup tables,
which are constructed at the mission preparation stage.

• Functionality 7, Interaction 5: The set of first priority rules (one from
security and one from QoS) are transferred to the MH. The messages
carry the predefined AReS.ID as:
QoS: (AReS.ID, QoS Rule1)
Security: (AReS.ID, Security Rule1)

• Functionality 8, Interaction 6: MH reasons for the examined session,
given the session dedicated copy of the ontology (Sn.ID) and the re-
ceived set of rules. The MH returns:
Allow acknowledgement: If instances have been identified on a query.
Not allow acknowledgement: If no instances have been identified.

• Functionality 9, Interaction 7: MH transfers the query responses to
the PM.

• Functionality 10, Interaction 8: PM evaluates the responses and if
they are not contradictory AS1 is transferred to the QoS PEP for en-
forcement. Possible contradictions are resolved with the use of the
aforementioned deconflictation mechanisms (In a least constrained sce-
nario, this can be achieved with an examination of secondary rules and
AS).

6.8 Conclusion

The attainment of interoperability across the security and QoS requirements
of constraint tactical networks imposes multiple challenges. Under this sco-
pe, this article presents the designed mechanisms for that purpose, within
the project TACTICS. The identified constraints and requirements have been
presented along with the architecture of the decision subsystem. Addition-
ally, an insight has been provided over the utilised ontology and policy
framework, focusing on the developed interoperability mechanism. Our
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6.8 CONCLUSION

future work will focus on the refinement of the presented framework, ac-
cording to the requirements of tactical networks.
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Abstract

Tactical networks are affected by multiple constraints related to the
limited node characteristics and the availability of resources. These con-
straints within the highly dynamic tactical environment, impose signif-
icant limitations to the functionalities and efficiency of current generic
security policy frameworks.

Earlier studies have provided a risk analysis of tactical SOA, and
a set of fine-grained protection goals in correspondence to the afore-
mentioned constraints. Furthermore, web ontology language has been
identified as a suitable mediator towards the requirements and oppor-
tunities imposed by tactical SOA. Thus, in this article we present a se-
curity policy framework dedicated to tactical networks, as it has been
developed within the project TACTICS.

7.1 Introduction

Tactical networks are of Ad-Hoc nature, subjected to a variety of constraints
related both to the limited operational characteristics of the deployed nodes
and the scarcity of network resources. Such constraints impede the attain-
ment of requisite protection goals, by rendering current generic solutions
unsuitable, due to limited adaptability over the network dynamics. For that
purpose, within the project TACTICS, suitable security solutions have been
developed, tailored to the characteristics of tactical service oriented architec-
tures. Within this scope our study aims to identify and support fine-grained
protection goals over the initial over provisioned operational stages, but
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mainly through the anticipated degraded and disrupted mission execution
phases.

Earlier studies [9, 1] presented a detailed risk analysis of tactical SOA,
investigating the impact of the aforementioned constraints across the three
stages of tactical operations (preparation-execution-debrief). Furthermore,
suitable security requirements and protection goals have been identified, re-
ferring to the security of communication procedures, transitive information,
data at rest and service choreography related processes. Finally, the feasible
benefits of exploiting the unique characteristics of service oriented architec-
tures have been identified, aiming to utilise them for the enhancement of the
implemented security mechanisms.

The results of these studies have been consequently utilised for the ex-
traction of functional requirements in respect to the developed security pol-
icy mechanisms [8, 10]. These requirements include constraints related to
scalability, real time dynamic adaptability, cross layer implementation and
distributed deployment. A parallel evaluation between the identified func-
tional policy requirements and the constraints imposed by the nature of tac-
tical SOA, was undertaken for the examination of suitable security policy
frameworks. This examination included commonly used mechanisms, such
as WS-Security, SAML[16], XACML[17] and Ponder[5], as well as recent se-
mantic (REI [11], KAOS [19], ROWLBAC [7], Kolter et al. [12], Trivellato et
al. [18]) and trust management frameworks (cassandra [3], Tulip [4], RT [13],
Peer-Trust [15]). This analysis promoted the use of web ontology language
as the most suitable solution in respect to the requirements of tactical SOA.
Thus, the same study presented a tactical policy framework and our initial
results regarding its conceptualisation.

In this paper we present a detailed analysis of this security policy frame-
work dedicated to tactical SOA, as it has been designed within TACTICS.
Section 7.2 introduces the developed tactical service infrastructure, focusing
on the security related services, their interactions and functionalities. Sec-
tion 7.3 presents the core policy model in accordance to the decision process,
along with the required steps for the policy formalization. Finally, section
7.4 includes a simplified example of the prototype implementation devel-
oped for validation and demonstration purposes.

7.2 Tactical Service Infrastructure-TSI

Four distinct instances of tactical nodes have been assumed within TAC-
TICS, each of whom supports the delivery of a defined associated function-
ality set, through standard interfaces. The studied tactical node types are:

• TSI Node-Dismounted: Carried by individual soldiers.

• TSI Node-Mobile: Integrated in single vehicles.
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• TSI Node-HQ: Integrated in semi-permanent headquarters.

• TSI Node-Custom: Unmanned operational node.

The internal TSI components along with a subset of the defined core func-
tionalities are presented at figure 7.1, while the security related services are
highlighted (yellow). The middle-ware has been divided into two vertical
stacks, as it was presented in detail by Thorsten et al. [6] namely:

Figure 7.1: Defined internal components of TSI nodes.
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1. Processing Pipeline: It comprise of the following sub-components:

• Service Mediator: Supports functionalities related to session man-
agement, message exchange and message adaptation. The de-
fined functionalities include but are not limited to locate remote
services, create proxy services, support various message exchan-
ge patterns and adjust message priority.

• Message Handler: Supports functionalities related to message for-
warding and message transport. The defined functionalities in-
clude but are not limited to message format translation, next hop
identification, message monitoring and message storage manage-
ment.

• Packet Handler: Supports functionalities related to packet forward-
ing and packet scheduling. The defined functionalities include
but are not limited to reliability handling, packet queue handling
and packet release to radio.

2. Controller: It includes core services responsible for the supervision of
the aforementioned services, deployed across the processing pipeline
layers. The defined functionalities include but are not limited to trig-
ger resource reservation, update service endpoints, select routing pro-
tocol and enforce encryption mechanisms.

Figure 7.2: Interaction of security services within the TSI.
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The aforementioned security services along with the interactions sup-
ported by the defined interfaces are presented at figure 7.2. As described
earlier in detail [20], the functionalities of these elements can be summarised
as:

• Security Handling Service-(SH): A service that monitors network pa-
rameters and actors behaviour or requests, where actors can be users,
nodes and services. Accordingly it identifies the requirement for a
specific action, initiating a corresponding action request. Addition-
ally, SH stores precomputed policy decisions, either from the mission
preparation stage or by earlier requests during mission execution, for
optimization of resource utilization.

• Policy Management Service-(PM): A service that is responsible for the
successful resolution of the action request in accordance to the current
network parameters and its subsequent transfer for enforcement.

• Policy Decision Point-(PDP): It contains the policy rules mapped to
the available action requests, in the form of prioritised description
logic queries.

• Metadata Handling Service-(MH): An ontological knowledge-base,
which incorporates static and dynamic attributes required for reason-
ing over the aforementioned policy rules. Reasoning occurs at the MH
in accordance to a static copy of the ontological structure at the time of
the action request in order to maintain policy consistency.

• Contextual Monitoring Service-(CM): A service that monitors timely
values of the dynamic attributes utilised across the policy rules, while
it computes statistical and aggregated values populating MH upon re-
quest.

• Policy Enforcement Point-(PEP): A service responsible for the enforce-
ment of the generated or precomputed policy decisions, by use of the
locally implemented mechanisms.

While in respect to the functionalities of the implemented interfaces:

• 1: SH receives a trigger for the initiation of an action request. The trig-
ger can be either external (e.g. access request by a user, service invoca-
tion request by a service, message prioritization request by Quality of
Service (QoS) mechanisms) or internal by monitoring the values of the
dynamic attributes stored at CM (e.g. node trust levels, node location
updates, service choreography statistics).
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• 2: SH requests from CM the current values of the attributes related to
the given action request. These values are compared with a predefined
range for which the precomputed policy decisions are valid.

• 3: CM replies with the timely values of the requested dynamic at-
tributes.

• 4a: If the received attribute values correspond to the predefined ranges,
the precomputed policy decision is transferred to the corresponding
PEP for enforcement. In this scenario the procedure is successfully
terminated at this stage.

• 4b: If the received attribute values are outside the predefined ranges,
SH sends a request to CM for a static copy of the monitored parameters
with a unique identifier.

• 5: SH sends an action solution request to the PM including the unique
identifier.

• 6: PM sends the same bundle (Action Solution Request, Unique Iden-
tifier) to the PDP, which retrieves the stored set of prioritised rules
corresponding to the given action request.

• 7: PDP populates the bundle with the first priority rule (Action Solu-
tion Request, Unique Identifier, 1st Priority Rule) and transfers it to
the MH.

• 8: MH requests the values of the monitored parameters corresponding
to the received Unique Identifier.

• 9: MH receives the aforementioned values and populates a locally
stored copy of the ontological knowledge-base. At this stage, reason-
ing occurs using this copy and the received 1st Priority Rule.

• 10: The identified instances are transferred to PM. (Note: If no in-
stances have been identified, steps 6 to 10 are repeated using the com-
plementary prioritised rules)

• 11: The policy decision is transferred to the PEP for enforcement.

7.3 Formal Policy Modelling

7.3.1 Core Policy Model

The formal policy model has been constructed by mapping the aforemen-
tioned architectural elements to the required functionalities, as presented at
figure 7.3. The decision process within the formal policy model is:
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Equation 7.1:
Individual Domain ∩ Individual Capability = {Individual Action(k),
Individual Action(k + 1), ..., Individual Action(k + i)}

Where:

Equation 7.2:
Individual Action(k)=̂{Individual Rule[k(z)], Individual Rule[k(z + 1)]
, ..., Individual Rule[k(z + j)]}

And:

Equation 7.3:

Observable Objects
Indivi. Rulek(z)−−−−−−−−−−−→ Governing MechanismsIndividual Action(k)

Figure 7.3: Visualisation of the decision process within the formal policy
model.

While the elements constituting the formal policy model have been de-
fined as:

• Domains: The tactical policy domains have been identified in accor-
dance to the protection requirements as Planning, Protection, Detec-
tion, Diligence and Response. These generic core domains can be ex-
tended or refined in order to support fine-grained definition of policy
governance.
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Individual Domain: A singular Domain corresponding to the
evaluated action.

• Capabilities: TACTICS defined a distinct set of capabilities as part
of the developed TRA, in accordance to contemporary operational re-
quirements and the existing NATO Capability View (NAF-NCV-2/ 7
[14]). The extended list of defined capabilities includes Effects Man-
agement, Fire Support, Combat Service Support and Shared Situa-
tional Awareness.

Individual Capability: A singular Capability corresponding to
the evaluated action.

• Actions: Actions are defined as the intersection of Domains and Ca-
pabilities, in the sense of enforcing the Domain requirements upon the
operational Capabilities. Thus, defining fine grained policy sub-trees
such as Planning/ Effect Management, Protection/ Shared Situational
Awareness or Response/ Intrusion Detection.

Actions subset: A subset of available, suitable and prioritised re-
sponses in respect to the defined Actions, by the activation and tai-
lored management of the available Governing Mechanisms. In that
sense the Action ”Protection/ Message Transmission”, may correspo-
nd to an Action subset that includes various cryptographic and cre-
dential management services

Individual Action: A singular policy response across the exam-
ined Action subset.
Note: The definition of these elements allow the Security Handling
Services to identify and initiate fine-grained policy decisions, as map-
ped in a prioritised order to the monitored Observable Objects and
actor behaviour or requests.

• Observable Objects: Monitored network parameters of static and dy-
namic nature, as predefined during the mission preparation stage. Ob-
servable Objects refer to Service, Information, Network, Radio, Node
and Subject attributes, formulating a complete description of the tacti-
cal SOA ecosystem upon which policy reasoning is achieved.
Note: The Metadata Handling Service maintains a static local knowl-
edge according to the values of Observable Objects in an ontological
knowledge base, while the Contextual Monitoring Service is responsi-
ble for the monitoring of dynamic Observable Objects and the calcula-
tion of their timely, statistical and aggregated values.

• Prioritized rule stack: A set of predefined and prioritized rules dedi-
cated to the governance of each Individual Action. Every rule is con-
structed as a description logic query for instance identification, with
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increased granularity as a function of Observable Objects.
Note: The definition of multiple rules for the governance of each In-
dividual Action allows the on-line adaptation of policy decisions to
the dynamic network conditions, in contrast to singular implementa-
tions. The communication between the Policy Decision Point and Pol-
icy Management Service facilitates the selection of the most suitable
governing rule at the decision time, according to predefined prioriti-
zations

• Governing Mechanisms: Services deployed within the Policy Deci-
sion Point capable of enforcing the policy decision in respect to an ex-
amined Individual Action.
Note: The deployed Governing Mechanisms can be generic or mission
specific, related to a variety of security requirements such as authenti-
cation, authorisation, cryptography, session management, access con-
trol, integrity control, error handling/logging, validation and public
key infrastructure.

7.3.2 Policy Formalization

The formalisation of the core policy model elements within the security TSI
services, is based on suitable description logic fragments and executed in six
consecutive steps. These steps are in direct mapping to the decision process,
as presented in Equations 7.1, 7.2, and 7.3. Various detailed resources ex-
ist in respect to knowledge representation with description logic [2]. Thus,
the purpose of this subsection is not to provide an exhaustive reference to
this topic, but an insight to the elements crucial for the formalization of the
developed security policy model:

• Equation 7.1

Step 1-Definition of Domains:
Individual Domains are initially formalised as empty disjoint ontology
classes, using terminological box concept definitions. These classes are
consequently populated with the defined Actions, formalising exten-
sional knowledge in the form of simple membership assertions, as:

Equation 7.4:
hasDomain(AccessDenial, Response)

A closed world assumption must be enforced in order to accommodate
the functionality of the Security Handling Services in respect to Action
identification. This is achieved in ontology editors by the definition of
restricted equivalences for each domain class using a functional data
property (e.g. hasDomain). As an example in OWL functional syntax,
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this is defined as:

Declara t ion ( Class ( : Domains ) )
Dec lara t ion ( Class ( : Response ) )
SubClassOf ( : Response : Domains )
Equiva lentClasses ( : Response DataHasValue ( : hasDomain ”

↪→ Response ”) )
Dec lara t ion ( DataProperty ( : hasDomain ) )
Funct ionalDataProperty ( : hasDomain )
DataPropertyRange ( : hasDomain DataOneOf (” Defined Domains ” )

↪→ )
Dec lara t ion ( NamedIndividual ( : AccessDenial ) )
DataPropertyAssert ion ( : hasDomain : AccessDenial ”Response”

↪→ xsd : s t r i n g )

Step 2-Definition of Capabilities:
Capabilities are formalised and populated similarly to Domains, as:

Declara t ion ( Class ( : C a p a b i l i t i e s ) )
Dec lara t ion ( Class ( : MessageAuthenticityAssurance ) )
SubClassOf ( : MessageAuthenticityAssurance : C a p a b i l i t i e s )
Equiva lentClasses ( : MessageAuthenticityAssurance

↪→ DataHasValue ( : hasCapabi l i ty ”
↪→ MessageAuthenticityAssurance ”) )

Dec lara t ion ( DataProperty ( : hasCapabi l i ty ) )
Funct ionalDataProperty ( : hasCapabi l i ty )
DataPropertyRange ( : hasCapabi l i ty DataOneOf (” Defined

↪→ C a p a b i l i t i e s ” ) )
Dec lara t ion ( NamedIndividual ( : D i g i t a l S i g n a t u r e V a l i d a t i o n ) )
DataPropertyAssert ion ( : hasCapabi l i ty :

↪→ D i g i t a l S i g n a t u r e V a l i d a t i o n ”
↪→ MessageAuthenticityAssurance ”xsd : s t r i n g )

Step 3-Definition of Actions and Grouping into Actions subsets:
Actions are formalised as individuals with the use of unary predicates
and categorised into Action subsets with the use of existential quan-
tifications and value restrictions. This is achieved in ontology editors
with the definition of data properties of suitable granularity. As men-
tioned earlier, the Security Handling Service initiates an Action based
policy request in accordance to external or internal triggers. An exter-
nal trigger is directed to a singular Action (e.g. Domain: Protection/
Capability: ServiceAccessControl/ Action: AccessMessagingService),
while an internal trigger is based on the dynamic values of predefined
Observable Objects leading to the identification and evaluation of mul-
tiple actions defined as an Action subset. Thus the Actions forming
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each Action subset must be prioritised in order to accommodate this
functionality, allowing the identification and enforcement of the most
suitable policy decision in accordance to the existing resources. De-
scription logic allows the fine-grained definition of Actions. In the
previous simplified example, the Action definition is represented in
OWL functional syntax as:

Declara t ion ( DataProperty ( : hasActionSetID ) )
Dec lara t ion ( DataProperty ( : h a s A c t i o n S e t P r i o r i t y ) )
Dec lara t ion ( DataProperty ( : hasCapabi l i ty ) )
Dec lara t ion ( DataProperty ( : hasDomain ) )
Dec lara t ion ( DataProperty ( : hasGoverningMechanism ) )
Dec lara t ion ( DataProperty ( : hasRuleSetID ) )
Dec lara t ion ( NamedIndividual ( : AccessMessagingService ) )
Funct ionalDataProperty ( : hasActionSetID )
DataPropertyRange ( : hasActionSetID xsd : i n t e g e r )
Funct ionalDataProperty ( : h a s A c t i o n S e t P r i o r i t y )
DataPropertyRange ( : h a s A c t i o n S e t P r i o r i t y xsd : i n t e g e r )
Funct ionalDataProperty ( : hasCapabi l i ty )
DataPropertyRange ( : hasCapabi l i ty DataOneOf (” Defined

↪→ C a p a b i l i t i e s ” ) )
Funct ionalDataProperty ( : hasDomain )
DataPropertyRange ( : hasDomain DataOneOf (” Defined Domains} )

↪→ )
DataPropertyRange ( : hasGoverningMechanism xsd : s t r i n g )
Funct ionalDataProperty ( : hasRuleSetID )
DataPropertyRange ( : hasRuleSetID xsd : i n t e g e r )
DataPropertyAssert ion ( : hasActionSetID :

↪→ AccessMessagingService ”9632654” xsd : i n t e g e r )
DataPropertyAssert ion ( : h a s A c t i o n S e t P r i o r i t y :

↪→ AccessMessagingService ”1” xsd : i n t e g e r )
DataPropertyAssert ion ( : hasCapabi l i ty :

↪→ AccessMessagingService ” ServiceAccessControl ” xsd :
↪→ s t r i n g )

DataPropertyAssert ion ( : hasDomain : AccessMessagingService
↪→ ” P r o t e c t i o n ” xsd : s t r i n g )

DataPropertyAssert ion ( : hasGoverningMechanism :
↪→ AccessMessagingService ”AuthServ23” xsd : s t r i n g )

DataPropertyAssert ion ( : hasRuleSetID :
↪→ AccessMessagingService

”86514665” xsd : i n t e g e r )

It must be noted that in terms of ease of implementation and deploy-
ment, the same procedure can be used for the definition of Action
clusters according to invocation and statistical patterns. Utilising con-
strained class equivalences and exceptions, Actions of separate Action
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subsets can be efficiently grouped and mapped into common policy
rules, significantly minimising resource consumption under heavily
constrained scenarios.

• Equation 7.2

Step 4-Definition of Prioritised rule stack per Action:
The notable expressive power of description logic fragments origi-
nates from the extended set of available constructors, including but
not limited to elements of first order logic (e.g intersection, union,
complement, universal/ existential restriction) and role oriented (e.g.
role union/ chains/ transitivity/ hierarchy). The full extend of avail-
able constructors can be exploited at this step for the definition of de-
tailed rules of increased granularity, incorporating both unary and bi-
nary predicates in accordance to the security requirements.

Thus, a prioritized rule stack of increasing complexity is defined per
Action, facilitating the adaptation of the security policy to dynamic
network conditions. The least-priority/ least-complexity rule for each
Action is defined as a default escape policy expression (i.e. deny-
override, permit-override, deny-by-default, permit-by-default) depe-
nding on the type of the Action, for use in highly congested tactical
environments and node isolation scenarios. Concurrently, the rules of
highest priority can designedly incorporate sets of unary and binary
predicates, referring to discrete adaptations of the security policy to
the real time network conditions for the given Action.

• Equation 7.3

Step 5-Extraction of Observable Objects and knowledge base construc-
tion:

Observable Objects correspond to the aforementioned unary and bi-
nary predicates referring to service, information, network, radio, node
and subject attributes as incorporated within the policy rules. Ob-
servable Objects can be defined in ontology editors as object and data
properties, enforcing suitable schema constructs (e.g. subPropertyOf,
range), relations to other properties (e.g. inverseOf), logical charac-
teristics (e.g. transitive, symmetric) and global cardinality restrictions
(e.g. InverseFunctionalProperty, FunctionalProperty). Depending on
the granularity requirements of the defined policy rules aggregated
and statistical Observable Objects can also be constructed and incor-
porated, allowing their utilisation across rules of distinct priority lev-
els.

Step 6-Mapping of Individual Actions to Governing Mechanisms:
This step is initiated during Step-3 by the definition of suitable Dat-
aPropertyAssertions, and finalised by a constrained mapping between
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actions and suitable Governing Mechanisms for their enforcement. Th-
is is achieved by the definition of simple membership assertions, sim-
ilar to those presented in previous steps.

7.4 Prototype Implementation

TACTICS has defined sixty requirements with ”MUST” priority, forty with
”SHOULD” and seven with ”COULD”, thirty-four of which are security
dedicated as briefly discussed earlier [1][9]. An overall prototype imple-
mentation has been realised according to sections 7.2 and 7.3, in order to
validate the satisfaction of these requirements under the distinct tactical con-
straints. This implementation was targeted to four common tactical opera-
tion types (1-Reconnaissance Surveillance and Target Acquisition, 2-MEDi-
cal EVACuation, 3-Convoy mission, 4-Intervention Patrol), separated into
a multitude of corresponding episodes (e.g. Sensor data acquisition, Blue
force tracking, Mobility management, Improvised Explosive Device detec-
tion and report, Ordering and Tasking). Here we present the security policy
formalization, in respect to the interface functionalities as presented at sec-
tions 7.2 and 7.3, for one of the investigated episodes.

7.4.1 Transitive service invocation

The presented example is part of the transitive service invocation scenarios
of the convoy mission use case. Nodes N1 and N2 are mounted on vehicles
that belong to a tactical convoy, with N1 being the command vehicle and
N3 a hand-held device (TSI Node Dismounted) allocated to a member of N2
personnel. The scenes of the episode are:

1. N1 requires an image from the Area of Operation(AoO) of N2.

2. N1 Identifies available services*.

3. N1 Identifies local service provider*.

4. N1 Transmits corresponding request to N2.

5. N2 Transmits corresponding request to N3.

6. N3 Evaluates service access request* .

7. N3 Invokes service.

8. N3 Identifies image compression requirement*.

9. N3 Identifies local service provider*.

10. N3 Transmits uncompressed image to N2.
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11. N2 Evaluates service access request * (according to image attributes
and N3 credentials).

12. N2 Invokes service.

13. N2 Transmits compressed image to N1.

The overall execution of a transitive service invocation corresponds to a va-
riety of Actions including interactions between the Information System, TSI,
and Radio Access, with load both on the northbound/ southbound inter-
faces and core service invocations within and across the involved tactical
nodes. For clarity these functionalities have been distributed across multi-
ple use cases, while those corresponding to this scenario are marked as ”*”.
Although multiple security policy decisions are involved within a transitive
service invocation, this scenario is one of those dedicated to investigating
specific aspects of the service choreography functionalities. Thus, actions
related to message transmission and queuing, bandwidth allocation or ser-
vice substitution refer to the invocation of a variety of TSI core services [6],
which are not within the scope of this scenario.

Figure 7.4: Visualisation of transitive service invocation scenario.

The policy formalisation in OWL functional syntax for the presented
steps 1-6, can be extracted for this episode as:

• Step 1-Definition of Domain:
Only the Protection Domain is required within the given scenario, de-
fined as presented at subsection 7.3.2.

• Step 2-Definition of Capabilities:
The given scenario refers to the Service Choreography and Situational
Awareness capabilities, defined as presented at subsection 7.3.2.
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• Step 3-Definition of Actions and Grouping into Actions subsets:
The presented functionalities correspond to four of the Actions within
the Action subsets defined by the Protection/ Service Choreography
and Protection/ Situational Awareness intersections, namely:

1. Service ServiceAvailabilityIdentification.

2. Node LocalServiceProviderIdentification.

3. Service ServiceAccessRequestVerification.

4. Information ImageAttributeIdentification.

which are defined as presented at subsection 7.3.2.

• Step 4-Definition of Prioritised rule stack per action:
As described earlier, making use of the extended expressive power
of description logic allows the construction of complex security policy
rules, validating unary and binary predicates as needed by the specific
Action. Using as a simplified example the Node LocalServiceProvider
Identification Action the Prioritised rule stack in Manchester syntax
can have the form:

1. 1st priority rule:

Node SupportsService value ” Tact icsImaging ”
Node hasUser some A l l S u b j e c t s
( User hasTrustLevel value ”High ”) and ( (

↪→ Node hasTrustLevel value ”High ”) or (
↪→ Node hasTrustLevel value ”Medium”) )

Node hasAoO value ”AoO12341”
( User hasRank value ”COL”) or ( User hasRank value ”

↪→ CPT”)
Node hasMissionType value ”Convoy”
( Node hasOperationalGroup value ”G2”) and (

↪→ Node hasType value ”TSI ND ”)
Node hasSupportRadioITUDesignation value ”UHF”
Node hasSupportProtocol value ”TLS/SSH”

2. 2nd priority rule:

Node SupportsService value ” Tact icsImaging ”
Node hasUser some A l l S u b j e c t s
( User hasTrustLevel value ”High ”) and ( (

↪→ Node hasTrustLevel value ”High ”) or (
↪→ Node hasTrustLevel value ”Medium”) )

Node hasAoO value ”AoO12341”
Node hasOperationalGroup value ”G2”
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Node hasSupportRadioITUDesignation value ”UHF”
Node hasSupportProtocol value ”TLS/SSH”

3. 3rd priority rule:

Node SupportsService value ” Tact icsImaging ”
Node hasUser some A l l S u b j e c t s
( User hasTrustLevel value ”High ”) and ( (

↪→ Node hasTrustLevel value ”High ”) or (
↪→ Node hasTrustLevel value ”Medium”) )

Node hasAoO value ”AoO12341”
Node hasSupportProtocol value ”TLS/SSH”

4. 4th priority rule:

Node SupportsService value ” Tact icsImaging ”

• Step 5-Extraction of Observable Objects and knowledge base construction:
Using the previous rule set as an example the Observable Objects can
be extracted as:

1. Data properties (Unary predicates):
User hasTrustLevel,
Node hasTrustLevel,
Node hasAoO,
User hasRank,
Node hasMissionType,
Node hasOperationalGroup,
Node hasType,
Node hasSupportProtocol

2. Object properties (Binary predicates):
Node SupportsService,
Node hasUser,
Node hasSupportRadioITUDesignation

The overall extracted Observable Objects incorporated within the se-
curity policy knowledge-base are defined as presented at subsection
7.3.2 and described earlier [9].

• Step 6-Mapping of individual Actions to Governing Mechanisms:
This step depends on the locally implemented services across the no-
des deployed for a given tactical operation. Thus, as an example in
the given scenario, the Service ServiceAvailabilityIdentification Act-
ion would have as first priority Governing Mechanism the distributed
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service registry, while the security policy knowledge-base could also
serve as a secondary Governing Mechanism for redundancy purposes.

7.5 Conclusions

In this article we have presented a security policy framework dedicated to
tactical SOA, aiming to satisfy the established protection requirements un-
der the constraints of tactical environments. The developed architecture has
been presented, focusing on the functionalities of core services and an in-
sight of the defined interfaces. Furthermore, the formal policy model was
presented along with the required policy formalisation steps. The proto-
type implementation has provided a validation of the requirement for an
easily deployed, lightweight, cross-layer and dynamically adaptable secu-
rity infrastructure. Thus, our future plans include the further evaluation
with the use of the developed use cases and the preparation of the field-
demonstration along with the overall TACTICS architecture.
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Abstract

Tactical networks are typically of an ad-hoc nature operating in high-
ly restricted environments and under constrained resources. The fre-
quent presence of communication disruptions and network partitioning
must also be expected and managed, while core functionalities must be
maintained, providing asynchronous invocation and access to services
in a distributed manner. Supporting the required functionalities of the
contemporary tactical environment, requires the dynamic evaluation of
security policies, incorporating semantic knowledge from various net-
work layers, together with facts and rules that are defined axiomatically
a priori. However, the required basis for such policy decisions can be
excessively extended and dynamic. Thus, it is desirable to locally min-
imize the scope of the policy maximizing efficiency. In this paper, we
therefore analyze criteria and optimization goals for the a priori dis-
tribution and partitioning of security policies, ensuring the continuous
support of the required capabilities, given the operational tasks of each
deployed actor.

8.1 Introduction

Tactical networks refer to mobile networks, with characteristics similar to
Ad-Hoc and mesh structures. They are typically adjusted and deployed
to serve the specifics of a particular operation, with characteristics known
partially in advance. Consequently, the study, evaluation and realization of
globally suitable security mechanisms, must be able to dynamically adapt
to the versatile and diverse nature of tactical operations. The tactical envi-
ronment is continuously studied, both in terms of operational analysis and
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technical evaluation [23, 5, 10, 14, 44], allowing the extraction of valuable
information regarding their nature, characteristics and requirements.

The deployed assets for a specific operation should be expected to op-
erate over distinct platforms, with diverse capabilities and requirements,
including the ability to operate in coalition environments. Additionally,
due to resource limitations and the dynamically evolving topologies, no
safe assumptions can be made regarding continuous connectivity, since a
tactical network may degrade to the point of partitioning. For the same
reasons, communication failures, uncertain service delivery and extensive
delays must be expected and properly addressed. Within this environment,
tactical networks must be able to provide reliable and secure service deliv-
ery and communication. Hence, the realized security mechanisms have to
be distributed across the deployed assets, since no centralized security ded-
icated entity can be assumed, due to inability of reassuring a continuously
available link towards it.

In addition to the aforementioned constraints, the introduction and in-
creasing requirement of supporting NEC and NCW, formulated a new set of
requisite features regarding the functionalities of contemporary tactical net-
works [35, 2, 46]. Thus, mechanisms based on the SOA paradigm emerged
as the most suitable mediators for the realization of these requirements,
within the deployed C4I and C4ISR (Command, Control, Communications,
Computers, Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance) systems. [31, 26,
48, 24, 25, 33, 34].

Securing tactical SOA requires not only the accomplishment of general
information protection goals (such as confidentiality, availability, authen-
ticity and control) but also the dynamic protection of communication, data
at rest and processing, within the aforementioned restrictions imposed by
their nature. The realization of suitable security mechanisms requires the
conceptualization of the multitudinous semantic attributes available across
the network. Such elements rise among others from services, terminals, in-
formation, communication links and subjects, alongside their relations and
interactions.

Well known mechanisms (such as WS-Security, Ponder [13], SAML [39],
XACML [43], RT [30], Cassandra [6], Peer-Trust [37], Tulip [12], ROWLBAC
[16], REI[27], KAOS [50], Kolter et al. [29]) have been extensively studied
and found to be unsuitable for the contemporary tactical environment for
a variety of reasons. Some face limitations in capturing and expressing the
required semantics, others are relatively heavyweight regarding their com-
putational and communication requirements, or lack the ability of decen-
tralized operation. Furthermore, some are not rigorous and flexible enough
in expressing and reasoning over security policies, face scalability limita-
tions or a combination of these reasons. These studies (including but not
limited to [15, 7, 22, 8, 47, 38, 16, 28, 49]) promoted the use of ontologies for
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the definition of general purpose security policies, due to their expressive
power and ability to overcome the aforementioned constraints.

For the same reasons in our previous study [20] we proposed a frame-
work for the realization of an ontologically defined security infrastructure,
with the use of OWL, suitably adjusted to the constraints and high level
functional requirements of tactical SOA. Yet, although ontologies can pro-
vide the required extended scope over the existing semantic attributes, the
aforementioned inability to rely on a centralized security dedicated entity
requires the distribution of the defined mechanisms across the deployed
tactical nodes. However, due the functional limitations of tactical nodes
(e.g. computational capacity, storage capacity, bandwidth availability), mere
replication of those mechanisms across the network is inefficient and com-
monly infeasible.

In this paper we present our findings regarding the partitioning and dis-
tribution of ontologically defined security policies, suitably adjusted to the
specifics of tactical SOA, aiming to maximize efficiency by minimizing the
local scope of the policy. We approach this topic by identifying the criteria
rising from the nature of tactical SOA, seeking a reliable limitation to a prob-
lem similar in nature to a 0-1 multiple knapsack problem, therefore subject
to existing mechanisms of discrete optimization. Furthermore, we identify
suitable elements in order to minimize the complexity by reducing the num-
ber of instances, maintaining the complete set of functionalities supported
by the defined security policies.

8.2 Ontologically Defined Security Policies for Tactical
SOA

An ontologically defined security policy dedicated to the specifics of tacti-
cal SOA must be able to provide the dynamic protection of communication,
data at rest and processing, alongside the general information protection
goals. Such a mechanism requires the conceptualization of the assorted se-
mantic attributes, within a robust yet flexible mapping between the involved
elements. These elements comprise of the defined Domains (including but
not limited to planning, protection, diligence, detection and response), the
required Capabilities (similar to NATO Architecture Framework/ NATO Ca-
pability View (NAF/ NCV) [1], including but not limited to core, applica-
tion, communication and inter-domain), the available Actions and a set of
governing Rules for each action, each of which incorporates a varying set of
the involved Conditions (which correspond to the aforementioned dynamic
and static semantics). An outline of the security policy structure, including
the overlaying relations, is presented at figure 8.1.

These elements are defined as OWL classes, which are populated accord-
ing to the requirements of each tactical operation. The Security Core is the
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Figure 8.1: Outline of security policy structure

anchor of the policy structure similar to owl:Thing of ontologies, incorporat-
ing all the other elements as subclasses. Furthermore, the Security Core is
the gateway towards the TSI common (Tactical Service Infrastructure com-
mon core ontologies) and additional ontologies that are required to be linked
with the security infrastructure. Thus, through the Security Core the secu-
rity policy can monitor the functionality of the enabled capabilities, within
each tactical domain. This is achieved by the on-line evaluation of the en-
vironmental conditions, through the set of governing rules established for
each action.

This framework permits the multi-domain and cross-layer implementa-
tion of security policies. Making use of the expressive power of description
logic, complex relations can be established between the defined elements.
Thus, actions within a specific capability can be linked to trigger the condi-
tions evaluation of a rule established over a different domain. Additionally,
conditions collected from various layers can affect decisions on other layers.
Namely, a condition within the physical layer can affect a decision regarding
the application layer.

The conceptualization of the policy framework is achieved by the use of
unary and binary predicates, which are utilised to define the various net-
work entities (data, services, users, terminals) and the relationships among
them. Thus, a complete representation of the network can be achieved by
defining the distinct constituting elements and their relations, as part of the
tactical terminology. The tactical terminology is constructed within the T-
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Box with unique and acyclic concept definition, while the A-Box is used for
instance identification with the use of concept and role assertions. A de-
tailed procedure for the ontological definition of security policies dedicated
to tactical SOA was described earlier [20].

8.3 Constraint Analysis for the Distribution of Security
Policies

Limiting the local scope of the security mechanisms in each tactical node,
requires the identification of the parameters enabling the partitioning and
distribution of security policies, within the context of tactical SOA. In the
following sections, we present our findings regarding the identified param-
eters of critical impact, as they are presented in table 8.1.

Our study over the functional characteristics of tactical SOA and the op-
eration of ontologically defined security policies, promoted three main cat-
egories of governing parameters, regarding the attainment of the required
horizontal and vertical security policy distribution. The first category refers
to the evaluation of the policy, constructed based on the framework de-
scribed in figure 8.1, regarding its overall and local complexity. The second
category refers to the evaluation and categorization of the deployed tactical
nodes, based on their expected functional and operational specialization,
alongside their presumably known operating features. The last category
refers to the sufficient integration of dynamism, emerging from the afore-
mentioned characteristics of the tactical environment.

Security policy distribution
Ontology Tactical Nodes Dynamism
1- Syntactic complex-
ity

3- Operational spe-
cialization

6- Dynamic attributes

2- Structural com-
plexity

4- Functional special-
ization

7- Dynamic policy
evaluation

5- Operating features 8- Tactical decision
cycle

Table 8.1: Governing parameters for the distribution of security policies

8.3.1 Complexity Inducing Components of Tactical Ontological
Constructs

As highlighted earlier, the definition of the ontological security policy is
unique for each tactical operation, constructed over an overlaying common
framework (figure 8.1).
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Regarding the syntactic complexity, OWL is provided in three increas-
ingly expressive subsets that can be used for the definition of suitable secu-
rity policies, namely OWL-Lite (Exp-time complete complexity), OWL-DL
(NExp-time complete complexity) and OWL-Full (Undecidability). OWL-
Lite supports simple constraint features and basic classification hierarchies.
OWL-DL supports increased expressiveness, maintaining guaranteed com-
putational completeness. Finally, OWL-Full provides maximum expressive-
ness and syntactic capabilities similar to RDF, yet reasoning is not reassured.
A summary of the available constructs within OWL-Lite and OWL-DL is
presented in table 8.2. [53, 41, 36]. Furthermore, OWL 2 provides a wide set
of subset profiles, supporting assorted accommodation between expressive
power and reasoning efficiency. For instance, OWL 2 QL (NLogSpace com-
plete complexity) is dedicated to efficiently supporting extensive instance
data and database queries, OWL 2 RL (NP-time complete complexity) is op-
timized for scalable reasoning without fully utilizing the available expres-
sive power, while OWL 2 EL (P-Time complete complexity) is suitable for
large scale definition of properties and classes.

OWL-Lite
Category Constructs
Constructors Class, subClassOf, Property, subProper-

tyOf, domain, Individual.
Restrictions Restriction, allValuesFrom, someValues-

From, intersectionOf.
Equality equivalentClass, equivalentProperty,

sameAs, differentFrom.
Cardinality (0 or 1) minCardinality, maxCardinality
Properties ObjectProperty, inverseOf, Datatype,

Transitive, Symmetric, Functional, In-
verseFunctional.

OWL-DL (In addition to the aforementioned)
Values hasValue
Cardinality (No limitation) minCardinality, maxCardinality
Class axioms disjointWith, equivalentClass, comple-

mentOf, subClassOf, unionOf, intersec-
tionOf.

Table 8.2: Summary of available constructs within OWL-Lite and OWL-DL

Regarding the structural complexity of the defined security policy, a va-
riety of metrics with significant impact have been identified through our
study. Their additive complexity overhead must be contemplated during
the initial construction of the security policy, while they can be classified as:
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1. Vocabulary size: The amount of the defined classes, individuals and
properties.

2. Impurity: The deviation of the ontological structure from a pure tree
form, as a result of the defined rdfs:subClassOf axioms.

3. Mean inheritance: The mean overall distance between the defined an-
cestor classes to the corresponding root classes.

4. Connectivity: A measurement of the connection density within the
security policy, defined as the average number of connections for each
of the defined elements (classes and individuals).

Additionally, estimating the significance of individual classes over the over-
all functionality of the security policy, is pivotal for the identification of cru-
cial distribution links within the policy structure. Such an estimation is pos-
sible with the use of the following metrics, for each of the defined classes.

1. Direct inheritance: The number of direct ancestors for each defined
class. Meaning the number of subclasses defined based on a specific
class and affected by changes within it.

2. Inheritance exponentiation: The depth of the most distant ancestor of
a given class. It can be used as a measure of information inheritance
within classes that belong to the same policy branch.

3. Individual connectivity: A connection density measure, referring to a
specific class, calculated as the sum of the defined relations from and
towards this class.

A representation of how these parameters affect the complexity of the
security policy and the time required for reasoning over it, is provided in
figure 8.2. In this set from our executed simulations, the Pellet reasoner is
used over a basic ontological construct, structured using the ALC(D) frag-
ment, in order to isolate and measure the impact of the value of the Vocab-
ulary size parameter. Furthermore, figure 8.3 provides an illustration of the
global complexity estimation, based on the aforementioned combination of
the propagating syntactic and local structural complexities.

8.3.2 Classification and Management of Tactical Nodes

Tactical nodes refer to a plethora of mobile platforms, with restricted opera-
tional characteristics and distinct requirements. Achieving a viable security
policy distribution, requires the identification and incorporation of their in-
fluential attributes, for which we can attain a priori awareness. Our study
over the characteristics of tactical nodes and the nature of tactical operations
promoted three elements, of significant impact, as presented in table 8.1.
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Figure 8.2: Reasoning time escalation in relation to vocabulary size

Figure 8.3: Complexity estimation of tactical ontological constructs

The first two elements represent the operational and functional special-
ization of tactical nodes, rising through the initial operational and contin-
gency planning of a tactical operation. The operational specialization refers
to the identification of distinct operational groups among the entirety of the
deployed assets, based on their particular strategic objectives. Additionally,
functional node specialization, occurs due to the distinct roles of each node
within the initial categorization into operational groups (e.g. assuming a
tactical team, the hand-held device of a medic, has distinct service/ security
requirements from the hand-held device of the team leader or a rifleman).
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Hence, the defined operational and functional node specializations can
provide an initial classification of nodes, in discrete groups with distinct
yet entangled security requirements. This classification can form the ba-
sis for the horizontal (in terms of Domain/ Capability groups) or vertical
(in terms of Action/ Rule groups), distribution of security policies, incor-
porating the operational perspective. A representation of the aforemen-
tioned procedure is presented in figure 8.4, based on our executed sim-
ulations. In this scenario, ten tactical nodes are organised in two opera-
tional groups (OG1-square, OG2-circle), while three functional groups (FG1-
green(—), FG2-red(|), FG3-blue(\)) are globally defined.

Figure 8.4: Node classification based on operational and functional special-
ization

An additional element that can significantly affect the distribution of se-
curity policies, within tactical SOA, is the presumably known operating fea-
tures of tactical nodes. Tactical nodes refer to a variety of platforms, which
may differ in various terms affecting their performance (grouped afterwards
as Computational Capacity). These elements can be classified as:

1. Computational power.

2. Environmental limitations.

3. Physical limitations.

4. Resolution/ accuracy limitations.

5. Input/ output limitations.
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6. Range/ coverage limitations.

7. Network interconnection limitations.

The knowledge of these parameters and their incorporation within the pol-
icy distribution decisions, can be used to enhance the network performance,
in terms that include communication latency, service delivery/ discovery
and autonomy in case of partitioning, since they are correlated with the ele-
ments presented at section 8.3.1.

8.3.3 Incorporation of Dynamism

The aforementioned characteristics of the tactical ecosystem, describe a high-
ly dynamic and continuously evolving environment. Thus, the notion of
dynamism has to be embodied, not only within the definition of the secu-
rity policy, but also through the distribution mechanisms. For this reason,
the realised security components must incorporate the available dynamic
attributes across the network elements/ domains, but also allow for the dy-
namic security policy evaluation, as presented at section 8.2.

For the purpose of this study, achieving the efficient security policy dis-
tribution, also relies on the incorporation of a suitable tactical decision cycle.
John Boyd’s OODA (Observe, Orient, Decide, Act), is a decision cycle devel-
oped and used by military strategists, primarily within the strategic domain
and the first two stages (preparation, execution) of combat operations, with
additional applications to the third stage (debrief/ evaluation). Evaluating
the various suggested iterations of the OODA loop [9], the NCW targeted
OODA model, proposed by Smith [45], emerged as the most suitable solu-
tion for tactical SOA, despite its complexity. Our decision was promoted
by the fact that this model can coincide with suitably adjusted ontologically
structured security policies, into the representation of complex and dynamic
systems, providing in addition an enhanced level of granularity.

Similarly to the implementations within the strategic domain, the dis-
tinction between the involved processes (observe, orient, decide, act) and
further segmentation to the defined domains (physical, information and
cognitive in Smith’s model), can be eminently beneficial towards the techni-
cal implementation of a suitable distribution mechanism, within the tactical
domain. Thus, the execution of the distinct processes of the decision cy-
cle, can be delegated and distributed within the nodes of each operational
group, allowing them to cooperatively reach the attainment of each objec-
tive, while dispensing the computational and overall cost. Additionally, the
distribution of the involved processes, dispenses the required resources and
time for the achievement of the optimality point, within the Time Cost of In-
formation and Decision Confidence/ Quality function, as described by Harrison
[21].
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8.4 Accommodation of the Defined Constraints for Security
Policy Distribution

Having defined the overall security architecture and the critical parameters,
for the distribution of security policies over tactical SOA, it is necessary
to reconstruct the framework presented in figure 8.1, in accordance to the
aforementioned criteria. This will allow the required minimization of the
local policy scope in each tactical node, maintaining all the requisite func-
tionalities. Additionally, this procedure will provide a transformation into a
problem similar in nature to a 0-1 multiple knapsack problem, therefore sub-
ject to existing and widely studied optimization mechanisms. Furthermore,
the incorporation of the identified elements, prior to the implementation of
these mechanisms, will significantly increase the computational efficiency,
due to the induced minimization of the number of instances.

Aiming to continuously support the required functionalities, within the
defined security mechanisms:

1. Capabilities may span across various domains.

2. Actions may span across various capabilities.

3. A specific action within the context of different capabilities or domains,
may be governed by a distinct set of rules.

Thus, a three dimensional space is required, in order to represent all the
possible combinations of domains, capabilities and actions. The multitude
of these ordered triplets constitutes the overall security policy of the tacti-
cal network, as presented in figure 8.5, while every individual action can be
represented by a vector:

Equation 8.1:
Action : A′m = (Dî + Cĵ + Ak̂), where î, ĵ, k̂ are unit vectors.
as presented in figure 8.6

Due to the aforementioned constraints, mere replication of the entire se-
curity policy across all the deployed nodes is not sufficient. The incorpora-
tion of node operational specialization (third identified element - table 8.1),
can provide an initial filtering, towards the minimization of the distributed
policy branches. Thus, the specific operational contexts of the various de-
ployed groups of nodes, correspond to a distinct set of basic vectors (Lin-
early independent), in the form:

Equation 8.2:
Security policy : SpOg(x) = {A′m, A′m+1, ... , A

′
m+n}
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Figure 8.5: Visualisation of a simplified security policy

Figure 8.6: Visualisation of a distinct action within the security policy
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This mapping is based on the required/ estimated actions of each oper-
ational group, within each tactical operation, while it can be constructed a
priori and automatically recalled when needed. For instance, a convoy oper-
ation may incorporate various operational groups including but not limited
to the convoy, multiple protection groups and a medical evacuation group.
The structure of the corresponding security policies, for each operational
group, has a form similar to those presented in figure 8.7.

Figure 8.7: Specimen security policy vector sets for convoy and reconnais-
sance operational groups

Yet, policy replication within an operational group is not the optimal so-
lution, due to the node functional specialization (fourth identified element
- table 8.1). Thus, the distinction between the functional groups of nodes
across each given operational group, allows for further partitioning of the
security policy as:

Equation 8.3:
SpOg(x) = SpFg(y) ∪ SpFg(y+1) ∪ ... ∪ SpFg(y+n)

Hence, the security policy of a given operational group is defined as
the union of the security policies of the functional groups that constitute it.
This allows for the defined subsets (SpFg(y)), to collectively compose or ad-
dress distinct dimensions of the given SpOg(x). Yet, a given vector (Action :
A′m = (Dî+Cĵ+Ak̂)) can span various subsets (SpFg(y)) or be unique to one
of them. A calculation of the sets intersections (e.g. SpFg(y) ∩ SpFg(y+1))
and the sets differences (e.g. SpFg(y)/SpFg(y+1)), can provide a direct map-
ping between each action vector and the functional groups, across which it
can be distributed, as:
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SpFg(y) = {A′1, A′2, A′3} A′1 : Fg(y), Fg(y+1)

SpFg(y+1) = {A′1, A′3} � A′2 : Fg(y), Fg(y+2)

SpFg(y+2) = {A′2, A′3, A′4} A′3 : Fg(y), Fg(y+1), Fg(y+2)

A′4 : Fg(y+2)

As presented in the defined security policy framework (figure 8.1), each
vector A′m = (Dî+Cĵ+Ak̂) corresponds to a set of governing rules, distinct
for each individual action, enabling the dynamic adaptation of the security
policy to alterations of the environmental conditions:

Equation 8.4:
A′m = {R(z), R(z+1), ... , R(z+n)}

Each rule is constructed making use of the expressive power of descrip-
tion logic, in order to incorporate the available static and dynamic attributes
(sixth identified element - table 8.1) across the network, into the defined se-
curity policy decisions. Furthermore, as presented at section 8.3.1, each rule
caries an inherited complexity based on the values of the presented metrics,
as a function of its syntactic and structural complexities (first and second
identified elements - table 8.1). Thus:

Equation 8.5:
V ector complexity : CA′m =

∑n
z=1 CR(z)

Consequently, based on the operational features of the tactical nodes con-
stituting each functional group (fifth identified element - table 8.1), suitable
metrics incorporating their computational capacity (e.g. CCFg(y)) can be
constructed. Hence, given the aforementioned scenario, it is possible to
construct a corresponding set of equations among the defined CA′m and
CCFg(y), as:

Equation 8.6:
CA′1 = a ∗ CCFg(y) + b ∗ CCFg(y+1)

CA′2 = c ∗ CCFg(y) + d ∗ CCFg(y+2)

CA′3 = e ∗ CCFg(y) + f ∗ CCFg(y+1) + g ∗ CCFg(y+2)

CA′4 = h ∗ CCFg(y+2)

a + c + e = 1
b + f = 1
d + g + h = 1
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If the evaluation of the occurring equations is not feasible or a simpli-
fication of the process is required, assumptions can be made regarding the
values of the variables, given the incorporation of the two additional identi-
fied elements of our study, namely:

1. Dynamic policy evaluation (seventh identified element - table 8.1):
Meaning that the most suitable of the available rules, is dynamically
selected to govern an action.

2. Decision cycle (eighth identified element - table 8.1): Meaning that i)
gathering/storing the required rule inputs, ii) selecting the most suit-
able rule, iii) evaluating the selected rule, iv) enforcing the rule out-
come, can be further distributed among the nodes constituting each
functional group.

Thus, allowing for some additional flexibility regarding the exact values.
The utilization of the identified elements, as presented in this section,

significantly limits the scale of the security policy distribution requirement,
by identifying the maximum set of nodes responsible for a given set of ac-
tions (equivalently: minimizing the set of actions each node is responsible
for). Having introduced the notions of CA′m and CCFg(y), this has been
limited to a problem similar in nature to a 0-1 knapsack problem in the fol-
lowing form.

Given for an action vector A′m = {R(1), R(2), ..., R(n)} a finite set of rules,
defined so:

CR(1) ≤ CR(2) ≤, ...,≤ CR(n)

and

SpFg(y) = {SpFg(1), SpFg(2), ..., SpFg(k)}

a finite set of functional groups of tactical nodes with fixed capacities:

CCFg(y) = {CCFg(1), CCFg(2), ..., CCFg(k)}

(calculated earlier as a percentage of their overall CC, dedicated to this ac-
tion) and fixed ’k’. Assign each element of A′m across the elements of SpFg(y)
so:

1. The capacity of no element of SpFg(y) is exceeded.

2. No element of A′m is duplicated within any given element of SpFg(y).

3. Duplicates of the elements of A′m with minimum complexity, are al-
lowed across the elements of SpFg(y), to increase redundancy.
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Thus, given that:

1. pR(j)=Profit form R(j) (Requirement for a specific subset of rules).

2. CR(j)=Complexity of R(j).

3. CCFg(i)= The calculated percentage of each CC dedicated to this ac-
tion.

Then maximize:

Equation 8.7:
D =

∑k
i=1

∑n
j=1 pR(j) ∗Xij

Subject to:

Equation 8.8:∑n
j=1 CR(j) ∗Xij ≤ CCFg(i), i = [1, ..., k]

Equation 8.9:∑n
j=1 Xij = 1, i = [1, ..., k]

Equation 8.10:
Xij = 1 or 0, i = [1, ..., k], j = [1, ..., n]

where:

Xij =

{
1 if R(j) is selected for Fg(i),
0 if not

A variety of exact and heuristic algorithms has been developed for the
attainment of optimal/ near optimal solutions for this type of problems [51,
3, 17, 40, 4, 18, 19, 32, 52, 54]. The average solution time of these algorithms
is directly correlated to the number of instances [11, 42], which with the
incorporation of the defined parameters, has been limited to a minimum
set of rules for each node, maintaining at the same time support of all the
required functionalities within a tactical operation.

It must also be stated that the described procedure is executed at the
mission preparation stage, facing no computational, time, communication
or other type of limitations. In this manner, we can achieve a mapping be-
tween the required and the available computational power achieving opti-
mal policy partitioning and distribution, incorporating all the correspond-
ing elements of significant impact.
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8.5 Conclusions

Through this article, the findings of our study regarding the parameters gov-
erning the partitioning and distribution of security policies within tactical
SOA, have been presented. Evaluating the characteristics of tactical net-
works and utilized actors, the involved elements of critical impact, have
been identified and analysed. Furthermore, a suitable mechanism has been
suggested, accommodating the identified parameters, for the optimum par-
titioning and distribution of security policies within the mission preparation
stage.

Our future plans include the further refinement and evaluation of the
proposed mechanism for the mission preparation stage and its extension
within the mission execution stage, in the presence of additional constraints,
such as connectivity and bandwidth availability. More precisely the utilisa-
tion of hierarchical structures within the defined rule sets, governing the
individual actions, and the constrained optimization for online distribution
of both security policies and governing conditions. Furthermore, we intent
to identify suitable mechanisms for the reconciliation of security policies,
adjusted to the dynamics of tactical SOA.
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Abstract

Tactical mobile ad-hoc networks are likely to suffer from highly re-
stricted link capacity and intermittent connectivity loss, but must pro-
vide secure access to services. The conditions under which services may
be accessed and which security requirements must be maintained will
vary dynamically, and local policies will hence change on a per-node
basis even when starting from a common baseline such as when nodes
obtain new information.

In this paper we describe a mechanism allowing structured secu-
rity policies to incorporate such local changes but to efficiently recon-
cile across tactical SOA networks, allowing the derivation of policy de-
cisions as precomputed Horn clauses or directly reasoning over a de-
scription logic fragment. This mechanism minimises the communica-
tion overhead compared to earlier work whilst maintaining policy in-
tegrity, thereby allowing security policies to adapt to resource and net-
work constraints and other local knowledge such as node compromises
and blacklisting.

9.1 Introduction

Tactical networks are mobile wireless ad-hoc or mesh networks with fre-
quently severely limited resources and also subject to loss of connectivity
owing to aspects ranging from mobility to adversaries jamming. The use
of SOA allows nodes to invoke and dynamically configure services depend-
ing on factors including service availability. However, whilst nodes in such
a network may commence a mission with a consistent security policy and
knowledge of the respective local state and environment, this will evolve
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over time. A security policy here relies upon a knowledge base for the tar-
get domains, node capabilities and constraints, allowing the dynamic inclu-
sion of local state and environmental knowledge for the on-line selection
and configuration of security controls. In SOA, this allows the dynamic in-
vocation and orchestration of services, selecting the node for which services
or service choreography may be optimal, and which security controls and
mechanisms such as protocols and algorithms are required or supported.

Earlier studies [16, 1] investigated tactical SOA, defining suitable protec-
tion goals, security requirements and policy design preconditions in con-
sistence to the identified constraints. Such constraints include the required
scalability and dynamic adaptation of the security mechanisms, in addition
to the inherently requisite support of heterogeneity, functional diversity and
cooperativity across the tactical nodes. Ontologies have been identified as
a suitable mediator towards the realisation of security requirements in dis-
tinct domains. [26, 31, 35, 7, 27, 34]. Extending this paradigm to tactical SOA
[15], the aforementioned preconditions have been translated into security
structural and functional requirements. These, necessitated the realization
of robust yet flexible protection mechanisms, able to dynamically adapt to
the environmental alterations, maintaining support over the defined set of
security goals. Thus, the same study suggested a security policy framework
dedicated to tactical SOA based on Web Ontology Language, as OWL of-
fers the required scalability and distributed operation, providing sufficient
expressive power for capturing and reasoning over the underling semantics
[25, 12, 6, 32, 29].

Yet, the functional limitations of tactical nodes render the mere replica-
tion of security policies infeasible, while the implemented security mecha-
nisms cannot rely on centralised configurations, since continuous connectiv-
ity towards a security dedicated entity cannot be reassured. Thus, a mech-
anism for the efficient distribution of ontologically defined security policies
over tactical SOA has been developed earlier [17]. As specified previously,
the distributed security policies must be able to adjust and respond to the
continuous alterations of the tactical environment, transitioning between
consistent states. This necessitates the incorporation of dynamic seman-
tics within the security policy, which can cause local divergences regard-
ing its scope or context. Such divergences can lead to policy inconsistency
and node antagonism, affecting network performance in various terms, in-
cluding service delivery. Thus, the reconciliation of occurring discrepancies
among the distributed ontologies is required.

This paper presents our findings in respect to the reconciliation of sin-
gular (or a priory mapped in the case of coalition environments) distributed
ontological security policies for tactical SOA, focusing on the mission execu-
tion stage. The objective of this study is to achieve this, while minimizing the
security induced overhead, both in terms of computational complexity and
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bandwidth consumption. Section 9.2 presents related work, while at section
9.3 the main concepts of the previously developed tactical policy model are
briefly presented. Section 9.4 includes our findings regarding the nature of
the occurring divergences, aiming to minimize the complexity of the recon-
ciliation mechanism and the size of transmitted messages. Consequently,
section 9.5 presents the functionality of the components constituting such
a mechanism (in respect to the content of section 9.4), while section 9.6 in-
cludes the formalisation of these ordered functional elements in algorithmic
form.

9.2 Related Work

The resolution of heterogeneity by semantic alignment of distinct ontologies
corresponds to ontology mapping, which is a mature area of research both
for static and dynamic ontologies [14, 36, 5, 13, 19, 8, 11, 9, 30, 18, 10, 24]. Yet,
these methodologies are not suitable for the specifics of tactical SOA, since
their definition was targeted on dissimilar domains and the corresponding
constraints were not addressed. Some of these mechanisms aim to the map-
ping of distinct ontologies, focusing on creating a linking dictionary which
is not necessary in the case of national or coalition operations, regarding
the mission execution stage. Additionally, no communication restrictions
are considered, requiring multiple transactions or the transmission of the
entire ontology. Furthermore, some mechanisms allow residue unresolved
divergences, or require the initiation of a complete mapping cycle, either
periodically or at any time that a differentiation is detected.

Focusing on military applications, Bakillah et al. [2] provided a flexible
semantic mediation mechanism for heterogeneous sensor data. Yet, despite
the nature of sensor networks, no communication restrictions have been
considered. Furthermore, Besana et al. [4] suggested the incorporation of
service choreography statistics, for the minimization of the ontology map-
ping problem, over open and distributed environments. Yet, the utilization
of such mechanisms for security dedicated ontologies, may allow residue
or pending divergences that, thought not relevant for a given transaction,
can remain unresolved and be subject to adversarial exploitation. More-
over, Trivellato et al. [34] presented a mapping mechanism at the security
domain of maritime coalition environments. That study focus on the map-
ping of not singular but distinct security policies, and due to the nature of
maritime nodes dissimilar communication constraints are considered. Fi-
nally, Muthaiyah et al. [28] also focus on the security domain of ontology
mapping, but the proposed mechanism does not allow operation over dis-
tributed and constrained environments, since it requires the exchange of the
entire ontology, for every mapping cycle.
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Khattak et al. [23, 21, 20, 22] proposed an ontology mapping mecha-
nism where only the altered semantics are exchanged and reconciled by a
centralised mapping system. Such an approach has been proven to pro-
vide increased reconciliation efficiency, in terms of time and computational
power consumption. Thus, adopting this paradigm across tactical SOA, we
seek to satisfy the discrete operational (e.g. distributed operation), security
(e.g. increased reconciliation confidence) and functional (e.g. bandwidth
consumption) requirements, as presented below.

9.3 Security Policy Formulation and Reasoning

In this section the architecture, formal representation and distribution mech-
anisms for the examined security policies are briefly presented, according to
the results of our previous studies [15, 17, 16, 1]. This is crucial for the identi-
fication of the components and functionalities, required for the investigated
reconciliation mechanism.

9.3.1 Security Policy Architecture

Supporting the requisite functionalities and dynamic service orchestration
over tactical SOA, necessitates the fine-grained conceptualization of the con-
stituent network elements, in correspondence to the anticipated processes
and operational requirements. Exploiting the expressive power of OWL,
such a mechanism can be defined as presented, in small scale, at figure 9.1.

The anticipated processes and requirements are conceptualised by the
unambiguous representation of the tactical domains (Such as planning, man-
agement, detection and diligence) and operational capabilities (Such as com-
munication, core, inter-domain and application). The intersection of these
two elements corresponds to a predefined set of required actions, which can
be visualised in a three dimensional space, with a non uniform distribu-
tion. Concurrently, each action is governed by a dynamically selected set
of prioritized rules. These are constructed with increasing complexity and
preciseness, supporting both the cooperative and standalone functionality
of the tactical nodes, in conjunction with their functional characteristics and
available resources. These rules also incorporate and serve as links towards
the aforementioned static and dynamic properties of the constituent net-
work elements (Namely services, information, network, radios, nodes and
subjects).
Thus:

Equation 9.1:
Individual Domain ∩ Individual Capability = {Individual Action(k),
Individual Action(k + 1), ..., Individual Action(k + i)}
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Where:

Equation 9.2:
Individual Action(k)=̂{Individual Rule[k(z)], Individual Rule[k(z + 1)]
, ..., Individual Rule[k(z + j)]}

And:

Equation 9.3:

Observable Objects
Indivi. Rulek(z)−−−−−−−−−−−→ Governing MechanismsIndividual Action(k)

Figure 9.1: Outline of security policy structure.

9.3.2 Formal Representation

The formal representation of the aforementioned elements is achieved with
the utilization of the constructors, provided by the selected description logic
fragment for the formulation of appropriate unary and binary predicates.
In order to achieve precise capturing of the required concepts, the selected
DL-fragment must be based on ALC, but also support role hierarchies and
inclusion, inversion, nominals, functionality properties and qualified cardi-
nality restrictions. SHOIN(D) has been identified as a suitable DL-fragment,
but more lightweight fragments can also be utilised for optimization pur-
poses. The tactical terminology is constructed within the corresponding T-
box, in terms of acyclic and unique concept definitions, as a set of sufficient
and necessary conditions. Consequently, constructing expressions similar
to those presented at equations 9.4, 9.5 and 9.6, allows to exploit the expres-
sive power of DL in order to gradually structure all the individual concepts,
across the distinct tactical domains.
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Equation 9.4:
Terminal ≡ individual u ∃has Terminal ID. ⊥

Equation 9.5:
Local Provider ≡ Terminal u ∃Has Operational Group.OG2
u ∃Has Status.Online u ∃Has Functionality.SP

Equation 9.6:
Available Service ≡ Serviceu ≤ 1Has Local Provider

Additionally, A-box is oriented to instance identification, where concept
and role assertions are utilized in order to specify a given individual as an
instance of a specific concept, as presented at equations 9.7 and 9.8.

Equation 9.7:
Concept assertion
F ile u V ideo(Message x) : Message x is a video file

Equation 9.8:
Role assertion
hasSource(Message x, Terminal y) : Terminal y is the source of
Message x

9.3.3 Partitioning and Distribution

Figure 9.2: Governing parameters of security policy distribution, over tacti-
cal SOA.
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Assuming a tactical security policy, the efficient distribution of the cor-
responding ontological structure across the deployed actors, requires the
evaluation of various network and operational parameters, as presented in
figure 9.2. Incorporating these elements into the distribution mechanism at
the mission preparation stage, allows the responsibility allocation for the re-
quired actions of a given tactical operation, taking under consideration the
structure of the policy, the characteristics and expected behaviour of the tac-
tical nodes, alongside the required dynamic functionalities. This allows the
minimization of the policy responsibility overlap across the deployed actors,
maintaining their capacity for standalone operation.

Thus, evaluating the syntactic and structural complexity of the ontolog-
ical structure, in combination with the incorporated dynamic attributes, al-
lows its partitioning and distribution across various node groups, organised
based on their required operational/ functional behaviour and their operat-
ing features. Additionally, the incorporation of dynamic policy evaluation
mechanisms and a tactical decision cycle, allows the extended partitioning
of policy decisions, when they are utilized during mission execution. The se-
curity policy distribution is a prerequisite of tactical SOA, but as presented
earlier it raises the question of reconciling the occupying divergences.

9.4 The Characteristics of Occurring Divergences

Investigating the nature of occurring divergences, four common types of tac-
tical operations have been analysed and simulated, namely i) Tactical con-
voy, ii) Reconnaissance Surveillance and Target Acquisition, iii) Intervention
patrol and iv) Medical Evacuation. Each operation was partitioned into a va-
riety of use cases (e.g. blue force tracking and common operational picture
distribution, injection of high mobility nodes, improvised explosive device
detection and report, interoperability with police forces) including detailed
episodes (e.g. addressed request/ reply, multi-hop service invocation, ser-
vice discovery and node isolation). This analysis was based on a security
policy (see section 9.3) constructed using the DL fragment ALCHIF(D) as
depicted at figure 9.3, while this core ontological model was adjusted to the
specifics of each tactical operation.

Assuming the simplified scenario presented at table 9.2, a divergence at
the local knowledge of two nodes (Node A, Node B) regarding the status
of a sensor attached to a vehicle is presented. In this scenario, during the
mission execution stage, hostile forces achieve local prevalence at a given
Area of Operation (AoO4), thus the trust level of the locally deployed sen-
sors is automatically degraded. Sensor 09134 is responsible for gathering
local blue force tracking data (at the tactical team level), incorporating them
into a low resolution local aerial photo and transmitting the output peri-
odically across the network. Node A becomes aware of the final position
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Figure 9.3: Investigated security policy/ontology (Parts of the service sub-
tree are expanded.)

of Sensor 09134 (AoO4) thus limits the trust level according to the security
policy, while Node B maintains the previous update (AoO7) incorporating
no alterations and treating information based on the previous status. Sim-
ilar scenarios can occur in the case of a communication disruption, when a
group of nodes (Node A, Sensor 09134) reconnects with other parts of the
network and continues to operate, exchanging information. This scenario
refers to a simplified divergence, yet the extent, content and impact of such
alterations can vary according to the context of the tactical operation and the
structure of the security policy.

Local knowledge at Node A Local knowledge at Node B
Information (Message) Information (Message)
has Classification(MSG x,
Top Secret)

has Classification(MSG x,
Top Secret)

has Nature(MSG x,
Blue Force Tracking)

has Nature(MSG x,
Blue Force Tracking)

has Type(MSG x, Image jpg) has Type(MSG x, Image jpg)
has Size(MSG x, 200) has Size(MSG x, 200)
has Source(MSG x, Sen-
sor 09134)

has Source(MSG x, Sen-
sor 09134)

...
...

Node (Sensor 09134) Node (Sensor 09134)
has State(Sensor 09134, Active) has State(Sensor 09134, Active)
has Trust(Sensor 09134, 20) has Trust(Sensor 09134, 87)
has Location(Sensor 09134,
AoO4)

has Location(Sensor 09134,
AoO7)

...
...

Table 9.2: Simplified differentiation scenario from the intervention patrol
simulation set.

The results of our analysis can be summarised as:

• Strict syntactic, terminological and semiotic homogeneity is maintai-
ned [33], since the distributed local ontologies are consistent with re-
spect to the central ontological model. Thus, no policy management in
respect to conflict resolution (e.g. vocabulary translation, rule decon-
flictation) between distinct policies is required by the reconciliation
mechanism.
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• Divergences occur only due to conceptual heterogeneity. This is fur-
ther restricted since the local ontologies operate within only two di-
mensions of context dependent representation, namely partiality and
perspective, but not in respect to approximation [3]. Hence, minimis-
ing granularity negotiations and the corresponding message transmis-
sions.

• Approximation differences are utilized across the defined governing
rules of each available action. Thus, it is locally maintained in order to
provide dynamic policy adaptation to the tactical network dynamics,
without increasing the security induced overhead during multi-party
policy reconciliation.

• The elements of the ontological structure that can be affected by such
alterations, occur only within the values of defined object and data
properties, while their respective ranges and domains remain unaf-
fected. Additional centralized revisions that may require alterations
within classes, individuals and SWRL rules, would require a global
policy update, which will have to incorporate alternative and more
costly mechanisms.

• The type of allowed alterations includes only the modification (re-
vision) of the identified elements, since their extension (addition) or
reduction (deletion) would correspond to the privilege allocation to
each individual node, of modifying the tactical security policy. Thus,
only the revision of the identified elements should be expected and
allowed, supporting the adaptation of the extracted policy decisions,
based on the evolution of the dynamic semantics across the network.

These findings allow the simplification of the developed reconciliation
mechanisms and the minimization of the network resources allocated for
this purpose. No terminology or structural negotiations are required, while
the divergence targets and types can be considered static. The impact, as vi-
sualised at figure 9.4, is located both to the size and complexity of ∆ (diver-
gence to be transmitted and reconciled), significantly minimizing the con-
sumption of bandwidth (when treated as transmitted datum) and computa-
tional power (when treated as data at rest).

Centralised ontology mapping methodologies require the transmission
of the entire ontology either bilaterally to a reconciliation dedicated entity, or
unilaterally among the dissident nodes. Change reconciliation based mech-
anisms provide increased efficiency in terms of elapsed time and computa-
tional complexity by referring only to the altered elements. This is achieved
by the construction and algorithmic support of a complete ODMT (Ontology
Divergence Mapping Tree), as presented in figure 9.4, and the communica-
tion of the altered elements in XML or encoded format.
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Figure 9.4: Ontology divergence mapping tree.

The presented findings allow further improvement by permitting the re-
duction of ODMT to the property branch, providing an absolute minimum
of Delta components (divergence target + new Value). The satisfaction of
network and security requirements necessitates the incorporation of addi-
tional attributes and annotations (e.g. divergence source and previous hops
V auditing and non repudiation, Time stamp and precedence V freshness
and prioritization, Divergence trust V reconciliation confidence). Yet, the
initial reduction of ODMT has a significant impact in terms of bandwidth
and computational efficiency.

9.5 Identification of Required Elements and Functionalities

The reconciliation of ontologically defined security policies is closely related
to ontology mapping mechanisms. Yet, as presented earlier, such solutions
are constructed for operation within domains with distinct requirements
and constraints to tactical SOA. Zablith et al. [36] described an ontology
evolution cycle comprising of five main steps, presenting the corresponding
existing mechanisms.

Detecting the need for evolution V suggesting changes V validating cha-
nges V assessing impact V managing changes.

The developed security policy reconciliation mechanism required the ad-
dition of a communication step, responsible for the adaptation to the char-
acteristics of tactical SOA. Through the analysis and simulation of the afore-
mentioned tactical operations, the requisite functionalities of the Commu-
nication step have been identified. Thus, such a mechanism is required to
minimize:
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• The knowledge propagation time.

• The size of transmitted elements.

• The number of involved nodes.

• The complexity of the transmitted elements.

• The number of interactions.

Additionally, auditing, prioritization and roll back capabilities must be
enabled, maintaining increased reconciliation confidence. The presented re-
sults regarding the nature of occurring divergences, can be efficiently uti-
lized in order to minimize the size and complexity of transmitted elements,
while the additional requirements are attained by the use of appropriately
constructed mechanisms.

OWL operates over the open world assumption, which is required by
the functional characteristics of the defined security policy. Yet, it is possible
to enforce closed world assumption during the construction of the policy by
the definition of explicit constraints. Thus, data driven evolution is possi-
ble. This can be achieved by recording the ∆ caused by the various data
sources (services, terminals, users) and initiate the reconciliation either as
event driven (a session related policy reconciliation) or when the QoS mech-
anisms signal that the required resources have become available. The devel-
oped mechanisms for the achievement of the aforementioned requirements
are:

1. Local ontology (fragment of the global ontology/ policy (section 9.3))

2. Local node assignment list (fragment of a global node assignment list,
responsible for the identification of the subset of nodes, which incor-
porate the altered element.)

3. Local change ontology (maintains a copy of locally sensed and en-
forced changes for audit and roll back purposes).

4. Criticality/ timeliness measure (for prioritization purposes)

5. Archive of requested changes (maintains a copy of externally requested
changes for audit and roll back purposes).

6. ∆ (it includes the altered element, and various characteristics of the
alteration, such as justification, time, actor.)
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FUNCTIONALITIES

The global node assignment list (G-NAL) operates as a responsibility
database, used for the initial partitioning and distribution of the security
policy across the deployed actors. The local node assignment list is a frag-
ment of G-NAL that during a policy reconciliation at the mission execution
stage is used in order to minimise the number of involved nodes and inter-
actions, to the minimum acceptable subset of recipients/ transmitters that
provide sufficient reconciliation confidence.

This mechanism has been constructed with minimum complexity using
the SF(D) DL fragment, as presented in figure 9.5 with the use of a transitive
object property (e.g. Makes Use Of) between the deployed assets (nodes),
the required actions and the existing object or data properties, providing
a mapping between the nodes and the possibly altered attributes. Query-
ing this ontology (e.g. Uses value ServiceStatus and HasOG some string)
provides a list of nodes that have to be updated once a change is detected
locally (e.g. on the ServiceStatus), or the list of nodes that belong to the same
Operational group and are expected to transmit update requests (used for
Get Recipients, Get Requesters, Get Properties of Section 9.6).

Additionally, the required criticality and timeliness measures have been
attached to the properties of this mechanism, in the form of data proper-
ties, in order to provide prioritization of the reconciliation requests in a con-
gested environment. Criticality measures follow military precedence des-
ignators as flash (e.g. intrusion detection, compromised node), Immediate
(e.g. trust level update), Priority (e.g. local service provider, service reg-
istry update) and routine (e.g. location update, service status update). Prior
to transmission the extracted set of ∆ are initially classified in respect to
their criticality (maximum first), and consequently based on their life cycle
(minimum first), while the corresponding update requests are transmitted
in accordance to the available network resources (used for Sort Changes of
Section 9.6).

Figure 9.5: Structure of node assignment list.
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Khattak et al. [23, 21, 20, 22] presented a flexible and robust mechanism
for the construction of the required local change ontology (which is also suit-
able for the inbound oriented, archive of requested changes), combined with
the capability of extracting the required ∆ and its use for the mapping of dy-
namic ontologies. These mechanisms can be modified in order to serve only
the identified components, based on the nature of occurring divergences
(section 9.4). Thus, being adequately lightweight in order to serve under the
tactical constraints and update the locally stored ontologies given a specific
∆ (used for Update Local Policy of Section 9.6).

9.6 Policy Reconciliation Mechanism

A reconciliation mechanism has been developed based on the presented el-
ements, in order to provide the aforementioned functionalities. The corre-
sponding algorithms for the formalization of the ordered functionality sets
are presented bellow.

Transmitter

−> I d e n t i f y t h a t a s e t of p r o p e r t i e s evolved l o c a l l y .
↪→ Related ” Change Detection ” a l e r t coming from a
↪→ Meta−data Handler or Contextual Monitoring l o c a l
↪→ s e r v i c e .

1> I f {Change Detection == TRUE} then
−> Incorporate changes i n t o the l o c a l s e c u r i t y

↪→ ontology . ( E x i s t i n g mapping mechanisms ) .
2> Update Local Pol icy ( ∆ , Secur i ty Ontology )
−> Incorporate changes i n t o the l o c a l change

↪→ ontology . ( e x i s t i n g mapping mechanisms ) .
3> Update Local Pol icy ( ∆ , Local Change Ontology )
−> Query the l o c a l node assignment l i s t f o r the

↪→ corresponding l i s t of nodes ( as descr ibed ) .
4> ( R e c i p i e n t s L i s t ) Ge t R e c i p i e nt s ( ∆ )
−> Apply c r i t i c a l i t y and p r i o r i t i z a t i o n measures ( As

↪→ descr ibed ) .
5> (∆

′
)Sort Changes ( ∆ )

−> Send to QoS Mechanisms f o r t ransmiss ion to the
↪→ l i s t of r e c i p i e n t s .

6> Send QoS(∆
′

, R e c i p i e n t s L i s t )
7> EndIf
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Receiver

−> Receive the f i r s t update request f o r a s p e c i f i c
↪→ property .

1> I f {Receive Update Request . ∆
′
[x] == TRUE} then

−> Store changes to archive of requested changes (
↪→ e x i s t i n g mapping mechanisms ) .

2> Update Local Pol icy ( (∆
′
[x]) , AoRC)

−> Query l o c a l node assignment l i s t f o r expected
↪→ reques ts . ( s i m i l a r l y to Get Rec ip ients , i t
↪→ provides a l i s t of nodes t h a t belong to the
↪→ same o p e r a t i o n a l group , thus sensed the
↪→ property a l t e r a t i o n and are expected to
↪→ t ransmit s i m i l a r reques t s ) .

3> ( R e q u e s t e r L i s t ) Get Requesters(∆
′
[x])

−> Query l o c a l node assignment l i s t f o r l i f e t i m e and
↪→ c r i t i c a l i t y measures of ∆

′
[x] ( as descr ibed ) .

4> ( T∆
′
[x] , C∆

′
[x] ) G e t P r o p e r t i e s (∆

′
[x])

−> Request est imated l i s t of reques ts from QoS
↪→ mechanisms . ( i d e n t i f y r e q u e s t e r s who have the
↪→ resources to t ransmit reques t s within the T
↪→ ∆

′
[x] ) .

5> (Requester List
′
)QoS Estimation ( Reques ter L i s t , T∆

′
[x]

↪→ )
−> Wait f o r the expected update reques ts .
6> While{T∆

′
[x] !=0} do

I f {Receive Update Request . ∆
′
[x] == TRUE}

↪→ then
Update Confidence . ∆

′
[x]++

EndIf
EndWhile

−> Incorporate the update .
7> I f {Update Confidence . ∆

′
[x] ≥ C∆

′
[x]} then

Update Local Pol icy ( ∆
′
[x] , Secur i ty Ontology )

Else
Discard ( ∆

′
[x] )

EndIf
8> EndIf
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The described functions (as analysed in Section 9.5) either return a fixed-
length array based on a parameters-request, or perform partial order sorting
of a given fixed-length array. The only included loop is time dependent,
corresponding to the data property T∆

′
[x] that is also a fixed-length array

predefined based on the lifetime of the altered property ∆[x]. The value
of T∆

′
[x] monotonically decreases for every execution of the cycle. Hence,

both algorithms terminate after the consecutive execution of the required
steps,

Regarding the correctness of the algorithms, at the transmitter side ap-
plying the constraints identified at section 9.4, allows for the consecutive
execution of the required steps, for the update of the local policy and lo-
cal audit mechanisms, in addition to the transmission of update requests
to the required recipients in a prioritized order. At the receivers side with
the reception of a non-incorporated alteration, the audit mechanisms are
initially updated (AoRC), while the acceptance or rejection of the update
request is based on a reconciliation confidence measure, calculated based
on the number of estimated requesters. Given an update request, the local
security mechanisms provide (through the node assignment list) a group
of nodes that are co-located and serve the execution of the same action
with the original update requester. Additionally, the local QoS mechanisms
limit this list based on the current connectivity measures, providing the final
Requester List

′
, which includes the nodes that are expected and have the

resources to transmit similar requests. If the sum of received requests meets
the predefined criticality measure (C∆

′
[x] can correspond to a percentage

of Requester List
′
), the alteration is accepted, incorporated and forwarded

using the transmitter algorithm, otherwise it is recorded and rejected.

9.7 Conclusions

Through this article, the findings of our study regarding the reconciliation of
ontologically defined security policies for tactical SOA, during the mission
execution stage, have been presented. The primary contributions of this ar-
ticle are the investigation of the possible divergences and the identification
of the required functionalities for policy reconciliation. The nature of occur-
ring divergences has been limited to an expected and permitted subset, both
in terms of scope, source and subject.

Furthermore, the required functionalities for their reconciliation have
been identified, taking under consideration the constraints of the tactical en-
vironment and the requirement for auditing, prioritization and roll back ca-
pabilities. Additionally, the developed mechanism for the consolidation of
the reconciliation requirements and tactical constraints has been presented.

Our future plans include the further investigation and refinement of the
proposed mechanism, with the incorporation of service invocation related
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metrics, and its extension within the scope of global or extended policy up-
dates. Furthermore, within the scope of the ongoing project TACTICS, the
analysis presented in this study and positive initial experimental results, are
to be verified and demonstrated in large scale realistic scenarios.
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Abstract

Contemporary military networks and the requirements arising from
future strategic planning, call for the increasing integration of informa-
tion mobility and network enabled capabilities on the field. Therefore,
adopting SOA concepts for the development of command and control
infrastructures have become essential, since they provide modularity,
flexibility and interoperability of services. Nevertheless, constraints re-
lated to infrastructure and operational aspects, render current enter-
prise SOA ineffective for the tactical domain. Accordingly, the goal
of TACTICS was the definition and experimental demonstration of a
TSI that enables contemporary tactical radio equipment to participate
in SOA, providing the required functionalities under the imposed con-
straints. This article presents a comprehensive view of the developed
architecture, focusing on the elements that constitute the security frame-
work according to our closing experimental results and field demon-
strations.

10.1 Introduction

According to the experience gained from the battlefields of the last decade,
the requirements for future strategic planning include the increased integra-
tion of NEC and NCW at the tactical edge. This is expected to improve situ-
ational awareness and reactivity within the developed C2 and C4I systems,
by integrating information, information sources, services, decision makers
and actors under a dynamically adjustable framework [22, 2, 20, 21, 19, 6].

Therefore, the scope of TACTICS, as described earlier [1], is to enable this
through the definition and experimental demonstration of a TSI compatible
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with the constraints of tactical networks, that would allow contemporary
network components to support operational services within the tactical en-
vironment. As presented in the aforementioned article, current enterprise
SOA are not suitable for the tactical edge, since they either depend on cen-
tralised configurations, or they are not adjusted to the constraints imposed
by the tactical domain. Accordingly, TACTICS explicitly focused on such
constraints, aiming initially to provide a proof of concept for the capacity to
deploy SOA at the tactical edge, and consequently to develop a unified TSI
for the participating nations, tailored to the defined requirements.

The TACTICS TSI has been defined as a transparent middle-ware be-
tween the information and radio access subsystems. This middle-ware has
been vertically divided into two parallel service stacks, called Processing
Pipeline and Controller. The services across the processing pipeline are re-
sponsible for message processing, as these messages are forwarder bilater-
ally between the information system and the radio access system. Such pro-
cessing adaptations occur at three distinct levels namely service, message,
and packet. Additionally, the services across the controller are responsi-
ble for the supervision of the functionalities executed within the processing
pipeline, the collection of cross-layer information (by monitoring messages
and services), and for triggering required adaptations of the systems be-
haviour.

Under this scope, the security related studies within TACTICS followed
four consecutive steps. Initially, the operational constraints and security re-
quirements of such a system have been identified, focusing both on infor-
mation communication or storage [10], and on information processing in re-
spect to the service components [14]. Consequently, suitable lightweight en-
forcement mechanisms have been identified, aiming to accommodate the re-
quirements extracted from the aforementioned studies. These mechanisms
(e.g. algorithmic implementations of integrity protection frameworks) have
been selected according to a state of the art review for currently available
open access solutions. Therefore they constitute consortium recommenda-
tions but not architectural components of the developed TSI, since they are
expected to be replaced by tailored national implementations.

In terms of the architectural components, the third major step of our
study referred to the identification of a suitable security policy mechanism
for the targeted environment [8]. Analysing the characteristics of tactical
networks and operations, allowed the identification of functional require-
ments for the developed security policy infrastructure. Furthermore, an ex-
tensive state of the art review revealed divergences between the capacity of
existing policy frameworks and the identified requirements for future tac-
tical networks. Therefore, a tailored solution has been developed based on
semantic web technologies, aiming to accommodate the requirements and
constraints imposed by tactical SOA [12, 9, 11].
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Finally, the fourth step of our study referred to the design and devel-
opment of the security related components within the TACTICS TSI. These
refer to six core services responsible for the security policy governance, and
a set of functional services that correspond to the aforementioned enforce-
ment mechanisms [34, 13]. The core services constitute the architectural
components of TACTICS TSI, while the functional services are expected to
be replaced by tailored national implementations. Nevertheless, the corre-
sponding functionalities and interfaces have been defined, in order to ac-
commodate the required modularity and separation of duty.

This article presents a comprehensive view of these four elements, sum-
marising the security related results within the TACTICS TSI. Therefore, the
focus of this article is to present additional architectural details, in respect
to the development and supported functionalities. For this purpose, section
3 presents the operational context under which the developed architecture
was evaluated, by the execution of simulations at the initial stages of our
study and consequently by laboratory and field experiments/ demonstra-
tions. The subsequent sections present a sub-set of the supported function-
alities, following one of the developed validation scenarios for the TACTICS
closing demonstration. Through this scenario, we seek to highlight how the
elements presented in the aforementioned studies, are developed and com-
bined towards supporting future SOA implementations at the tactical edge.

10.2 Related Work

In recent years, SOA based solutions for military networks have become a
very active research area [23, 24, 18, 28, 3], due to the benefits promised by
SOA, and their successful deployment across enterprise environments. Nev-
ertheless, the existing technologies and standards are not suitable for the
highly constrained tactical environments. The MIDNET [17] project from
EDA, was focused on facilitating stable communication over disrupted net-
works. The developed architecture and services allowed the definition of a
disruption tolerant design, through a cross layered approach. Furthermore,
at ACM [30] the network traffic is adjusted to current conditions, by utilising
an enhanced middle-ware and publish/subscribe service.

Moreover the NATO STO/ IST-090 and STO/ IST-118 research task grou-
ps focused on the analysis and adaptation of SOA solutions for the tactical
edge [16, 29]. Identifying the constraints of the tactical environment, the ex-
ecuted studies concluded that enterprise SOA, including those developed
for the military strategic domain, are not suitable for the tactical edge. Out-
comes from these studies that relate with TACTICS, refer to the necessity
for traffic adaptation, and dynamic cross layer optimization. Focusing on
security, earlier studies over tactical SOA, focused primarily on the adap-
tation of widely used frameworks, such as XACML [27, 15, 7], SAML [25],
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WS-Security [26], KAoS [33] and Ponder [4]. Yet, as identified through our
early studies, and summarised by Trivelato et al. [32], such frameworks are
not suitably adjusted to the requirements of the tactical domain, therefore
necessitating the development of tailored solutions.

10.3 Operational Context of Validation Scenarios

The validation scenarios for TACTICS are placed in a fictional region called
”Obsidia”, which has been defined as a failed multi-ethnic state, on which a
multinational task force has been authorised with a peacekeeping operation.
Obsidia is dimensioned as a 250km by 200km area, and consists of three
autonomous regions, namely Goodlandia, Roguestate and Lakelandia, as
presented in Figure 10.1. Goodlandia borders Roguestate to the north, with
the mixed population region called ”Provincial state” being the major source
of conflict between the two. The largest city across Obsidia is ”Harbour city”
that serves as a supply center for the entire region, as well as the operational
base for the Obsidia task force (OTF). Consequently, many central routes
lead from Harbour city to the various Goodlandia border settlements across
the Provincial state and towards ”Lake central”.

Figure 10.1: The Obsidia region.
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The sources of conflict between Goodlandia and Roguestate originate
from the attempts of the later to exploit the local mixed population, aiming
to annex the Provincial state region in order to seize local resources and
obtain direct access to the sea. Additionally, various minor disputes ex-
ists across the borders, including the apportionment of Lake central. The
Roguestate local government recruited and armed a group of insurgents
tasked with destabilizing the Provincial state, while simultaneously dis-
turbing governmental and safety operations across Goodlandia. Following
armed attacks against Goodlandian police and military forces, as well as the
declaration of a self-ruled independent region across the Provincial state,
OTF has been deployed by the United Nations in order to oppose the insur-
gents and establish a demilitarized zone.

The OTF established three AoO across the borders. AoO-1 controls the
access to the Harbour city and provides the required facilities for the OTF-
Head Quarters, with close proximity to the local government and police
forces. Harbour city and the surrounding area has been targeted by the in-
surgents under covert operations, with use of IEDs and long range weapons.
AoO-2 includes the majority of the Provincial state and border line between
Goodlandia and Roguestate. A Goodlandian battle-group, OTF forces and
some allied combat service support organizations have been allocated for
the protection of the area. Yet, insurgent activity is escalating under the sup-
port of the Roguestate armed forces. Finally, AoO-3 is under the control of
a coalition of Goodlandian, Lakelandian and OTF forces with unobstructed
governance and infrastructure. The only enemy activity in the area is the
limited transportation of troops and resources through the borders towards
AoO-2. Yet, major towns across Lake central require to be supplied from
Harbour city.

This operational context has been utilized within TACTICS for the es-
tablishment of refined test-cases and scenarios, incorporating a variety of
tactical operations towards the validation of the developed tactical service
oriented architecture. The designed tactical service infrastructure was tar-
geted towards the satisfaction of 107 requirements (60-MUST priority, 40-
SHOULD priority, 7-COULD priority) referring to 21 distinct aspects (e.g.
configuration flexibility, network monitoring, service delivery, routing and
quality of service), including 34 security related requirements. The afore-
mentioned scenarios have been utilized through TACTICS, for the develop-
ment and execution of the theoretical studies and simulations, extending to
field and laboratory demonstrations with the use of contemporary tactical
radio equipment.

In the following sections we present specific episodes from one of the de-
veloped scenarios for the aforementioned demonstrations, aiming to high-
light a selected subset of the functionalities supported by the developed tac-
tical SOA security architecture. It must be noted that the majority of TSI
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functionalities (e.g. QoS, service registry/discovery, messaging, routing) in-
volved in this test-case have been removed or simplified in the presentation
of those episodes, in order to highlight the security related aspects for the
purposes of this article. The presented functionalities include:

i. Capturing and incorporation of fine-grained network semantics of static
and dynamic nature across the security policy.
ii. Fine-grained action governance/definition, according to the developed
(Domain 7−→ Capability 7−→ Action) paradigm.
iii. Definition of prioritized rule set per action, according to the developed
paradigm.
iv. Scalability of policy and service architecture, and ability to transition be-
tween distinct policy fragments.
v. Adaptability to rapid network alterations.
vi. Ability to substitute actions on-line (In a prioritized manner).
vii. Standalone node operation.
viii. Ability to transition between governing rules, and fall back operation.
ix. Incorporation of pre-computed policy decisions.

The selected test-case refers to a convoy mission from Harbour city to-
wards Moelville across route-005, as presented in Figure 10.2, with three
distinct episodes that map to the aforementioned functionalities, namely:

1. Mission preparation (i, ii, iii, iv)

2. Transition from AoO-1 to AoO-2 (v, vi, vii)

3. Enemy detection/engagement (viii, ix)

Figure 10.2: Visualization of presented scenario.
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10.4 Validation Episodes

10.4.1 Episode 1: Mission preparation

The mission preparation stage for a given tactical operation requires the de-
ployment of the corresponding pre-defined security policies and the ser-
vices that constitute the security architecture (both core and functional). The
syntactical and procedural methods for the development of the security pol-
icy framework have been presented in detail at [11, 8, 10], while the require-
ments, functionalities and interactions of the security services within the
TACTICS TSI [5] have been presented at [14, 13]. Furthermore, the policy
distribution method for the mission preparation stage has been described at
[12].

10.4.1.1 i. Capturing and incorporation of fine-grained network
semantics of static and dynamic nature across the security
policy:

The examined scenario requires the incorporation of the elements presented
in Figure 10.3 within the security policy. As described in the aforemen-
tioned studies, this is achieved with the use of unary (concept assertions)
and binary (role assertions) predicates within an ontologically constructed
knowledge-base. This allows capturing refined attributes of the involved
entities (services, information, networks, radios, nodes, and subjects), and
defining fine-grained interactions among them. Furthermore, the use of
Terminology/ Assertion/ Rule triplets allows the definition of additional
constraints such as separation of duty, although such declarations increase
the complexity.

It must be noted that due to their multitude, the information elements
of this scenario have not been listed in Figure 10.3 (only the three core sub-
categories). Yet the Information policy branch can be used to demonstrate
the expressive power of the developed mechanism. As an example, the ’Pic-
ture functional service’ can generate three different image formats (namely
PNG, JPG, and BMP), which serve distinct purposes (e.g. can be utilised
by other services, such as being incorporated in a MEDEVAC request), and
have distinct attributes and security restrictions (e.g. access control, com-
pression preferences, and priority). Each of the formats is defined as an in-
dividual within the Information/ SystemSpecific subclass (see Figure 10.4).
This allows the definition of fine-grained data properties, that can be identi-
fied as functional (unique) and with constrained ranges. Furthermore, rela-
tionships between individual are defined with the use of object properties,
which can be constrained in range but also identified as Functional, Inverse
functional, Transitive, Symmetric, Asymmetric, Reflexive or Irreflexive.
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Figure 10.3: Security policy components for the examined scenario.

Focusing on specific aspects of this example, the source of each infor-
mation element has been constrained to individuals that belong to the sub-
jects, services, and nodes classes, by defining the appropriate ranges and
domains. Additionally, functional object properties have been used to es-
tablish direct links for the given individuals. As an example, the unique
source of the ’PictureServiceOutputJPG’ is defined to be the ’PictureService’
individual as:

<owl : ObjectProperty rdf : ID=” InformationHasSourceService”>
<rdf : type rdf : resource=”&owl ; Funct ionalProperty ” />
<r d f s : domain rdf : resource =” Information ” />
<r d f s : range rdf : resource =” S e r v i c e ” />
</owl : ObjectProperty>

<owl : NamedIndividual rdf : about=” PictureServiceOutputJPG”>
<Episode1−Pol i cy : InformationHasSourceService rdf : resource =”#

↪→ P i c t u r e S e r v i c e”/>
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Similar declarations are established in order to denote all the relationships
across the mission components, such as subjects using a specific node, nodes
participating in networks, services being deployed on nodes, and radios
serving specific networks.

Figure 10.4: Partial policy fragment for ’PictureServiceOutputJPG’ informa-
tion/individual.

10.4.1.2 ii. Fine-grained action governance/definition, according to the
developed (Domain 7−→ Capability 7−→ Action) paradigm:

The formal policy model presented in [11], describes in detail the notions of
Domain, Capability and Action, as well as how these elements are defined
and utilised for the enforcement of security controls across the elements and
activities of a tactical operation.

In short, the TACTICS capabilities have been defined in accordance to the
NATO Capability View [23], while in the context of the security policy have
been extended to include all interactions across the components of a given
tactical operation. Examples of the defined capabilities are ”Effects manage-
ment”, ”Shared situational awareness”, ”Fire support”, ”Tasking and Order-
ing”, and ”Force protection”. Furthermore, the security domains have been
defined as a result of the analysis for system specific requirements, initiated
in [8] and presented in detail at [10] and [14]. These domains facilitate the
enforcement of the protection goals established in the aforementioned stud-
ies, and include Planning, Protection, Detection, Diligence and Response.
Finally, the mission specific actions correspond to the intersection of do-
mains and capabilities, establishing the framework for the enforcement of
security controls across the capabilities required for a tactical operation.

Therefore policy decision requests are formulated across TACTICS TSI
in the form of action governance, that need to be resolved by the security
architecture. The Domain 7−→ Capability 7−→ Action paradigm, has been
integrated as a functionality of the developed ’Security Handling service’,
in the form of a distinct knowledge-base.
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For the ”PictureServiceOutput”, the protection domain includes elements
such as encryption, integrity, labelling and access control. Using encryption
as an example, the actions of enforcing specific algorithms through the ’En-
cryption’ functional service are defined as:

Declara t ion ( Class ( : Domain ) )
Dec lara t ion ( Class ( : P r o t e c t i o n ) )
# Class : : P r o t e c t i o n ( : P r o t e c t i o n )
SubClassOf ( : P r o t e c t i o n : Domain )

Dec lara t ion ( Class ( : C ap a b i l i t y ) )
Dec lara t ion ( Class ( : P ic tureServiceOutput ) )
# Class : : P ic tureServiceOutput ( : P ic tureServiceOutput )
SubClassOf ( : P ic tureServiceOutput : C a pa b i l i t y )

Dec lara t ion ( Class ( : Action ) )
Dec lara t ion ( Class ( : EncryptionPictureServiceOutputJPG ) )
# Class : : EncryptionPictureServiceOutputJPG ( :

↪→ EncryptionPictureServiceOutputJPG )
SubClassOf ( : EncryptionPictureServiceOutputJPG : Action )

Dec lara t ion ( ObjectProperty ( : HasEnforcementMechanism ) )
Dec lara t ion ( DataProperty ( : HasCapabil i ty ) )
Dec lara t ion ( DataProperty ( : HasDomain ) )
Dec lara t ion ( NamedIndividual ( : NoEncryption ) )
Dec lara t ion ( NamedIndividual ( : Alg1TDES ) )
Dec lara t ion ( NamedIndividual ( : Alg2128AES ) )
Dec lara t ion ( NamedIndividual ( : Alg3256AES ) )
Dec lara t ion ( NamedIndividual ( : Encrypt ionFService ) )

# Indiv idual : : Alg1TDES ( : Alg1TDES ) %S i m i l a r l y f o r :
↪→ Alg2128AES , Alg3256AES , and NoEncryption

ClassAsser t ion ( : EncryptionPictureServiceOutputJPG : Alg1TDES )
Objec tProper tyAsser t ion ( : HasEnforcementMechanism : Alg1TDES :

↪→ Encrypt ionFService )
DataPropertyAssert ion ( : HasCapabil i ty : Alg1TDES ”

↪→ Pic tureServiceOutput ” ˆ ˆ xsd : s t r i n g )
DataPropertyAssert ion ( : HasDomain : Alg1TDES ” P r o t e c t i o n ” ˆ ˆ xsd :

↪→ s t r i n g )
DataPropertyAssert ion ( : HasPr ior i ty : Alg1TDES 2)

It must be noted that actions can be defined as referring to singular en-
tities to enhance granularity (e.g ’EncryptionPictureServiceOutputJPG’ as
presented in this example), or be grouped in order to improve reasoning
efficiency. As an example, this would allow to enforce the same subset of in-
tegrity protection mechanisms, to all text files generated using the Messag-
ing functional service from specific nodes, by subjects with rank higher or
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equal to captain. Implementing, such grouping requires only the declaration
of appropriate object and data properties and the definition of constrained
subclasses under the ”Capability” class. Constrained subclasses are defined
by restricting the instances of the subclass according to constrained values
of object and data properties.

10.4.1.3 iii. Definition of prioritised rule set per action according to the
developed paradigm:

Governance for the defined actions within the security policy, as presented
in the two previous paragraphs, is established by creating links between the
actions and the security policy knowledge base. This is achieved by the in-
tegration of a prioritised rule set per action, which incorporates constrained
values for specific object and data properties, as presented in detail at [11].
The definition and distribution of these rule sets is executed at the strategic
domain, during the mission preparation stage.

Furthermore, this process allows the on-line policy adaptation to dy-
namic network semantics, by the definition of corresponding rules. This
feature has been demonstrated by extending the previous example, towards
the selection of the encryption algorithm to be used for the transmission
of a message by the ”Simple reporting” functional service. This test-case
refers to the Domain: Protection, Grouped Capability: SimpleReporting
MessageType265, and Action: Encryption-SimpleReporting MessageType-

265, with available instances being Alg1TDES, Alg2128AES, and NoEncryp-
tion. For the selection of the algorithm any combination of object and data
properties can be evaluated, while in this test-case it was defined in accor-
dance to the current network capacity (Net-3: HQ1 to Convoy), message
classification, and message precedence, as:

Rule 1 : Has Current Capacity ( Net3 , ”Medium”) ,
↪→ H a s C l a s s i f i c a t i o n ( MessageType265 , ? x ) , swrlb : lessThan ( ?
↪→ x , 4 ) −> Encrypt ( Alg1TDES , MessageType265 )

Rule 2 : Has Current Capacity ( Net3 , ”Low”) −> Encrypt ( Alg1TDES ,
↪→ MessageType265 )

Rule 3 : Has Current Capacity ( Net3 , ”Low”) , Has Precedence (
↪→ MessageType265 , ” FlashOverride ”) −> Encrypt ( NoEncryption
↪→ , MessageType265 )

In this episode the generic rule established within the security policy, re-
quires the use of ’Alg2128AES’ for the encryption of messages that are in-
stances of the MessageType265 class. Yet, rule 1 allows the use of ’Alg1TDES’
when the network capacity is ’Medium’, and the message classification is
less than ’4’. Furthermore, rule 2 also allows the use of ’Alg1TDES’, when
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the network capacity is ’Low’, regardless of message classification or prece-
dence. Finally, when the network capacity is ’Low’, and the message prece-
dence is ’Flash Override’, rule 3 allows the use of ’NoEncryption’, in order
to accommodate life preservation alerts. The extraction of these instances
within the security service architecture, is achieved by querying the ’Meta-
data handling service’ in respect to the examined action. Such queries may
have high complexity, incorporating additional rules (as defined and re-
trieved from the ’Policy Decision Point’ service), or as in this example be
only restricted by the examined domain and capability, such as:

SELECT ? i n s t a n c e
WHERE {? i n s t a n c e : Has Domain ” P r o t e c t i o n ” ˆ ˆ xsd : s t r i n g ;

: Has Capabi l i ty ” SimpleReporting MessageType265 ” ˆ ˆ xsd :
↪→ s t r i n g ;

: H a s P r i o r i t y 1}

Similarly, on-line policy adaptation can be enforced in all aspects referring to
interactions among the components of a tactical operation, accommodating
scenarios of increased complexity as presented in the following episodes.

10.4.1.4 iv. Scalability of policy and service infrastructure:

The notion of scalability from the perspective of security within TACTICS,
refers primarily to the capacity of deploying security controls (e.g. Policies
and services) across the four described types of nodes (TN-D, TN-M, TN-
HQ, and TN-C: see Figure 10.3), maintaining operability.

In respect to the security policy framework, a detailed analysis of the
constrains involved in its distribution, has been presented at [12]. The same
article presents a suitable mechanism for the optimization of partitioning
and distributing security policy fragments, across the various types of de-
ployed nodes during the mission preparation stage. Yet, the incorporation
of dynamic semantics and the aforementioned capability for on-line policy
adaptation, will induce divergences across the local policies during the tac-
tical operation. The executed scenarios allowed us to identify the nature of
these divergences, and develop a mechanism for their reconciliation opti-
mized for the examined tactical SOA, as presented in [9].

From the perspective of services, the developed core architecture, com-
prising of six services and presented in [13], is required to be deployed
across all the involved nodes, in order to support the functionalities of the
security policy framework. Nevertheless, the use of semantic web technolo-
gies facilitate additional flexibility both at the implementation and opera-
tional phases, by allowing the selective utilization of inference subsystems.
Within TACTICS, for experimental and demonstration purposes, Apache-
Jena has been used for the development of the ’Metadata handling’ core ser-
vice, where the reasoning and extraction of policy decisions occurs. Apache-
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Jena [31] allows a range of inference engines (RSDF, Micro, Mini, Full) to
be integrated across the tactical nodes, according to the complexity and re-
quirements of the deployed policy fragment after distribution. The fragment
of the code implementing this functionality over the two non-constrained
types of nodes (TN-HQ, TN-M), is:

package eu . t a c t i c s p r o j e c t . s e r v i c e . metadatahandling . reasoner ;
import org . apache . j ena . rdf . model . InfModel ;
import org . apache . j ena . rdf . model . Model ;
import org . apache . j ena . reasoner . Reasoner ;
import javax . jws . WebMethod ;
import javax . jws . WebService ;
import javax . jws . soap . SOAPBinding ;
import javax . jws . soap . SOAPBinding . S t y l e ;

publ ic i n t e r f a c e InferenceEngine {
Model loadPol icy ( S t r i n g f i l e , S t r i n g type ) ;
Model loadIns tance ( S t r i n g f i l e , S t r i n g type ) ;
Reasoner getJenaReasoner ( S t r i n g reasonerType ) ;
Reasoner createReasoner ( Model tbox , S t r i n g type ) ;
InfModel createModel ( Reasoner reasoner , Model abox ) ;}

package eu . t a c t i c s p r o j e c t . s e r v i c e . metadatahandling . reasoner ;
import org . apache . j ena . rdf . model . InfModel ;
import org . apache . j ena . rdf . model . Model ;
import org . apache . j ena . rdf . model . ModelFactory ;
import org . apache . j ena . reasoner . Reasoner ;
import org . apache . j ena . reasoner . ReasonerRegistry ;
import org . apache . j ena . reasoner . Val id i tyReport ;
import org . apache . j ena . u t i l . FileManager ;
import org . springframework . s t e r e o t y p e . S e r v i c e ;

@Service
publ ic c l a s s InferenceEngineImpl implements InferenceEngine {
@Override
publ ic Model loadPol icy ( S t r i n g f i l e , S t r i n g type )
{ re turn FileManager . get ( ) . loadModel ( f i l e , null , type ) ;}

@Override
publ ic Model loadIns tance ( S t r i n g f i l e , S t r i n g type )
{ re turn FileManager . get ( ) . loadModel ( f i l e , null , type ) ;}

@Override
publ ic Reasoner getJenaReasoner ( S t r i n g reasonerType ) {

i f (”RSDF” . equalsIgnoreCase ( reasonerType ) )
{ re turn ReasonerRegistry . getRDFSReasoner ( ) ;}
e l s e i f (” Micro ” . equalsIgnoreCase ( reasonerType ) )
{ re turn ReasonerRegistry . getOWLMicroReasoner ( ) ;}
e l s e i f (” Mini ” . equalsIgnoreCase ( reasonerType ) )
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{ re turn ReasonerRegistry . getOWLMiniReasoner ( ) ;}
e l s e i f (” F u l l ” . equalsIgnoreCase ( reasonerType ) )
{ re turn ReasonerRegistry . getOWLReasoner ( ) ;}
re turn n u l l ;}

@Override
publ ic Reasoner createReasoner ( Model tbox , S t r i n g type )
{ re turn getJenaReasoner ( type ) . bindSchema ( tbox . getGraph ( ) ) ;}

@Override
publ ic InfModel createModel ( Reasoner reasoner , Model abox )
{ re turn ModelFactory . createInfModel ( reasoner , abox ) ;}

@Override
publ ic boolean i s V a l i d ( InfModel infModel )
{Val id i tyReport repor t = infModel . v a l i d a t e ( ) ;

re turn repor t . i s V a l i d ( ) ;}}

Furthermore, the defined functional services are deployed across the tac-
tical nodes, according to their operational requirements. As an example, the
’MEDEVAC request’ functional service is deployed in the examined scenario
at the nodes TN-M:Vehicle 4, TN-D (medic):Vehicle 4, and TN-M:Vehicle 1
for redundancy but with on-line adaptation constraints. Accordingly, the
corresponding policy fragment, governing interactions between this service
and other component (Services, Information, Networks, Radios, Nodes, and
subjects) is distributed as described in the aforementioned studies.

10.4.2 Episode 2

In this episode the convoy transitions from AoO-1 into AoO-2 at point 2*,
as presented in Figure 10.2. The convoy is connected to the Head-Quarters
through two UHF networks, namely Net-3 (HQ1 to convoy) and Net-4 (HQ2
to convoy). Furthermore, a custom TSI node becomes available (TN-C: Sen-
sor), through a VHF network (Net-5: Convoy to Sensor).

10.4.2.1 v. Adaptability to rapid network alterations:

The capacity of the security architecture to adapt to network alterations, has
been demonstrated earlier in respect to the encryption algorithm selection
for MessageType265. Yet this episode has been developed in order to high-
light the details of the process and provide additional examples.

The individuals from the networks and nodes policy fragments are pre-
sented in Figure 10.5, in accordance to the requirements of the examined sce-
nario. Defining the data properties of individuals as presented in Episode
1, accommodates the security policy reasoning and adaptation to mission
dynamics, such as adapting security decisions to network quality metrics or
node resource availability.
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Figure 10.5: Individuals for the networks and nodes policy fragments.

Furthermore, this example can illustrate the use of object properties for
the establishment of relationships between individuals. As an example, the
nodes served by Net1-ConvoyInternal are defined with the use of two in-
verse object properties (HasHosts, IsHostInNetwork), establishing the rela-
tionships presented in Figure 10.6.

Figure 10.6: Definition of nodes served by Net1-ConvoyInternal.

10.4.2.2 vi. Ability to substitute actions on-line:

Additionally to adapting policy decisions according to timely values of en-
tity data properties, on-line action substitution is also possible. Continu-
ing the example of the previous paragraph, the examined test-case refers to
the dissemination of blue force tracking data from the convoy towards the
Head-Quarters with the use of of the Unit positioning functional service.
The deployed TN-MV1 node (the capability is also deployed to TN-MV2 for
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redundancy) collects the data and periodically transmits them as a bundle
towards one of the two Head-quarters (TN-HQ1, TN-HQ2). This informa-
tion instance is defined as EXTBFT Update, with data properties that in-
clude ”Classification: 10” and ”Precedence: Routine”. Therefore this exam-
ple refers to Domain: Diligence, Capability: SharedSituationalAwareness,
and ActionSet: Disseminate EXTBFT Update. The diligence domain incor-
porates specific security requirements for each action (e.g. encryption, in-
tegrity, provenance assurance), while out of the available actions the most
suitable is identified in order to accommodate these requirements according
to the currently available resources. For the examined test-case four action
options must be under policy governance, defined as:

• Action 1: Transmit to TN-HQ1 through Net-3. (if Net-3 can support
the security overhead)

• Action 2: Transmit to TN-HQ2 through Net-4. (if Net-4 can support
the security overhead)

• Action 3: Store locally and attempt later (if neither Net-3 nor Net-4 can
support the security overhead, and the required resources are avail-
able in the Message queue core service.)

• Action 4: Drop the bundle. (if none of the aforementioned conditions
apply.)

This decision carries implications that relate both to security (e.g. channel
utilization equalization protection goal) and QoS (Quality of Service), while
the interoperability mechanism between the two has been presented earlier
[34]. Across AoO-2 continuous connectivity is not maintained towards nei-
ther of the Head-Quarters. In order to simplify the example the underlying
technical details (e.g throughput, packet error rate, encryption overhead, in-
tegrity protection overhead, latency) have been omitted, although such a
policy decision can be defined according to fine-grained semantics as pre-
sented earlier. Accordingly, the selection of the appropriate action relies on
aggregated semantics, such as each networks’ capacity to support the load
of secure transmission (denoted as: SupportSecLvL), and the available local
node resources (denoted as: PacketHandlerBufferLvL). Therefore the gov-
ernance of the required actions is achieved by defining corresponding rules,
as:

Rule 1 ( For Action 1) : SupportSecLvL ( Net3−HQ1toConvoy , ?x ) ,
↪→ swrlb : greaterThan ( ? x , 8 ) −> DisseminateEXTBFT Update (TN
↪→ −HQ1, EXTBFT Update )

Rule 2 ( For Action 2) : SupportSecLvL ( Net4−HQ2toConvoy , ?x ) ,
↪→ swrlb : greaterThan ( ? x , 8 ) −> DisseminateEXTBFT Update (TN
↪→ −HQ2, EXTBFT Update )
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Rule 3 ( For Action 3) : PacketHandlerBufferLvL (TN−MV1, ?x ) ,
↪→ swrlb : greaterThan ( ? x , 5 ) , SupportSecLvL ( Net4−
↪→ HQ2toConvoy , ?y ) , SupportSecLvL ( Net3−HQ1toConvoy , ?y ) ,
↪→ swrlb : lessThan ( ? y , 8 ) −> DisseminateEXTBFT Update (
↪→ StoreEXTBFT Update−MQS, EXTBFT Update )

Rule 4 ( For Action 4) : PacketHandlerBufferLvL (TN−MV1, ?x ) ,
↪→ swrlb : lessThanOrEqual ( ? x , 5 ) , SupportSecLvL ( Net4−
↪→ HQ2toConvoy , ?y ) , SupportSecLvL ( Net3−HQ1toConvoy , ?y ) ,
↪→ swrlb : lessThan ( ? y , 8 ) −> DisseminateEXTBFT Update (
↪→ Drop EXTBFT Update , EXTBFT Update )

10.4.2.3 vii. Standalone node operation:

According to the TACTICS requirements, nodes that have been deployed as
standalone, or have lost connectivity with a mission network, must have an
explicit policy and service infrastructure in place, in order to handle pro-
longed isolation and maintain operability. Accordingly, the minimum set of
core services deployed in a tactical node must allow service discovery, mes-
sage exchange and security. Therefore, the deployed sensor (node: TN-C,
Figure 10.3) must incorporate the required policies, along with the func-
tional and core services that would allow the dissemination of tracks, as
required by the scenario.

Focusing on security, this is mapped to the notions presented across this
article and the inherent modularity of SOA. Therefore, the sensor would
have to support the six core security services, with the following adapta-
tions:

1. Security Handling service:

• Implementation of the fragment that refers only to the supported
Domains, Capabilities and Actions. (see paragraph 10.4.1.2)

• Increased incorporation of pre-computed policy decisions. (see
paragraph 10.4.3.2)

2. Policy Management service: No viable adaptation.

3. Policy Decision Point service: (see paragraph 10.4.1.3)

• Incorporation of the rules that refer only to the supported actions.

• Prioritization of rules with reduced complexity.

4. Metadata Handling service:
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• Implementation of the knowledge-base fragment that refers only
to the supported actions and deployed limited rule set. (see para-
graph 10.4.1.1)
• Integration of low complexity inference engines. (See paragraph

10.4.1.4)

5. Contextual Monitoring service:

• Capturing and statistical analysis of limited sub-set of dynamic
semantics, according to the requirements of the ’Metadata Han-
dling’ knowledge-base fragment.

6. Policy Enforcement Point service:

• Integration of interfaces only towards the deployed functional
services.

10.4.3 Episode 3

In this episode the convoy reaches point 3* in Figure 10.2, where it is at-
tacked by a small group of insurgents. Two of the test-cases from this episode
are presented, in order to highlight additional functionalities of the security
architecture.

10.4.3.1 viii. Ability to transition between governing rules, and fall
back operation:

As presented in the previous paragraphs, policy decision requests are for-
mulated within TACTICS TSI in the form of action governance, which corre-
spond to the enforcement of security controls (domains) across the deployed
Capabilities. This is achieved by the definition of a prioritized rule set of
increased complexity for each action, by incorporating static and dynamic
system semantics in order to support fine-grained and adaptable security
enforcement.

Fragments of each rule set are deployed across the nodes according to the
computational capacity of each node, while the prioritization of the rules is
based on their complexity. As mentioned in paragraph 10.4.1.4, the ’MEDE-
VAC request’ functional service is deployed at the nodes TN-M:Vehicle 4,
TN-D(Medic):Vehicle 4, and TN-M:Vehicle 1. For the Domain:Protection,
Capability: ForceProtection, and Action: AccessControlTACTICSMEDEVAC,
the following prioritized rule set (presented in Manchester syntax) can be
used in order to illustrate the expressive capacity of such rules.

1. 1st priority rule:
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Node SupportsService value ”TacticsMEDEVAC”
Node hasSubject some A l l S u b j e c t s
( S u b j e c t h a s T r u s t L e v e l value ”High ”) and ( (

↪→ Node hasTrustLevel value ”High ”) or (
↪→ Node hasTrustLevel value ”Medium”) )

( Node hasAoO value ”AoO2”) or ( Node hasAoO value ”AoO3”)
( Subject hasRank value ”CPT”) or ( Subject hasRank value ”

↪→ LTA”) or ( Subject hasRank value ”2LT”) or (
↪→ Sub jec t hasFunct ion value ”MEDIC”)

Node hasMissionType value ”Convoy”
( ( Node hasOperationalGroup value ”G2”) and ( Node hasType

↪→ value ”TSI ND ”) ) or ( ( Node hasOperationalGroup
↪→ value ”G1”) and ( Node hasType value ”TSI NM”) )

( Node hasSupportRadioITUDesignation value ”UHF”) or (
↪→ Node hasSupportRadioITUDesignation value ”VHF”)

Node hasSupportProtocol value ”TLS/ SSH”

2. 2nd priority rule:

Node SupportsService value ”TacticsMEDEVAC”
Node hasSubject some A l l S u b j e c t s
( S u b j e c t h a s T r u s t L e v e l value ”High ”) and ( (

↪→ Node hasTrustLevel value ”High ”) or (
↪→ Node hasTrustLevel value ”Medium”) )

( Subject hasRank value ”CPT”) or ( Subject hasRank value ”
↪→ LTA”) or ( Subject hasRank value ”2LT”) or (
↪→ Sub jec t hasFunct ion value ”MEDIC”)

Node hasMissionType value ”Convoy”
( Node hasOperationalGroup value ”G2”) or ( (

↪→ Node hasOperationalGroup value ”G1”)
( Node hasSupportRadioITUDesignation value ”UHF”) or (

↪→ Node hasSupportRadioITUDesignation value ”VHF”)
Node\ hasSupportProtocol value ”TLS/ SSH”

3. 3rd priority rule:

Node SupportsService value ”TacticsMEDEVAC”
Node hasSubject some A l l S u b j e c t s
( S u b j e c t h a s T r u s t L e v e l value ”High ”) and ( (

↪→ Node hasTrustLevel value ”High ”) or (
↪→ Node hasTrustLevel value ”Medium”) )

( Subject hasRank value ”Medium”) or ( Sub jec t hasFunct ion
↪→ value ”MEDIC”)
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Node hasMissionType value ”Convoy”
( Node hasOperationalGroup value ”G2”) or ( (

↪→ Node hasOperationalGroup value ”G1”)
Node hasSupportProtocol value ”TLS/ SSH”

The selection of a rule for the resolution of an action request is done
by the ’Policy Management’ service, and depends on the available node re-
sources at the time of the request. The resource indicator is contained in the
’securityDecisionRequest’, while the identifier of the selected rule is denoted
as ’actionIDCyclesToLive()’:

package eu . t a c t i c s p r o j e c t . s e r v i c e . policymanagement ;
@Service
publ ic c l a s s PolicyManagementService {
@Autowired
p r i v a t e ActionRequestRepository act ionRequestReposi tory ;
@Autowired
p r i v a t e P o l i c y D e c i s i o n P o i n t S e r v i c e p o l i c y D e c i s i o n P o i n t S e r v i c e

↪→ ;
publ ic S e c u r i t y D e c i s i o n g e t S e c u r i t y D e c i s i o n (

↪→ Secur i tyDecis ionRequest secur i tyDec is ionReques t ) {
act ionRequestReposi tory . save ( secur i tyDec is ionReques t .

↪→ getActionRequestId ( ) ) ;
ActionRequest IDBundle actionRequestIdBundle =

↪→ ActionRequest IDBundle . bui lder ( )
. ac t ionRequest Id ( secur i tyDec is ionReques t . getActionRequestId ( )

↪→ )
. r e f r e s h A l e r t ( secur i tyDec is ionReques t . i s R e f r e s h A l e r t ( ) )
. act ionIDCyclesToLive ( ) ← Rule identifier
. bui ld ( ) ;
S e c u r i t y D e c i s i o n s e c u r i t y D e c i s i o n =

↪→ p o l i c y D e c i s i o n P o i n t S e r v i c e . g e t S e c u r i t y D e c i s i o n (
↪→ actionRequestIdBundle ) ;

re turn s e c u r i t y D e c i s i o n ;}

Consequently, as presented in the code extract, the constructed ’Action-
Request IDBundle’ is send to the ’Policy Decision Point’ service, where the
requested rule is extracted and send for reasoning at the ’Metadata Han-
dling’ service.

10.4.3.2 ix. Incorporation of pre-computed policy decisions:

As presented earlier, under highly congested or disrupted environments,
functionality is maintained by the use of policy fragments and rules with
decreased complexity. Furthermore, the ’Security Handling’ service is the
first core security service that process an action request towards the extrac-
tion of a policy decision. Along with the various adaptation functionalities,
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the ’Security Handling’ service has been defined and developed with the
capacity to accommodate pre-computed policy decisions. This, has been
dictated by the requirement to maintain a minimum of service functionality,
under any operable conditions.

Therefore, at the mission preparation stage a statistical analysis can pro-
vide a subset of action requests with increased frequency, or high criticality.
For such action requests, pre-computed policy decisions are established in
the form of access control lists. Such policy decisions are utilised only within
a constrained range of conditions, yet allow the enforcement of security con-
trols with the invocation of a minimum set of services and without initiating
the reasoning process. As presented in the following code fragment from
the TACTICS TSI implementation, each ”actionRequest” is mapped to a
uniquely identified ”actionRequestId”, which is evaluated from the ”getPre-
ComputedPolicyDecision” function. This function evaluates the existence of
a pre-computed policy decision for the given ”actionRequest” and calls for
the timely values of a limited set of semantics from the ’Contextual Monitor-
ing’ service. If these are within the range for which the pre-computed policy
decision is valid, then the decision is send directly to the ’Policy Enforce-
ment Point’ service. Otherwise, the decision extraction process continues
towards the ’Policy Management’ service.

package eu . t a c t i c s p r o j e c t . s e r v i c e . secur i tyhandl ing ;
@Service
publ ic c l a s s Secur i tyHandl ingService {
@Autowired
p r i v a t e ContextualMonitor ingService

↪→ contextua lMoni tor ingServ ice ;
@Autowired
p r i v a t e Pol icyEnforcementPointService

↪→ pol icyEnforcementPointService ;
@Autowired
p r i v a t e PolicyManagementService policyManagementService ;

publ ic ActionResponse send ( ActionRequest act ionRequest ) {
ActionRequestId act ionRequest Id = generateActionRequestId (

↪→ act ionRequest ) ;
S t r i n g pol i cyDec is ion = getPreComputedPolicyDecision (

↪→ act ionRequest Id ) ;
Attr ibuteValuesRequest a t t r ibuteValuesReques t =

↪→ generateAttr ibuteValuesRequest ( ) ;
Attr ibuteValuesResponse a t t r i b u t e V a l u e s =

↪→ contextua lMoni tor ingServ ice . ge tAt t r ibuteValues (
↪→ a t t r ibuteValuesReques t ) ;

i f ( getPreComputedPolicyDecision ( act ionRequest Id ) != n u l l ) {
S e c u r i t y D e c i s i o n s e c u r i t y D e c i s i o n = g e n e r a t e S e c u r i t y D e c i s i o n (
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↪→ act ionRequest Id ) ;
re turn pol icyEnforcementPointService . getActionResponse (

↪→ s e c u r i t y D e c i s i o n ) ;}
e l s e { . . . }}

10.5 Conclusions

The project TACTICS was undertaken in order to provide a proof of concept
for the capacity to deploy the required capabilities at the tactical edge, and
develop a service infrastructure tailored to the requirements of the mod-
ern battlefield. In this article, a comprehensive view of the developed se-
curity framework is presented, according to the scenarios executed during
the concluding system validation demonstrations. A subset of the secu-
rity related functionalities supported by the developed TACTICS TSI have
been presented, highlighting critical architectural details towards its imple-
mentation. Furthermore, this article unifies the publicly available results of
our security related studies, by highlighting how the distinct components
presented earlier, interoperate towards the enforcement of security controls
within tactical SOA. The presented results, highlight the capacity of tactical
networks to support efficient security controls, given that the corresponding
requirements and constraints are satisfied.

Through the executed studies across TACTICS, and after its successful
completion, a variety of future work paths have been identified. These in-
clude the investigation of integrated QoS and Security policies particularly
for networks with volatile connectivity or link quality, and trust models for
store-and-forward bundling, particularly in coalition environments. Fur-
thermore, another potentially critical path of future work, refers to the in-
vestigation of efficient service and message delivery mechanisms for transi-
tions between different levels of connectivity, down to outright disruption.
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